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The Impact of Regulation, Risk, and Resourcing on the Returns within Renewable Energy 
Projects 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Renewable Energy (RE) is about more than reducing our environmental impact on the planet  
and the opportunity to develop RE for the UK is one of economic and social benefit as well as 
environmental.  Furthermore, the UK is legally bound to deliver 15% of total energy supply 
from renewable sources by 2020 and beyond. This equates to approximately 30% of UK 
electricity generation but there exists significant technological and commercial barriers to the 
development, financing and implementation of renewable energy projects.  
  
The aim of this dissertation is to assess the current challenges and barriers to investment in 
the UK’s RE sector. This is done by analysing various stakeholders’ perspectives of the key 
factors, namely  Regulation, Risk Resourcing (financing), and Return, in developing a model 
which will serve as a decision support framework for the investors in the RE space. The 
research develops an interpretive understanding through a mixed methods approach, using 
the implicit and explicit knowledge from energy industry experts and senior practitioners 
currently involved in energy companies and consortia who sponsor, develop, finance and 
manage RE schemes and projects.   

 
To support delivery of this research aim, the following research question is addressed: 
“What is the impact of Regulation, Risk and Resourcing on Return on investment in 
developing renewable energy projects in the UK?”  

 
This study investigated and examined the key factors that influence investment decisions in 
the UK’s RE sector and has focused on the aspects of Regulation and Risk in both at the 
macro and project levels. The research strategy used qualitative data derived from 
questionnaires and interviews with leading industry stakeholders and practitioners, including 
senior executives at prominent financial institutions, technical consultants, project developers 
and regulatory experts to validate a model of decision making support for investors. 

 
The study validated an R4 model that considers the impact of Regulation (R1), Risk (R2), 
Resourcing (financing) (R3) and Return (R4) in supporting investment decisions. The regulatory 
regime was found to be the primary Risk driver when Resourcing the finance of RE projects. 
The impact of these key parameters is not linear and varies through the three main project 
phases; namely i) during Project Inception, Development and Mandate to proceed, ii) during 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC), and lastly iii) the Operation and 
Maintenance and revenue generating phase.  It is concluded that the influence of R1, R2, and 
R3 on Return on investment (R4) is shown to be a crucial output of the final, income generating 
phase of renewable energy projects.  

 
The findings have been already disseminated and presented at prestigious energy 
conferences in Oman, 2010; Milan, 2011; London, 2012; Cologne, 2012 & 2014; Vienna, 2013; 
and accepted for presentation at Powergen Europe conference in June 2015 in Amsterdam.  
Additionally, a journal paper is being submitted to the Energy Policy Journal for publication in 
2015. Furthermore, the study has added to the epistemological approach in this research area 
and supports the business case for promoting the development of an Energy Centre at the 
University of Portsmouth.   
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This study has made three primary contributions to the current state of knowledge and 

professional practice in the Renewable Energy space focusing on Regulation, Risk, 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 

1.1 Context of the study 
 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2013), the authoritative 

International body on this subject, has clearly demonstrated that climate change is already 

happening. The UK and the rest of the world need to radically increase its use of renewable 

energy. First, the impending threat of dangerous climate change means we urgently need to 

reduce our emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. A new focus on 

renewable energy will play a key role in this, together with nuclear power, carbon capture 

and storage and policies such as the EU Emissions Trading System and energy saving 

measures. At the same time the growth in global demand for energy over the next few 

decades, and the depletion of our North Sea reserves are in decline and the UK will become 

increasingly dependent upon imported oil and gas. In addition, current nuclear power 

stations, the UK’s largest source of low-carbon electricity, are approaching the end of their 

lives and are in a phased decommissioning programme, (RAoE 2013). 

Renewable Energy (RE) is about more than reducing our environmental impact on the 

planet, the debate continues over whether human activity is causing climate change, but 

irrespective of this, the opportunity ahead in RE for the UK is one of economic and social 

benefit as well as environmental (Stern, 2007). The UK is legally bound to deliver 15% of 

total energy supply from renewable sources by 2020, equating to approximately 30% of 

electricity needing to come from renewable sources in the same period. The UK 

Government estimates that £110bn is required to be invested in new generation capacity in 

this period in order to achieve the increases in renewable generation, as well as the broader 

de-carbonisation initiatives and capacity renewal across the full spectrum of electricity 

generation. In an effort to attract this investment and drive the necessary change across a 

privatised industry, UK Government has developed Electricity Market Reform (EMR). In his 

foreword to the white paper on EMR, the incumbent UK Energy Minister stated that the 

intended goal of the reform was to: 

“...create the right conditions to attract the investment needed to transform our system, in 
particular by reducing risks and setting a clear and stable framework for investors.”                              
Planning our electric future (DECC, 2011a, p.4) 
 
At the time of this study there is little literature which analyses the effectiveness or impact of 

this reform. The role of regulation in renewable investments has been, and continues to be, 

the subject of much debate; however it will be the investor’s perspective that will determine 

the success or otherwise of future RE developments in the UK. 
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Despite technological developments and economic viability for several applications, 

renewable energy has only been exploited to a small fraction of its potential. This is due to 

the existence of several types of barriers to the development, financing and implementation 

of renewable energy projects.  This DBA study aims to identify, analyse and evaluate the 

business risks and opportunities that enable investors, project sponsors and other key 

stakeholders to assess the risk/reward ratios in order to support their strategic decision 

making.  Central to the study will be the mechanisms for risk reduction and mitigation for 

generators, in particular the current UK Government subsidies for electricity generation from 

renewable sources.  

 

1.2 Power generation in the UK: Present state 
 
Coal fired power stations provide around 31% of the UK's electricity but a third of them are 

due to close in the next ten years (RAoE 2013) which is likely to create an energy crisis. 

The sense of ‘crisis’ in the energy and especially the electricity sector of the UK in the 

opinion of  Haszeldine, Reiner, Shackley, and Kendall, (2007) is exacerbated by the 

imposed phase-out of coal generation as a result of the European Union sulphur dioxide 

(SO2) directive, under which 40% of UK coal-fuelled electricity capacity will be retired by 

2015. Also, the impending decommissioning of a large share of nuclear generation capacity 

without an agreed or mandated re-build programme; the rising natural gas prices and the 

recognition of increased reliance on Russian and Middle Eastern fuel supplies add to this 

sense of ‘crisis’ which can place significant constraints on the ability of the UK to cope with 

the power generation capabilities.  Figures 1 and 2 below show variation in the UK energy 

mix (electricity supplied by fuel type) over the course of twenty three years.  

 

                                  
 

Imports 4%

Oil 7%

Gas 0.50%

Nuclear
19%

Hydro and 
Other fuels

2.50%
Coal 67%

1990
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               Figure 1: UK electricity by Fuel in 1990 (DECC 2009 UK Energy in Brief: adapted) 
 
 

                                
 

 
 
 
 

               Figure 2: UK electricity by Fuel 2013 (RAoE report, 2013: adapted)  
 

 

Comparing figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that coal, a fossil fuel, which used to be a major 

source of fuel for electricity generation in the 90s, has lost more than 50% of its share of 

energy supply by 2013. Combining the 2013 values for coal (27.6%), oil (1.1%) and gas 

(41.6%) gives a total of over 70%, which implies that the UK still heavily depends on CO2 

emitting fuels for the generation of it electricity.  

However, figure 3 below according to the UK Energy in Brief Report (DECC 2009) gave a 

positive indication that the commitment of the UK Government to greenhouse gas reduction 

had commenced to yield results. The evidence is shown in the significant consistent drop 

since 2006 in CO2 emissions as well as the other gases responsible for the greenhouse 

effect even though 70% of its energy mix for electricity generation is fossil based. A well 

thought out CO2 policy using Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology can bring 

about even more significant reduction. 

 

 

 

Other 2.5%

Oil 1.1%

Gas 42%

Nuclear 13%

Hydro and 
Pumped storage 

3.5%

Coal 27.6%

Wind 9.3%

2013
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Figure 3 UK greenhouse gas and carbon dioxide emissions, 1990 to 2008 (Adapted from 
DECC, UK Energy in Brief, 2009) 

 

 

1.3 Rationale and identification of the research problem 

 

Numerous real and perceived risks can prevent commercial technologies from large scale 

development and exploitation.  The problem therefore is that energy companies and other 

associated organisations need a clear and unambiguous approach to risk and opportunity 

analysis anchored within a commercial and business framework.  There are several key 

variables, uncertainties and risks that may act singly or jointly to make it extremely difficult 

to predict a successful outcome for sponsors and other stakeholders, not the least, being 

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) for investors. 

 

1.4  Significance of the research 

 

The UK Gov Energy Act (2013) confirmed that renewable energy is critical to a low carbon 

future that will increase the diversity of the energy mix.  The UK Government agreed with its 

European Commission partners that 20% of the EU’s consumption overall will be from 

renewables by a target date of 2020 with UK’s energy mix achieving a 15% UK reduction by 

that date.  Additionally, around £110 billion will be invested by the private sector over the 

next 12 years with investors needing a clear understanding of the Government’s ambitions 

for low- carbon energy generation.   Such moves towards a decarbonised economy and 
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promoting renewable energy projects as a way of mitigating and adapting to the very 

adverse effects of climate change, is currently on all EU member states’ political agendas.  

 

The significance of this research is to offer a degree of confidence in evaluating options for 

planning and implementing renewable energy projects by developing a rigorous approach to 

identifying and evaluating Regulatory requirements, the business risks and opportunities 

encountered in these projects together with the composit interaction with financing and 

resourcing.  The study has also added to the epistemological approach in this research area 

for further work in promoting the development of an Energy Centre at the University of 

Portsmouth.  Dissemination of the research at key stages has been carried out at Energy 

Conferences [Oman, 2010; Milan, 2011; London, 2012; Cologne, 2012; Vienna, 2013; and 

Cologne, 2014] and has made a contribution to the Renewable Energy debate. 

 

The research will also be significant to the stakeholders such as Insurers to underwrite the 

development of such projects, Financiers to fund the development of such projects, Energy 

Developers who need to evaluate investment options for programme inclusion, Regulatory 

advisers to be cognisant of a workable, sustainable and durable risk framework, and finally, 

Energy Consultants and Project Sponsors who need to undertake comparative analyses to 

support investment decisions. 

 

1.5  Reason for the study at this time 
 

 

Electricity and security of supply plays a significant part in almost every aspect of modern 

life and is vital to our economic and social wellbeing. Since privatisation in the 1980s the UK 

competitive market and system of independent regulation has served us well; delivering 

reliable and affordable electricity. It is crucial for the UK’s international competitiveness and 

economic development that this continues. However, the UK faces a number of 

unprecedented challenges in the coming decades “in a world where there is going to be 

more intermittent and inflexible generation” (DECC 2012a p.4).  These challenges are: 

Security of supply is threatened as existing plants close: over the next decade the 

UK will lose around a quarter (approximately 20GW) of its existing generation capacity as 

old or more polluting fossil fuel plants close. Ofgem warns that “…capacity margins could 

drop to potentially historically low levels in the middle of the decade…” Ofgem Report, 

(2013, p.1), increasing the likelihood of costly blackouts. In addition to this huge reduction in 
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existing capacity, the future electricity system will also contain more intermittent generation 

(such as wind) and inflexible generation (such as nuclear).  In addition, political crises such 

as the current unrest in Ukraine affects gas transmission to Western Europe requiring 

affected countries to consider alternative fuel sources and their supply routes. 

Decarbonisation of electricity generation: it is vital that action is taken now to 

transform the UK permanently into a low-carbon economy and meet the 15 per cent 

renewable energy target by 2020 and our 80 per cent carbon reduction target by 2050. To 

put the UK on this latter trajectory, power sector emissions need to be largely decarbonised 

by the 2030s. Without reform, the electricity sector will have an ‘emissions intensity’ in 2030 

of over three times the level advised by the Climate Change Committee (DECC 2013a).   

Electricity Market Reform (EMR) will put in place the institutional and market arrangements 

to deliver the scale of change in the power sector needed to meet the UK’s carbon budgets, 

including the recently-adopted fourth carbon budget. 

Consumer demand for electricity is likely to rise: despite the improvements in 

household and non-domestic energy efficiency which will be generated through the 

introduction of the Green Deal and the roll-out of Smart Meters across the country, overall 

demand for electricity may double by 2050 due to the electrification of the transport, heat 

and other carbon intensive sectors; and 

Affordability is a major concern for consumers with rising prices caused by 

increases in wholesale costs, the carbon price floor and environmental policies.  These rises 

are likely to lead to higher bills in the future, even without factoring in the huge investment 

needed in new infrastructure. The UK Government is concerned  about the impact of ‘fuel 

poverty’ for affected households and is committed to reducing the impact on consumers by 

making sure investment takes place in the most cost-effective way possible and DECC 

(2013b) has published a framework for future action.  The cumulative benefits to the 

economy of Electricity Market Reform (EMR) are expected to be over £9 billion higher than 

‘business as usual’ over the period 2010-30. 

 

Historically the UK has benefited from robust security of supply however the unprecedented 

nature of the challenge means there is a risk of uncomfortably low capacity margins towards 

the end of the decade. Action is needed now to address these issues and avoid problems in 

the future. 
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In addition, there are new opportunities from innovative technologies that will take demand 

off the system at times of stress, store electricity and connect the UK market to others in 

Europe. Market arrangements that make the most of these opportunities need to be put in 

place. 

 

Security concerns worldwide are increasing and action is needed to address them.  Daly, 

Camyab and O’Keefe (2014) note three primary challenges under the banner of security of 

supply.  These are: 

● Diversification of supply – how to ensure we are not over-reliant on one source or 

technology and reduce our exposure to high and volatile fossil fuel prices; 

● Operational security – how to ensure that, moment to moment, supply matches demand, 

given unforeseen changes in both; and 

● Resource adequacy – how to secure sufficient reliable capacity to cover peak demand 

and putting in train a  national contingency to mitigate the possibility of ‘capacity quench’ a 

scenario in which ‘the lights are switched off’ for periods in some or all areas of the UK. 

Securing renewable sources of energy is a key pillar of the UK Government’s strategy for a 

diverse, low carbon energy system alongside nuclear, cleaner coal and gas, and energy 

efficiency. However, as a relatively new, emerging set of technologies, renewables tend to 

be more expensive than existing fossil fuel generation. 

 

At the same time, the growth in global demand for energy over the next few decades, the 

depletion of the UK’s North Sea reserves will cause the UK to become increasingly 

dependent upon imported oil and gas. In addition, current nuclear power stations, the UK’s 

largest source of low-carbon electricity, are approaching the end of their lives and are in a 

phased decommissioning programme. 

 

The UK Coalition Government has made clear its commitment to increasing the deployment 

of renewable energy across the UK in the sectors of electricity, heat and transport. This will 

make the UK more energy secure, will help protect consumers from fossil fuel price 

fluctuations, will drive investment in new jobs and businesses in the renewable energy 

sector, as well as keep the UK on track to meet its carbon reduction objectives for the 

coming decades. Renewables will be a key part of decarbonisation of the energy sector 

mandated by 2030, alongside nuclear, carbon capture and storage and the proposed 

improvements in energy efficiency (UK Gov Energy Act 2013). 
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In developing a programme of action for renewables it is also important to take account of 

wider uncertainty. Key risks include future energy demand, the cost of technologies, and the 

level of renewable energy deployment which industry believes can be achieved. 

 

The UK Government's nuclear energy policy appeared in disarray following the withdrawal 

of German utilities RWE and EON scrapped plans to build two reactors in the UK but the UK 

Government agreement, with EDF, together with partners Areva SA (AREVA) and two 

Chinese nuclear companies, to construct the plant at Hinkley Point in southwest England, 

DECC (2013c). The Government offered a power price that’s almost double today’s market 

rate, Bloomberg (2013). The site already houses two smaller reactors that EDF says are 

due to be decommissioned around 2023.The proposed new nuclear facility at Hinckley Point 

aims to move the UK nuclear programme forward. 

 

According to an earlier UK Government research report (UK Gov, House of Commons, 

2007), the term ‘energy security' is used widely to mean a number of different things, 

including the pressures on supply from rapidly industrialising China and India, liberalising 

markets to produce interdependence between countries, protecting pipelines from attack 

and diversifying from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources.   

 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) summarises the issues of energy security facing the 

world as insufficient and secure supplies at affordable prices involves: 

 

• Environmental harm caused by consuming too much fossil-fuel energy; 

• The need to diversify production and consumption both by geographical location and 

fuel type; 

• The impact of rising oil and gas demand increasing the vulnerability of consumers to 

disruption and price shock (IEA, 2006). 

 

Accordingly, the political risks militating against the secure supplies of oil and gas worldwide 

are: 

 

• Heightened competition over depleting energy sources; 

• The new scramble for Africa’s oil and gas; 
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• The security of supplies from the Middle East and the instability of their governments 

as in Libya; 

• The ISIS conflict in Iraq that holds the world’s second largest oil reserves; 

• The Russia-Ukraine conflict raises worries over oil and gas pipelines; 

• The energy-rich countries using energy supply and price as a political weapon; 

• Potential dangers of liberalisation of energy supplies and distribution. 

 

At the current time therefore, this dissertation identifies and evaluates the risks to the 

deployment of renewable energy in the UK with current and projected Government 

legislation and regulatory mandates and at the same time consider the impact for 

investment. The study will also provide some comprehensive insights and meaningful 

benchmarks in relation to the challenges and opportunities in harnessing and resourcing the 

finance of such renewable energy sources and technologies in UK by means of Project 

Finance (PF) frameworks. Also at this time, Renewable energy projects are high profile in 

the prevailing economic and environmental considerations of individuals, organisations and 

governments. There is a paramount need to offer solutions to implement the UK and EU 

mandated requirements for increasing the energy generation mix in favour of renewables 

and other clean energy technologies in the period post the Kyoto compliance deadline of 

2012 as mandated by the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCC 1997) and indeed beyond. The UK 

Government Energy Act (2013) sets out the UK’s ambition to cut emissions by 60% by 

around 2050.  Climate change, the green environmental agenda and the need for cleaner 

energy generation solutions are firmly at the top of the political agendas of the UK and other 

EU countries governments at this moment in time. 

 

1.6 Research undertaken to date 
 

There is research in project and financial risk and in energy balancing but little yet on 

frameworks and models that can be applied by energy consultants and practitioners 

engaged in evaluating the combined and concurrent impact of business and commercial risk 

in the energy sector.    

 

1.7   How this research builds on the academic work to date 

The research uses this work and other similar proposals to develop an interpretive 

understanding through a mixed methods approach using the implicit and explicit knowledge 
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from energy industry experts and senior practitioners who sponsor, develop and manage 

actual Renewable Energy schemes and projects undertaken by current energy companies 

and consortia.  Previous research has also considered the key factors influencing 

investment decisions, such as the UKERC report on ‘Risk, Return and the Role of Policy’ 

(UKERC, 2006) where industry practitioners were engaged to consider policy issues that 

were emerging for the future decade. 

 
This research has investigated the key factors that influence investment decisions in the UK 

RE sector and focuses on the aspects of risk and regulation, in the macro scale and project 

scale. In this research study, qualitative data derived from interviews with leading industry 

stakeholders including senior executives at prominent funding bodies, project developers & 

regulatory experts, to: 

 Critically examine the key factors impacting on Renewable Energy Technology (RET) 

projects from a business dimension through a literature review, and seek clarification 

and amplification from industry and commercial experts. 

 Analyse energy industry perspectives of the Risks identified in commissioning, 

financing, constructing and operating RET assets. 

 Assess the current and developing UK Regulatory regime for RET  

 Critically examine the investment appetite for Resourcing and financing renewable 

energy projects. 

 Assess the nature and expectancy of the Returns commensurate with the 

commercial risks shouldered by key stakeholders. 

 

The outcome of this research contributes to the understanding of the macro risks, projects 

risks, their relationship to regulation and investment appetite and an industry view of the 

current regulatory changes is explored.  Moreover, the need for consistent and proper 

application of an appropriate risk management process is emphasised so as to enable 

robust investment decisions in a sector which needs continued investment. 

1.8 Research Aim 

The aim of this research study is to assess the current challenges and barriers to 

investment in the UK RE sector, by analysing stakeholders’ perspectives of the key factors 

of Regulation, Resourcing (financing), Risk and Return, the R4 model proposed by Daly et 

al (2014) in making investment decisions.  Key risks considered include  technology risk, 
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market risk, financing risk, regulatory and political risk, Supply chain risk and the risk arising 

from maintaining specific commercial energy generation portfolios and thus provide a 

business risk and opportunity framework for evaluating renewable energy project options.  

1.9 Research Objectives 

 
Specific objectives in the context of renewable energy projects will be to: 

 

1. Provide a critical evaluation of the current performance of the UK energy sector’s 

investment in Renewable Technologies in order to provide the context to the 

research. 

2. Critically evaluate academic and practitioner literature on the current state of 

Regulation, Risk management, Resourcing in the form of finance and investment and 

the expected Returns (R4) in the context of renewable energy projects. 

3. Capture the perspectives of senior industry practitioners on key factors with specific 

focus on Risk, Regulation Resourcing and consequent Return associated with 

investment in renewable technologies to validate the R4 framework.  

4. Identify and assess with senior energy Director level practitioners key risks and 

investment opportunities using qualitative and quantitative methods.  

5. Make recommendations for consideration by principal stakeholders when planning, 

developing, financing, constructing, operating and managing the risks inherent in 

such projects.  

These objectives contribute to an understanding of the investment, regulatory and risk 

regime impacting on the renewable energy project environment and lead to the 

development and validation of the R4 framework for consideration by renewable energy 

practitioners and offers recommendations to commercial organisations, research bodies and 

others.   

 

1.10 Research question to be addressed 

 

To support delivery of this research aim, the following research question is to be addressed: 

What is the impact of Regulation, Risk and Resourcing on Returns in developing 

renewable energy projects in the UK?  
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1.11 Research Methodology 

 

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the impact of Risk, Regulation, Resourcing 

(financing) and Returns (R4) in undertaking Renewable Energy projects.  Since these 

parameters are observable and to different extents quantifiable it is argued that this 

research is framed within a world that comprises a single external reality in which these 

parameters reside.  Consequently this study attempts to interpret and make sense of 

knowledge that has been constructed and internalised through the experience of a 

purposive sample of experts and senior professionals in the energy space.  However, in 

addition to primary data from participants’ accounts, the importance of the substantial 

influence of secondary data from the comprehensive literature review is acknowledged as 

an integral part of the research approach.  

 

1.12 Thesis Structure 

 

In order to articulate the research aim effectively this thesis is structured as follows:  

Chapter 1  Establishes the context and rationale for the study.  

  

Chapter 2    Reviews the literature, gives consideration to the current UK energy space 

and the wider energy market drivers and establishes the current performance 

of RE investments within it. The key factors affecting investment decisions are 

identified and the interdependencies between them explored.  

Chapter 3 Research Methodology sets out the research approach and explains how the 

primary research methodology of semi-structured interviews was developed 

on the basis of the secondary data researched in the literature review, in order 

to gather the industry stakeholders’ perspectives on the identified key factors 

in RE investments.  

 

Chapter 4  Presents the results of the data capture together with the related analysis and 

discussion.  

 

Chapter 5  Summarises the key findings and discusses the conclusions emerging from 

the study along with their validity in answering the research aim and 

objectives.   
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Chapter 6  Outlines the contribution and impact offered by this professional doctoral study 

and a reflection on the development of practitioner research. Additionally, the 

likely scope for continuing work in this area in order to further build on the 

study’s findings is also explored.   

 

References Sources cited and related reading are set out in this section and   

Appendices of necessary background information are also included.  

 

 

1.13 DBA contribution to practitioner knowledge  

 

This DBA study aims to contribute to practitioner knowledge in the area of Risk, Regulation 

and the Resourcing of investment in Renewable Energy power generation projects. 

Understanding and analysing the effects of these key factors are more often developed 

separately by industry practitioners and consultants with the aim of delivering business 

objectives.  

 

 The empirical, academic exploration of this Doctoral level study contributes to bridging the 

gap between the researching practitioner and the practicing researcher in the Renewable 

Energy space.  As such, the perspectives of high level practitioners are harnessed and 

mapped to theoretical concepts drawn out from the secondary data examined in the 

literature.  This then facilitates knowledge transfer (KT) in the form of the conclusions and 

recommendations of the study. 
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Chapter 2:    Literature review 
 

2.1  Introduction 

Academic literature and theory surrounding Regulation, Risk, Resourcing and Return is 

varied and deals with a number of issues. In relation to this study, it is necessary to 

determine the extent to which these key disciplines overlap.  The review will also identify 

those commercial approaches that need to be adopted in order to support successful 

investment analysis underpinning robust decisions.  This review of the literature presents an 

understanding of current academic insights and practitioner developments in the energy 

sector and specifically in the renewable energy space. It aims to equip the researcher and 

the reader with a thorough insight of what is going on (Bell, 2010 p.104, Robson 2011, p62).  

The key issues and debates  as well as thorough understanding of the ‘founding theorists 

and current notables’ (Hart, 1998) are explored.  

 

This review systematically explores a variety of aspects underpinning the objectives set out 

in the previous chapter. This will include a brief review of the present day renewable energy 

landscape and the implications for key players in the sector who are seeking to benefit from 

Government incentives and green energy subsidy schemes. This will map across to the 

identification of risks and opportunities in order that investors and developers can tailor their 

respective approaches appropriately.  

 

The insight gained helped inform the primary research by identifying a framework of 

significant themes to be explored.  Importantly, the Literature Review was key in being able 

to: 

• Identify the research paradigms used, establishing how the majority of research in 

the area has been conducted and;  

• Inform the researcher’s own design and methodology and provided a background for 

the researcher’s own research justification of the research philosophy, approach and 

instruments.  

 

The literature review importantly helped to generate ‘more insightful questions, about the 

topic’ Yin, (2009, p14) and useful advice about surveying and critiquing the literature was 

contained in the proven 6 step model offered by Machi and McEvoy (2012) : 

 Selecting a topic 
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 Searching the literature 

 Developing arguments 

 Surveying the literature 

 Critiquing the literature 

 Writing the literature review 

Of these steps, developing the arguments was the most challenging because of the 

emerging nature of UK Government Regulation and the overlap with both Government 

policy and politics as perceived by writers in the energy space.  It is therefore unsurprising 

that critiquing regulatory requirements was difficult because of their mandatory and 

legislative nature.  Nevertheless, the impact of regulation with the other key parameters is 

examined in the review.   

As a result, the secondary data from the literature applicable to Regulation, Risk 

Management,  Resources and Returns with their associated frameworks have been drawn 

out for consideration and triangulating the later analysis of the primary research in order to 

support the conclusions of the study. 

 

This review concludes by considering emerging trends in Renewable Energy Technology 

(RET) and those which are expected to develop over the coming years. The output from all 

of these aspects informed the research approach with regard to eliciting secondary data 

which then contributed to the development of an investment framework that supports 

decision making conducted by Directors and Board level professionals seeking to exploit 

RET opportunities in the future.  

 

2.2 Review Scope and Rationale  

The theoretical and strategic thinking surrounding these topics will be drawn from academic 

journals and texts, but the key relevance of current consultancy and Government 

publications are essential to this business study as much of this debate and the ‘live’ nature 

of the energy and climate control issues and protocols are a high priority on the UK and EU 

governing agendas. To ensure commercially sensitive information is not used in any part of 

this study, only publicly or subscription-sourced data has been considered and for 

completeness, the aim and objectives of this study have been disclosed to parties involved 

in order to gain agreement that their information be used.  
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2.3 Terminology: Regulation, Risk and Resource  

This literature review places the research in a wider context in order to underpin and inform 

the research aim and objectives. The review is structured into key sections and commences 

by clarifying terminology regarding Regulation, Risk, Resources and Return mooted by 

Daly, Camyab and O’Keefe (2011) seen in figure 4 below.  The wider academic and 

professional interpretations and meanings of (R3) are then considered, before focusing on 

the specific use of these terms within the domain of investment decisions in renewable 

energy projects. 

Daly, Camyab and O’Keeffe (2011) proposed a simplified R3 model linking the variables that 

need to be considered when attempting to overcome the key barriers to success in 

renewable energy projects.   

 

 
 
Fig: 4   R3 barriers. Renewable Projects: R3 - Regulation, Risk, Resource   (Daly, Camyab & O’Keefe, 
2011) 
 

• R1: Managing & mitigating effects of Regulation  

• R2: Managing Risks associated with developing renewable energy projects 

• R3: Funding & Resourcing requirements to meet business targets 

 

2.4 Development of R4 – Return (on investment) 

The R3 model in fig 4 above does not take account of the risk-reward equation fundamental 

to investors in business ventures.  The development of this fourth dimension, Return (R4) is 

considered in section 2.12 of the later Literature Review. This research develops the (R4) 

dimension into a key contribution of this thesis. The literature review targets secondary data 
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sources both theoretical and practitioner focussed in order to substantiate and supplement 

the R3 model of 3 variables to an R4 variant consisting of 4 variables as shown in Figure 5. 

  

 

 

Fig 5:  Proposed R4 Model of Regulation, Risk, Resource and Return    

 

This literature review examines, in relation to both investment and risk, the impact of 

European sovereign and bank debt crises, the Nuclear energy position post Fukushima and 

the barriers to the deployment of renewable technologies in the power sector with regard to 

current and future UK Energy policy measures and the changing OFGEM regulatory regime.  

Literature reviews can be undertaken using a variety of approaches and Tranfield, Denyer 

and Smart (2003) advocated a systematic process that improved objectivity, reliability and 

reduces researcher bias.  However, the systematic review has its critics; MacLure (2005, p. 

409) argues that such a positivistic approach “is hostile to anything that cannot be seen, and 

therefore controlled, counted and quality assured”, thereby implying that it degrades the 

status of reading, writing, thinking and interpretation.  Hammersley (2001) claims that there 

is little or no evidence to suggest a systematic approach leads to a better critique of 

available evidence.  At the other extreme an interpretative approach is deemed more 

appropriate for gaining an initial impression of the subject area (Bryman, 2008) and 

generally favourable for inductive research.  The approach adopted in this work lies 

somewhere between these two extremes.  A systematic search of relevant databases 

(EBSCO, Emerald, JSTOR, Science Direct, and Google Scholar) was initially conducted to 

identify literature from 2000 onwards regarding the concept and meaning of Regulation, 

Risk, Resources and Return with specific reference to renewable energy.  Key search terms 

using Boolean logic were: 
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• Regulation* framework OR Regulation* framework modelling 

• Regulation*  AND Government policy 

• Regulation*  AND European Commission  policy 

• Investment appraisal* Renewable Energy Projects 

• Renewable Energy projects * AND Risk Management 

• Investment appraisal* Risks AND Regulation* AND Risks * Investment OR  

• Risk AND Return 

2.5 Review Structure 
 

The chapter is divided into six main sections and these are: 

1.   The EU Energy sector - it is important to understand the broader EU energy sector and 

its evolving challenges as a backdrop to renewable energy development in the UK.  

 

2.   The UK Energy sector – this section reviews the UK energy sector and its evolving 

challenges when considering the RE Investments.  

 

3.   The UK Renewable Energy Technology Landscape - within the overall UK energy 

space this section reviews the scale of the challenge and the current performance of the UK 

RE sector. This gives insight into the likelihood of the UK meeting its RE goals, and the 

attractiveness of the sector to investors. 

 

4.   Regulation in the UK Energy sector - One of the key current discussions in regard to 

the renewable energy is how regulation incentives contribute to its expansion. This section 

reviews the studies in the field in order to explore the importance of strong relationship 

between regulation policy and renewable energy development. 

 

5.  Identifying and examining Risk as a key factor influencing investment decisions in the 

UK Renewable energy space. 

 

6.  Resourcing and financing for investment in Renewable Energy Technologies will be 

more expensive per MW of installed capacity than conventional thermal plant. The scope for 

more investment of new capital, if a successful transition to a low carbon economy is to be 

achieved, is also reviewed.  
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7.  The Return on investment linked to the investment profile and business case is 

considered for investment by the different and various financial investors, guarantors, 

insurers and project sponsors. 

 

A critical review of the literature linked current academic research with practitioner 

experience in the area of Renewable Energy developments which in turn will help inform the 

development of a robust primary research approach, strategy and methodology.     

 

2.6 The EU Energy Sector 
 
2.6.1 Introduction 
 
One of the EU's key ambitions must be to develop a low-carbon economy. The EU has put 

in place a comprehensive policy framework, including among others, the climate and energy 

targets for 2020 and a carbon price through the Emissions Trading System (ETS). EU 

Member States have been working forward from the international climate change 

negotiations at Copenhagen at the end of 2009.  Now, governments have to deliver, both in 

terms of the 2020 targets, and in the longer term, aiming for an 80% cut in greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2050 compared to 1990 levels as mandated by the  UNFCC Copenhagen 

Accord (2009). 

 

Europe’s power mix changed dramatically over the past 40 years (see fig 6). Four decades 

ago, almost half of Europe’s power came from coal, and a quarter from fuel oil. Back then 

natural gas was at the level that wind energy is today, less than 3% of our power came from 

nuclear energy. Today the UK generates about one quarter of our electricity from gas, just 

3% from fuel oil and, in 2009 about 20% from renewable sources. 
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Fig 6:   EU27’s evolving energy mix (% of electricity consumption) Reference: IEA 2010 
 

 

The decommissioning of ageing coal power plants over the next 40 years, and their 

replacement with renewable energy power plants, will need to mirror what happened to fuel 

oil power plants over the last 40 years - but with greater ambition and clear regulatory 

certainty. One advantage available to policy makers today is that there are many more 

renewable energy technologies available today than technologies available 40 years ago. 

 

2.6.2  The EU Energy Roadmap 2050 

The European Commission moved energy to the front of its list of priorities, with the 

publication of the EU Energy Roadmap 2050 (EU 2011).  Investment in renewable energy, 

in energy research and infrastructural development and the development of the concept of 

Europe as an integrated energy market with eventually enough energy to support exporting 

to Europe’s neighbours forms the basis of the Commission’s vision of the EU as “a highly 

efficient, renewables based and climate resilient economy”.  

 

The EU has agreed a 20% reduction in GHG emissions (on 1990 levels) by 2020. There is a 

commitment to increase this to 30% as part of a global and comprehensive agreement for 

the period beyond 2012, provided that other developed countries commit themselves to 

comparable emission reductions and that developing countries contribute adequately 

according to their responsibilities and respective capabilities. 
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The EU Energy Roadmap 2050 (EU 2011): 

• Aims to plot a course for the EU to meet its international commitments to cut 

Greenhouse Gas emissions by 85-90% below 1990 levels by 2050, establishing a more 

stable, integrated and less import dependent European energy market.  

• Lays out seven potential scenarios for the EU’s energy future, with 5 focused on a 

decarbonised energy structure.  

• Estimates energy grid improvement and expansion to cost in the area of €1.5 and 

€2.2 trillion.  

• Includes nuclear energy as an integral part of the energy mix, with an emphasis on 

new Fourth Generation reactor development.  

• Highlights gas as the key mid-term energy source for Europe.  

• Is intended primarily as review framework for existing policies and new policy 

initiatives arising from its conclusions. 

 

2.6.3  The short term future for renewable energy in Europe to 2020 

 

According to the National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAPs) that EU Member 

States submitted to the European Commission in 2010, it is clear the vast majority of 

Member States are taking their responsibilities seriously. According to the NREAPs (2010), 

the EU-27 will exceed its target of meeting 20% of its gross final energy consumption from 

renewable sources by 2020. Taken together the NREAPs show that the EU-27 will meet 

20.7% of its 2020 energy consumption from renewables. 

Fifteen Member States plan to exceed their national target, led by Bulgaria at +2.8% above 

its target, Spain (+2.7%), Greece (+2.2%), Hungary (+1.7) and Germany (+1.6%). Ten 

Member States will meet their national target, and just two Member States, Luxembourg (-

2.1%) and Italy (-0.9%), have informed the European Commission that they envisage using 

the cooperation mechanisms to meet their national targets. 

In 2020, according to the Renewable Energy Directive’s 27 (NREAPs ibid), 34% (1,199 

TWh13) of the EU’s total electricity consumption (3,529 TWh) will come from renewable 

energy sources. The 34% in 2020 consists of: 

• Wind energy - 14% (494.7 TWh from 213 GW installed capacity); 

• Hydro - 10.5% (370.3 TWh from 136 GW of installed capacity); 

• Biomass - 6.7% (232 TWh from 43 GW of installed capacity); 

• Solar PV - 2.4% (83.3 TWh from 84 GW of installed capacity); 
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• Concentrated solar power - 0.5% (20 TWh from 7 GW of installed capacity); 

• Geothermal - 0.3% (10.7 TWh from 1.6 GW); 

• Tidal, wave and ocean - 0.2% (5.8 TWh from 2 GW of installed capacity). 

• Geothermal - 0.3% (10.7 TWh from 1.6 GW); 

• Tidal, wave and ocean - 0.2% (5.8 TWh from 2 GW of installed capacity). 

 

 

 
 
Fig 7: Electricity production from renewable energy sources.     NREAPs (EU-27) 2010 

 
 

Thus it can be seen from Figure 7 that according to the National Renewable Energy Action 

Plans, wind energy will be the largest contributor to meeting the renewable energy targets in 

the electricity sector supplying 14% of EU electricity by 2020. The share of hydro in the 

electricity mix is set to drop slightly from its 2005 level, whereas onshore wind increases its 

penetration five-fold. The action plans forecast that biomass will meet 6.6% of electricity 

demand by 2020 and offshore wind 4% of EU electricity demand (a 65-fold increase 

compared to 2005). 
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  Fig 8:  EU Electricity mix in 2005            Fig 9: EU Electricity mix in 2020   
              Total    3,537.3 TWh                Total 3,270.3 TWh    NREAPs (EU-27) 

2010     
 
            

The EU non-renewable sector is espected to decrease from around 85% to 65% by 2020 ( 

(Figures 8 & 9)  with onshore wind is set to have the largest installed capacity in the 

renewables sector (35% of total installed capacity) in 2020, followed by hydro at 28% as 

noted in Figure 10 . Solar photovoltaic installations will represent 17% of total renewable 

electricity capacity, followed by offshore wind and biomass. In all, total installed renewable 

electricity capacity is set to more than triple from 175 GW installed in 2005 to over 487 GW 

in 2020, including 213 GW of wind power capacity. 

 

NREAPs (EU-27) 2010 
A      B 

 
Fig 10: A - Technology share of EU installed Renewables, 2005 (GW) - Total 175GW,                
            B - Technology share of EU installed Renewables, 2020 (GW) - Total 487.2 GW 
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Looking at the Member States individually from Figure 11, the Austrian action plan shows 

renewables meeting over 70% of the country’s electricity demand. Hungary is the EU 

country with the smallest forecast penetration of renewables, with the NREAP assuming 

that only 11% of electricity consumption will be met by renewables. 

 
 
Fig 11: Renewable electricity production per Member State in 2020 - Total 1,217 TWh 
Reference: NREAPs EU-27 2010 

 

 

2.6.4 Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 

 

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a technology that can capture carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions from the gases produced from the burning of fossil fuels in electricity generation 

thus preventing the CO2 from entering the atmosphere.   Guerrero-Lemus and Martínez-

Duart (2012) note the key stages of CCS technology to be: firstly, the capture of the emitted 

CO2, secondly, its transportation and, finally, its injection into underground reservoirs in 

geological formations such as depleted gas reservoirs, saline formations and deep 

unmineable coal seams. CCS is being seriously considered by global policy makers and 

experts within the power generation industry as a viable option for the reduction of CO2 

emissions to the atmosphere. CCS potentially has the advantage of enabling the world to 
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continue to use fossil fuels but with much reduced emissions (Wilson and Gerard, 2007; 

Riahi, Rubin and Schrattenholzer, 2004; Wilson, Friedmann and Pollak, 2007) but the 

economic and financial risk are likely to be prohibitive at present. This consideration has 

become imperative because, according to the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (2004), and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013), the 

atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased by 100 parts per million from pre-industrial 

levels of 280 parts per million to current levels of 370 parts per million over the last two 

hundred and fifty years and Chadwick, Holloway, Brook and Kirby (2004) maintain that this 

dramatic increase is largely due to fossil fuel combustion. Figure 12 below shows the 

observed change in the earth’s global mean temperature from 1860 to 2000 (IPCC, 2005) 

and Figure 12 shows distribution of world CO2 emissions by source by Radgen, Kutter and 

Kruhl (2009). 

        

Fig 12:  Change in global and Northern Hemisphere mean temperature (IPCC, 2005: adapted) 
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Fig 13: Worldwide CO2 Emissions from sources (Radgen, et al, 2009: adapted) 

Figure 13 above shows power generation emits the highest amount of CO2 by source at a 

staggering 79% of total emission. Even though most of the currently vital mitigation 

technologies are more costly and technologically inferior in some ways compared to the 

older and more ‘mature’ fossil alternatives, after a thorough literature review, a number of 

authors in various studies Grimston et al, (2001); Chadwick et al, (2004) are now more 

strongly convinced that the potentially vital tool in achieving this goal of reduction in CO2 

emission is CCS. Like every novel technology, there are concerns about the risks of any 

adverse effect of carbon dioxide sequestration. Substantial uncertainties remain regarding 

the assessment, management, and regulation of risk arising from CO2  injection 

underground  (Wilson, Johnson, and Keith, 2003; and Reiner and Herzog, 2004) and in a 

democracy like the United Kingdom, lack of public support can limit the implementation of 

even the most promising technology (Palmgren, Morgan, de Bruin, & Keith, 2007). The 

indications are that CCS is a technically viable option, however, technological mastery of a 

problem is not always sufficient to ensure public acceptance of its implementation.  

Palmgren et al, (ibid) quoted  Gough, Taylor, and Shackley (2002) in their work with 

exploring public opinion about burying carbon underground, as stating that in the UK,  there 

is an indication that lay people may have particular safety concerns about oceanic 

sequestration of carbon. In the light of this, it is essential that the various risks and 

regulatory aspects and high costs of implementing the technology at scale in the 

deployment of the CCS projects be thoroughly assessed and managed. 

 

2.6.5  Summary of the EU Energy Sector 

 
Meeting the EU targets for 2050 will require significant changes to every aspect of the EU’s 

economy since a ‘business as usual’ approach will not deliver the required emissions 
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reductions. In addition, how the EU moves to a low carbon economy is closely linked with 

energy security, EU competitiveness and jobs and growth. The key changes to the EU’s 

energy sector are almost certain to include: 

 Reducing carbon emissions from electricity generation to near zero  

 Greater interconnection of transmission networks to allow peaks in renewables 

generation in one part of Europe to compensate for troughs in renewables generation 

elsewhere.  

 Electrification of transport i.e. replacing petrol and diesel fuelled vehicles with 

vehicles powered by electricity  

 Reducing carbon emissions from heat generation  

 ‘Smarter’ EU electricity transmission and distribution networks. This will be key to 

managing more intermittent and distributed renewable generation; improving 

efficiency; influencing consumer behaviour; and facilitating a widespread roll out of 

electric vehicles and electrical heating technologies   

The transition to a low carbon economy in the EU will also require investment, particularly in 

electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure. 

 
2.7 The UK Energy Sector 
 

2.7.1 Introduction to the review of the UK Energy sector  

Energy is embedded in the world around us, dormant in materials, evident in the forces of 

nature, and visible in powering our cars and televisions. The law of conservation of energy 

determines that energy cannot be created or destroyed, it can however be transformed. It is 

in the development of the energy transformation processes that society has found ways of 

meeting the ever increasing demands of both individuals and industry. It is ironic that the 

transformation of energy from renewable sources using modern day windmills and water 

wheels is now considered ‘emerging technology, as globally, industry begins to move away 

from its 80% dependence on fossil fuels (Wustenhagen et al, 2012). The transformation of 

energy into different forms also brings energy loss or inefficiency in the process. Therefore, 

to enhance the efficiency of the process and reduce costs the aim of suppliers is to 

minimise the ‘supply-chain transformations’ required before delivery to the end customer. 

 

A simplified view of the energy transformation system is depicted in Figure 14 (Hammond, 

2000), with mining of fossil fuels on the left, and energy moving through distribution, as solid 

state or electricity, through to end use on the right of the diagram. It is across this scope that 
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the legally binding requirement of 15% of energy to be provided from renewable sources by 

2020 applies (EU Directive, 2009). The strategy to meet this requirement in other areas of 

the sector, means there is a higher proportion of dependence on the electricity market, with 

DECC estimating 30% renewable generation from the market required by 2020 (DECC, 

2011a). 

 

 

Fig 14:      The Energy Transformation System (Hammond 2000) 

 

Since the days of the industrial revolution fossil fuels and thermal combustion have been, 

and remain, the most economical ways of meeting electricity demand, with nuclear and 

renewable source alternatives now requiring forms of subsidy to make them competitive 

with existing coal, oil and gas fired plant; IEA, (2011 p.40).  Historically, UK electricity 

generation has been delivered from a smaller number of large continuous generators, with 

transmission across national and local distribution networks. The electricity market, 

following privatisation in 1989, operationally, now consists of several power generating 

companies, the National Grid that operates and maintains the national transmission network 

and provides balancing services, and the utilities or suppliers that sell electricity to 

consumers. There are six major utilities in the UK, known as the ‘Big 6’, these major utilities 
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also directly generate some of their electricity. The ‘big 6’ are Centrica, Scottish Power, 

EDF, EON UK, RWE Power and SSE. An indication of their current investment in new 

generation can be seen in Figure 15 with private developers and smaller utilities accounting 

for approximately a third of investments in new generating technology since 2006. 

 

Fig 15: ‘Big 6’ gross additions since 2006 (in MW).  [Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2012] 

 

2.7.2 UK Nuclear development post Fukushima 

Following the disaster in Fukushima, Japan, the safety risks associated with nuclear energy 

have been brought to the world’s attention. Despite this, the UK has affirmed its 

commitment to nuclear with eight new reactors planned by 2025. The 11GW of installed 

nuclear capacity, representing 17.3% of electricity generation is approaching end of life with 

scheduled closure dates of between 2016-2035 (House of Commons, National Energy 

Statistics 2013). 

 

The capital markets, as noted earlier, are risk averse to nuclear. This is a subjective issue 

as much as a risk issue. The key risk is decommissioning and the national Audit Office 

(NAO 2008) estimated that costs have spiralled from the 2003 estimate of £57 Billion to the 

latest figure of £73 Billion, which is set to rise further. The true cost of nuclear remains 

uncertain. Irrespective of the continuing pro/anti-nuclear debates, UK Prime Minister, David 

Cameron confirmed his plan to continue with investment in the replacement of the nuclear 

fleet. (PM Speech 2012). 
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2.7.3 Overview of the Current UK Energy Market & Key Characteristics 

 

When investment in renewable technologies is considered, the same quantity of new 

capacity has come from the independent developers as has come from the six largest 

utilities combined. The ‘big 6’ typically would fund a large equity stake from balance sheet 

and therefore reduce the cost of capital, an option the smaller developers may not have 

(O’Brien & Usher, 2004). If lower cost finance is more accessible to the major utilities, yet 

their RE investments are proportionally lower (with the exception of Scottish Power), it 

follows that there may be a disincentive for these utilities to invest in RE.   Since 

privatisation, the open and competitive electricity market has delivered well priced supply 

relative to other major EU economies. The UK ranked as 16th cheapest of 26 EU states in 

May 2013, cheaper than Italy, Germany and Spain (Europe’s Energy Portal, 2013).  The 

energy market is heavily dependent on fluctuating commodity prices that determines 

whether it is more economical to generate from a given fuel source. For example, solid fuels 

in 2011 were down to 5% of their 1970 levels, while natural gas use increased almost three 

times in the same period due to North Sea installations providing secure and relatively low 

cost supply (DECC, 2012c). This balance in fossil fuel supply is changing again now that 

North Sea gas production is declining.  In 2004 the UK became a net importer of gas (EIA, 

2013), the cost of gas is increasing and making it less competitive than other forms of 

generation in times of low demand. Recent increases in United States domestic gas supply 

capacity through the exploitation shale gas discoveries has also led to large reductions in 

coal demand and therefore its price. In addition to the fluctuations in commodity prices 

affecting the sector, the variation in demand also affects the cost of electricity, or the price at 

which generators will get paid at different times of the day and year. This is known as the 

wholesale price, or ‘brown price’. The fluctuations in brown price and its approximate 

doubling in the period from August 2004 to August 2010 can be seen in Fig 16 below. 
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Fig: 16   UK ‘Brown Price’ Fluctuations, August 2004 – August 2010, (Ofgem 2010)  

 

The ‘day ahead’, ‘annual forward contract’ and ‘18 month hedge’ are indicative of the 

different terms under which generators and suppliers operate, the ‘big 6’utilities with their 

stronger cash positions, tending to secure longer term advance supply contracts. This 

provides generators greater certainty of return if they have confidence in the cost of fuel in 

the period, and allows the large utilities to capitalise on the revenue potential of the peak 

costs. This was particularly evident between August 2008 and February 2009, where the 

‘day ahead’ cost was circa £108/MWh compared with £80/MWh on the annual forward 

contract price. 

 

Renewable electricity generation could be uneconomic when compared with fossil fuel 

power plants therefore some incentive needs to be offered in the form of Regulation and 

Government subsidy that is attractive to investors. Also, suppliers must be incentivised or 

obligated to purchase electricity from renewable generation power plants in order to drive 

change in the energy mix to meet the UK and EU green mandates.  In addition to making 

Renewable Energy schemes  economically attractive and, in an effort to create a more level 

playing field with traditional technologies, DECC have introduced a Carbon Price Floor 

(CPF) which will incrementally increase the cost of carbon intensive generation in the 

coming years (DECC, 2012b).  However whilst the introduction of a ‘carbon tax’ is common 

across the EU, the floor price is not and there may therefore be a risk that the UK could 

become significantly less attractive to investors when compared with other EU countries 
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unless this floor price is adjusted upward.  The carbon price floor was set to increase each 

year, from around £16 per tonne of carbon dioxide in 2013, to around £70 by 2030.  

However, the UK Budget (2014) announced reform of the CPF. There are two elements to 

the reform:  a) The CPS rate per tonne of carbon dioxide (tCO2) - the UK only element of 

the CPF - will be capped at a maximum of £18 from 2016/17 until 2019/2020 which will 

effectively freeze the CPS rates for across this period at around 2015 to 2016 levels and  b)  

With effect from 1 April 2015 the UK Government will introduce an exemption from the CPF 

for fossil fuels that are used in CHPs to generate good quality electricity that is used onsite.  

The Carbon Brief (2014) notes that campaigners and chief executives alike say freezing one 

of the UK's landmark climate policies just two years after it was introduced could make it 

hard to trust the Government's climate change promises.  

 
2.7.4 Emerging challenges in the UK Energy Sector 
 

The challenges to the broader electricity market and wider energy sector must be 

understood when considering renewable generation due to the significance of the de-

carbonisation change agenda, and the established current system. The Royal Academy of 

Engineering report, RAoE (2013) identified five converging issues driving a reduction in the 

UK’s capacity margin to levels where blackouts will be likely within the next few years.   The 

UK electricity regulator Ofgem estimates a potential drop from 15% to 2% in the capacity 

margin (Utility Week, 2013). These five converging issues are depicted in Figure17. 

 

 
Fig: 17 UK Capacity Pressures, Royal Academy of Engineering Report, (RAoE, 2013) 

 

 

The Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) and Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) are 

driving the closure of approximately 20% of the UK’s oldest and most carbon intensive plant 

by 2015 (EU Directive, 2009) (DECC, 2011a) RAoE (ibid), which is further exacerbated by 

IED
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the decommissioning of existing nuclear capacity and removal of Combined Cycle Gas 

Turbines (CCGT) due to fuel costs making them uneconomic.  The Royal Academy of 

Engineering report, RAoE (ibid) identifies short term options to resolve the capacity issue 

through industrial demand side reduction and early auctions for CCGT to retain existing 

capacity that may be otherwise de-commissioned. It is likely that these proposed short 

measures may need to be extended presenting a significant risk of deviation from UK 

Government Energy policy. The medium term and longer term solutions will focus on the 

attraction of investment in the sector. 

Potential for retention of fossil fuel plant exists in the development of Carbon Capture and 

Storage (CCS), albeit there is some scepticism around the performance of CCS and to 

many observers the technology is yet to be fully proven and is considered too costly at 

present.  It was also recently suggested that CCS would only be capable of delivering 70% 

reductions in carbon emissions as opposed to the previously anticipated 90% (Hammond et 

al, 2000). No large-scale installations exist yet in electricity production, although two notable 

large-scale projects should start at the end-2014 and early 2015 respectively but “The 

necessity of large up-front investment in securing storage capacity is also a critical aspect in 

the process of investing in CCS” IEA (2014 p.6).  In practice suggest  Handford-Boot (2014),  

potential investors will tend to prefer low capital cost conventional gas-fired power station 

projects with operating costs linked closely to electrical output, even if the lifetime levelised 

costs of electricity from higher capital cost projects are similar. 

 

Nuclear generation also plays a large part in the UK Government’s plans to de-carbonise 

generation, alongside demand side response, where consumers are able to adapt energy 

use to suit peaks and troughs in demand. In October 2013 UK Energy Secretary of State Ed 

Davey unveiled details for a 35 year subsidy contract with French energy giant EDF to build 

a twin –reactor nuclear plant at Hinckley Point in Somerset (DECC 2013c). The plant is 

expected to generate 7% of the UK’s electricity needs.  The terms of the main subsidy deal 

were confirmed at £92.50 for each Mega Watt Hour (MWh) generated by the plant that 

amounts to £80B of guaranteed revenue. The price will drop to £89.50 if EDF builds another 

plant at Sizewell in Suffolk that will share costs. The subsidy is much less than the £100 per 

MWh sought by EDF but it has secured guarantees to reduce its risk such as protection 

against windfall taxes and that the price could rise if operating costs rise.  Thus EDF is still 

expected to make its 10% desired IRR. Analysis by CF Partners (2014) suggests that the 

Hinckley deal could see total subsidies of around £720M a year or £7 per household (ibid).  
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Michael Fallon the previous Conservative energy minister indicated that eventually 12 new 

nuclear reactors at 5 sites will be needed to replacing the UK’s aging fleet where all but one 

is due to close by 2023 RAoE (2013).  Energy storage mechanisms will help to manage the 

supply and demand peaks and troughs and intermittent nature of renewable generation 

(DECC, 2012a). Also, the UK currently has two interconnectors to mainland Europe, which 

enable the sale or purchase of electricity when conditions of excess supply or demand 

prevail.  Greater interconnectivity is also seen as a potential solution to the intermittent 

nature of increased renewable technologies on the grid. 

As part of the de-carbonisation plans for the broader energy sector, DECC anticipate the 

part electrification of the heating and transport sectors, which further increases the demand 

for renewable electricity generation as overall UK electricity demand is set to rise by 

between 30% to 60% by 2050 (DECC, 2012d) which is the equivalent of doubling current 

demand by 2050 when normal growth in electricity supply is factored in. When considering 

renewable performance, both the legislative targets, and the measures of current 

performance are stated as a share of total UK electricity generation. Hence variations in 

overall demand in the future years will lead to significant increases in the requirement for 

renewable capacity. 

 
Given that the open electricity market is well established and provides a level playing field 

across the fossil fuel technologies, the requirements to de-carbonise this sector are 

introducing more than just technical challenges and indeed there are deeper economic and 

systemic considerations. This has led to research being conducted on ‘transition pathways’ 

to consider whether a market led electricity market can meet the emerging needs of society 

(Foxon 2013). 

 
2.7.5 Summary: The UK Energy Sector 

The UK is committed to a legally binding requirement of 15% of energy to be provided from 

renewable sources by 2020 and the strategy to meet this requirement means there is a 

higher proportion of dependence on the electricity market, with DECC estimating 30% 

renewable generation from the market required by 2020 (DECC, 2011a). Although the true 

future cost of nuclear generation is unclear, the UK Government has affirmed its 

commitment with eight new reactors planned by 2025. The UK energy market is heavily 

dependent on fluctuating prices and the balance in fossil fuel supply is changing now that 

North Sea gas production is declining.  In 2004 the UK became a net importer of gas (EIA, 

2013) and the cost of gas is increasing and making it less competitive than other forms of 
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generation in times of low demand.  Renewable electricity generation could be uneconomic 

when compared with fossil fuel power plants and some incentive will be required be offered 

in the form of Government subsidy that is attractive to investors.  However following the 

introduction of a ‘carbon tax’ across the EU there may be a risk that the UK could become 

significantly less attractive to investors when compared with other EU countries.   

Overall, the UK electricity market is well established and provides a level playing field 

across the fossil fuel technologies and the requirements to de-carbonise this sector will 

introduce more than not just technical challenges but deeper, economic and systemic 

considerations. 

 

2.8 The UK Renewable Energy Landscape  

 
2.8.1 Overview of UK Renewable Energy Technology 

The Energy Act 2013 sets out medium- to long term strategies to tackle climate change 

through reducing CO2 emissions, and to ensure secure, clean and affordable energy. The 

plan is set within the context of the energy supply and greenhouse gas reduction efforts, 

while avoiding any compromise of the UK’s nature and heritage conservation 

responsibilities and objectives, human health, material assets and other users of the energy 

mix landscape.   

 
The section reviews the background and context of RET schemes and their fit in the overall 

UK energy mix cognisant of the fact that the UK Government’s declared intent to achieve 

the 20 % renewable target from the 9.3 % reached in 2013 up from 7.9% in 2011 (DECC 

2012a) as can be seen from the recent UK overall power sector fuel mix depicted in 

Figure18. 

 
 
Fig 18:    UK fuel mix (Reference:  RAoE 2013)   
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As noted in earlier sections, the Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) will come into 

effect in the UK in 2015. This remains a key milestone in supply security by which time a 

significant proportion of UK’s coal-fired power stations will be retired and heralds a period in 

which the scheduled retirement of much of the UK’s current nuclear generating plant begins.  

The impact of LCPD and decommissioning of nuclear capacity will result in capacity 

closures of around 20 GW of generating capacity, requiring rapid progress in getting 

projects in today’s pipeline through the development stages and into construction. 

In a study by Ernst & Young (2009) the estimate for the overall investment and the total 

capital expenditure required for new projects by 2025 to meet the UK’s energy goals would 

be around £200 billion of which approximately £90 billion will need to be invested by the end 

of 2015.  

This total investment would comprise of: 

 Renewable generation investment: at over £40B, this represents significant capital 

expenditure. Such a level of investment represents the gap between the current low 

base of installed renewable capacity and the progress required by 2015 to ensure 

that the UK is on the right track to meet the 2020 targets. 

 Energy efficiency: nearly £11B of investment is needed to move the UK onto a 

different demand track. This investment is required to take advantage of energy 

demand at the reduced post-recession levels which the UK is currently experiencing 

and exploit what is likely to be a shrinking “window of opportunity”. 

 Gas storage: nearly £8B is required to bring on-line the pipeline of expected projects 

by 2015 and move towards our national benchmark in 2020 of 65 days of storage, 

providing the UK with storage levels equivalent to those in other major EU countries.  

 Nuclear generation: the new wave of nuclear capacity will not be generating until 

2018 at the earliest. This lengthy investment timeline is such that nearly £8bn is likely 

to have been invested by 2015 

 Gas-fired generation: on the assumption that 13 GW of capacity will be added to the 

generation mix by 2020, almost 10 GW is already under construction. It is anticipated that 

nearly £7 bn will be spent on gas-fired capacity, particularly to address the retirement of a 

number of coal fired stations and nuclear capacity as noted earlier and could lead to a 

need for investment in up to 37 GW of new gas capacity by 2030 according to the Gas 

Generation Strategy presented to Parliament (UKGov 2012).  
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The remaining investment will be needed for significant electricity and gas transmission, 

distribution and supply infrastructure. The mix of renewable electricity technologies 

expected to help meet the target in the UK is shown in Figure 19. 

 
Fig 19:   Renewable electricity technologies - comparison from 2008 to 2020 (DECC 2009a) 

 
 
2.8.2 The UK Renewable Energy Strategy 
The UK Energy Act  (2013) outlines plans to avoid over-dependence on imported energy by 

developing renewable energy sources within the UK. 

There are four goals for the Government's new energy policy:  

 cutting CO2 emissions & reaching the 15% Renewable Energy target by 2020; 

 maintaining the reliability of energy supplies;  

 promoting "competitive markets in the UK and beyond";  

 ensuring that every home is adequately and affordably heated.  

The UK Government’s current thinking on the reforms to Renewables Obligation (RO), 

include: 

 

 Banding RO through introduction of initially five technology bands and the first phase of 

banding applied (2009/10 -2012/13).  Previously, RO was “technology blind”; all 

renewable technologies secured 1 Renewable Obligation certificate ROC for every MWh 

of generation, irrespective of their technology (DECC 2009b); 
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 Use of grandfathering – any project that became operational prior to the introduction of 

banding in April 2010 will remain entitled to 1 ROC/MWh;  

 Regular reviews of the banding levels, coming into force at similar phases as future 

phases of EU ETS; 

 Extending the level of obligation to 20% on a “guaranteed headroom” basis, whereby 

obligation would be set to 108% of envisaged number of ROCs to be issued in the 

relevant obligation period. 

 
The Energy Act  (2013 ibid) key elements include: 
 

 Carbon capture and storage (CCS) Incentive – Delivering a financial support 

mechanism that will bring forward up to four commercial-scale demonstration 

projects on coal-fired power stations; 

 Mandatory social price support – reducing the energy bills of more of the most 

vulnerable;  

 Clarifying Ofgem’s (UK regulator) remit – Ofgem must delivering secure energy 

supplies as in the interest of consumers. 

 

 

The UK Government introduced Electricity Market Reform (EMR) legislation which started in 

May 2012, with the first low-carbon projects supported from 2014.  The main elements of 

this reform are: 

 

•  Replacement of Renewables Obligation: Replacement of the previous 

Renewables Obligation with a feed-in-tariff with long-term contracts (FiT with 

Contract for Difference) 

  

•  Capacity Payments:  Offer a “targeted capacity payment” to generators, offering 

them payments for maintaining power stations that are not generating electricity 

 

•  Carbon Price Support: Suppliers of fossil fuels to electricity generating plants 

(including combined heat and power plants) will be taxed for the fuels that they 

supply, at rates that take into account the carbon content of the fuel 
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•  Emissions Performance Standard: An Emissions Performance Standard, which 

would reinforce the existing requirement that there will be no new coal-fired power 

plants built without carbon capture and storage 

 
The Government also published its ROC Banding Review (DECC 2012b) which was applied 

from April 2013 until the ROC scheme closes to new accreditations at the end of March 

2017. 

 
Wave and Tidal Stream technologies score highest, with projects under 30MW receiving 5 

ROCs. 2 new bands are created to cover biomass conversions and enhanced co-firing (co-

firing where 15% of output is attributable to biomass). From 1 April 2013 all converted fossil 

fuel stations ceased to be classed as "dedicated biomass" and moved into the biomass 

conversion band, receiving 1 ROC regardless of the date of accreditation. Onshore wind 

dropped from 1 ROC to 0.9 ROCs. Offshore wind will continue to receive 2 ROCs until 

March 2015, then 1.9 during 2015/2016 and 1.8 during 2016/2017.  

 

2.8.3  Challenges in the Renewable Energy Sector 
 
To set the context of approximately 30% of the UK’s electricity to come from renewable 

Sources by 2020 it is important to consider the current levels of electricity generated by 

renewable power plants, and also the recent (and forecast) new capacity investments.  Fig 

20 shows the proportion of UK electricity generation from renewable sources from Quarter 1 

2010 through to Quarter 2 2013 and shows a steady increase across the period and 

indicates how the renewables’ share of electricity generation has evolved since 2010 to 

15.5% in Quarter 2 of 2013. Seasonal variation of consumer demand and its effect on 

renewable generation accounts for the differential range between these figures. This is a 

significant increase from between 5.8% and 8% delivered in 2010, with onshore and 

offshore wind accounting for the majority of the capacity increase. 
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Fig 20:   Renewables as a share of total UK electricity generation (DECC 2013a) 

While the newly installed capacity in this period is significant, the UK still narrowly fell short 

of an interim 2012 target of 4.04% renewable across the overall energy sector, achieving 

3.94% (DECC 2013a). Furthermore, a report by Bloomberg New Energy Finance forecast 

the UK falling short of its renewable electricity target by 10 – 15%, and this assumed flat 

demand growth. (Bloomberg, 2012). Solar PV, Off-shore and on-shore wind, Hydro, 

Biomass, Wave and Tidal renewable technologies are generally acknowledged as being the 

key technologies to meet the UK’s renewable generation obligations.  

 
2.8.4  Future growth and Investment targets for Renewable Energy  
 
Given that the rapid increase in investment in recent years has been still marginally 

inadequate to meet interim targets, and demand growth is likely to be the driver for an 

increased need for renewable generation the requirement to the momentum for investment 

will remain critical.  ‘There are, however, signs of a potentially significant slowdown in the 

pace of investment’ ‘Powering the UK’ – referring to the UK energy sector (Ernst & Young, 

2012a) Figure 21 highlights in red, a decline in early stage planning proposals for new RE 
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capacity. Another report by Ernst & Young which also finds there is a reducing trend in 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from 2010 to 2012 (Ernst & Young, 2012b). It should be 

noted, the report also states that the UK is increasing its share of foreign investment over 

other EU countries, meaning the UK may be becoming more attractive than other parts of 

the EU, and the ‘slowdown’  noted  by (Ernst & Young, ibid) is a result of a wider trend in 

reducing foreign investment.  Nevertheless, Europe accounts for the largest proportion of 

renewable energy deals since 2011, representing 50% of completed transactions in 2014. In 

comparison, 31% of renewable energy transactions in 2014 so far are focused on assets in 

North America, with 10% in Asia and 8% elsewhere (Ftseglobal 2014). 

 

 
 
Fig 21:  Renewable Energy Planning Pipeline, 2008 – 2012 (Ernst & Young 2012a) 

 

It is evident then, that there is a significant challenge ahead in attracting investments to RE 

in order to meet legislative targets.  “Financing a secure, low-carbon system will require a 

commitment to unprecedented levels of capital expenditure and construction risk that may 

exceed the capacity or appetite of existing investors” (HM Treasury, 2010) 

 

2.8.5 Transition Pathways to a low carbon market 

 

Research by the ‘Transition Pathways to a low carbon economy consortium’ (Foxon 2013; 

Barnacle et al, 2013; Hammond, 2013), identified three potential transition pathways to a 

low carbon market and modelled them using temporal and geographical analysis tools. 

These scenarios were:  

 ‘market rules’, a market led industry where the ‘big 6’ vertically integrated utility 

companies deliver the bulk of the change and wind and carbon capture are prevalent.  
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 Central co-ordination’ where the UK Government is seen to take more direct control 

and diverse energy sources are utilised. And finally  

 ‘Thousand flowers’ which considers transition to a more localised generating system.  

These reports conclude that the energy mix of a centrally co-ordinated approach would 

provide an easier to manage balancing and capacity scenario in the longer term than the 

others, but the key aspect that these journal papers raise is speculation on the requisite role 

of government and regulation in order to deliver a low carbon sector. 

The Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) conducted its own illustrative 

transition pathways research (DECC, 2010), which considered significant social, structural, 

and technological change, and modelled extreme absence of key technologies as central to 

the sector’s future. The outcomes of this study concluded that the UK needs a diverse low 

carbon energy mix, greater interconnectivity with Europe, smarter grid management and 

storage capacity to be added to the system to help deal with the intermittent nature of some 

RE sources. The DECC study shows close alignment to Foxon’s ‘central co-ordination’ 

scenario.  The DECC report also stops short of fully considering the macro impact of the 

significant shift in RE technologies being introduced on the incumbent market structure’s 

characteristic commodity and demand variance and the subsequent impact on price. The 

introduction of larger proportions of renewable generation should reduce the significance of 

peaks and troughs in the commodity prices on the overall brown price.   

 

2.8.6  Barriers to Renewable Energy technology deployment  

Barriers to RE technology deployment are closely linked as shown in Figure 22 below.

 

 

Fig 22: Barriers to RET deployment    [Source: IEA 2011b – Deploying Renewables] 
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Economic barriers 

The costs of many of the RE technologies have been a major barrier to their widespread 

market introduction, because they have not been economically competitive with fossil-fuel 

based energy sources. To enable market introduction, policy measures have been required 

to bridge the economic gap, and to make projects profitable from a project developer’s point 

of view. An economic barrier is judged to be present if the cost of a given technology is 

above the cost of competing alternatives, even under optimal market conditions. Although 

some RE technologies are now cost competitive where resources and market conditions are 

favourable, this barrier must be addressed to create a stable and profitable market for 

investors and to support additional deployment and “...There is a massive switch to 

renewables for power generation…” (IEA, 2008, p7).  Many categorisations of the barriers 

have been proposed.  An example is the collapse of the German PV panel manufacturing 

with the flood of Chinese PV exports with the EU imposing import duties of 11% rising to 

and   scheduled to increase to 47.6% (Renewables International, 2013).   

 
The inherent risks are therefore higher than established technologies, increasing the 

required rate of return demanded on capital.  Offshore wind and tidal, set to play a key role 

in the government’s deployment plans, are not cost competitive with baseload technologies.  

Securing the necessary finance involves a mix of equity investment from project owners and 

loans from banks or capital markets. In order to bridge the economic gap between RET and 

fossil fuel or nuclear plant, project finance is complemented by policy measures. The 

Renewables Obligation and provisions within the Electricity Market Reform, significant 

feedstock treatment/ complicated handling and so their costs are high. Of other bio-energy 

applications, the smaller wood based technologies tend to have comparatively higher costs 

with small biofuel plants and advanced gasification schemes proving expensive. There are 

no commercial scale floating wave and tidal stream installations in place at present. 

• Policy uncertainty barriers - The RO is currently under consultation. Support levels have 

been proposed but not finalised, affecting the financial viability of projects such as the Drax 

biomass power station that had its conversion to biomass co-firing reduced by the UK 

Government but the UK High Court ruled to reinstate the subsidy of £700 M but this was 

overturned by Court of Appeal and led to a 11% fall in Drax shares (Reuters 2014). 

• Financial barriers - The EU Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) and Directive (CRD) 

Basel III (EU Parliament 2013) will increase the cost of long term lending. This could curtail 

the financial viability of large scale projects when juxtaposed with the sovereign debt and 

bank crises. 
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• Market barriers - The 2015 Budget may favour short term investment in gas over RET 

deployment. 

• Infrastructure barriers - Grid connection issues affect the flexibility of the power grid to 

integrate RET. A potential solution may be the creation of the European Supergrid. 

• Lack of skilled personnel - Given the tight emissions deadlines, a lack of skilled workers 

and insufficient knowledge regarding RET will be problematic. 

• Public acceptance and environmental barriers - Section 36 (power stations) and 

section 37 (overhead lines) of the UK Govt Electricity Act (1989) take into account the views 

of many interested parties. This is a lengthy process and Figure 23 shows the continued 

increase in time required to secure planning for RET projects. 

 

Fig 23: Time from RET application to a decision. ReSTATs (DECC 2012a) Planning Database  

 
 
2.8.7 Summary of the UK Renewable Energy Sector  
 

The key barriers and challenges of the broader energy sector have been identified and 

critically evaluated, with their implications on the RE sector mapped.  

The de-carbonisation goal for 2020 will require more than a threefold increase in renewable 

generation than currently exists, and this does not include increases in overall electricity 

demand. There is a significant challenge ahead in attracting investments to the RE sector in 

order to meet legislative targets.  Estimates for the overall investment and the total capital 

expenditure required for new projects by 2025 to meet the UK’s energy goals would be 

around £200 billion of which approximately £90 billion will need to be invested by the end of 

2015. Further to the rationale established in the importance of RE investments, key 

considerations to the research have been identified in the increases in investment required 

in other parts of the electricity market and consideration of potential transition pathways to a 
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low carbon market indicates that a centrally coordinated approach led by the UK 

government could provide the most feasible option.   Also noted are the interventions 

identified by the recent Royal Academy of Engineering (RAoE, 2013) report as key to the 

UK maintaining a healthy capacity margin. These broader investment requirements mean 

Renewable Energy must compete with these other investment opportunities and their 

attractiveness.  

 
2.9 UK Renewable Energy Regulation – R1 

 
2.9.1 Introduction 

 
One of the most significant current discussions in regard to the renewable energy is how 

regulatory incentives contribute to its expansion, Camyab, Daly and O’Keeffe (2011).  The 

majority of the reviewed studies in the field emphasise the importance of strong relationship 

between policy and renewable energy development. Some of focus on financing renewable 

projects and consider regulation as an inseparable part of the financial process (Alagappan, 

Orans and Woo, 2011; Krajac et al., 2011; Smith and Watson, 2002; Gross, Blyth, and 

Heptonstall, 2010). On contrary, others focus on the effect of UK Government policy on the 

risk allocation (Menanteau, Finon and Lamy, 2003; Neuhoff et al, 2008; Lund 2009; Tamás, 

Bade and Huizhong, 2010; Carvalho, 2011). Both approaches seem to be completely 

different. The first simply sketches the most relevant concerns about the market without 

providing further details. In contrast, the second considers the types of measures that would 

incentivise the deployment of renewables in the UK. However, the combination of all these 

studies and their critical evaluation undeniably enrich the originality and contrast of the 

analysis by a review of two different perspectives: the one of the experts in financing 

renewable energy projects and the other of the policymakers and regulators.     

 

2.9.2  Approaches to regulation by the UK and other EU countries 

 

In general, the debate in the literature is focused on two main approaches: Tradable 

Certificates and Feed-in Tariffs (Ringel, 2006). The first requires a target amount of 

electricity to be produced while the second, a fixed market price for every generated unit of 

output.   Feed-in tariffs are widely applicable in many countries such as Denmark, Germany, 

Spain and Italy (Krajac et al., 2011, p.1411; Menanteau, Finon and Lamy, 2003, p.802; 

Neuhoff et al, 2008, p.25). Their history performance demonstrates a high level of efficiency 
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which is based on the investors’ confidence in constant tariffs (Ringel, 2006, p.3). Lund 

(2009, p.61) reports that Denmark peaked “at 20% of world capacity” in 1990 while 

“German wind market grew by 2002/2003 to 37% of all installed wind capacity in the 

world”. Although Germany embarked on FIT several years later, the major similarity 

between these countries is their success in incentivising their renewable energy industry. 

The attainment of their electricity target and the high level of electricity production notably 

indicate the efficiency of the scheme (Butler and Neuhoff, 2008; Lund 2009; Carvalho, 2011, 

p.1412). This argument is not in agreement with the research of Mitchell, Bauknecht and 

Connora (2006) who note that German and Danish electricity generation fell dramatically 

over the years.  Germany produces only 14% of the world market while Denmark provides 

only 4% contribution to the EU target. Tamás et al. (2010), Mitchell et al. (2006) and Toke 

and Lauber (2007) criticise the efficiency of FITs by explaining that the scheme is a 

workable solution in short term. The fixed price ruins the competition between electricity 

utilities who are not motivated to maintain the same level of renewable generation capacity.  

On the contrary, the Renewable Obligation scheme, which is implemented in other countries 

along with the UK, puts investment at a major risk as investors are not provided with a 

durable governmental support (Krajac et al., 2011; Smith and Watson, 2002). On one hand, 

they are required to meet the mandated generation capacity whilst on the other hand they 

are subjected to to price fluctuations in the electricity market. 

 

2.9.3  The Role of UK Regulation in the electricity market 

 

The role of regulation in the electricity market is topic of considerable debate and has been 

considered as part of the transition pathways research discussed earlier.  Minimal 

government intervention in an open market is preferable (DECC, 2011a), but it is required to 

create a competitive environment to drive efficiency improvement and best value. The UK 

Government intends to maintain the industry as market led as renewable technologies 

increase in maturity, and the cost of carbon increases on traditional generation to bring all 

forms of power generation back to a competitive datum for all parties in future years. In the 

coming decade a balance needs to be struck between opposing drivers of both attracting 

investment as against delivering value for money for energy consumers. The requirement to 

maintain a secure supply and de-carbonise, and the potential political ramifications of not 

doing so, is likely to eventually leave the UK Government little room to manoeuvre. The 

likelihood of creating a competitive datum line across all technologies in the future also 
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seems unlikely. The introduction of a UK carbon floor price is intended to broadly bring the 

diverse technologies into line but there will still be fluctuation in commodity prices which will 

continue, perhaps to a lesser degree due to the projected increases in renewable and 

nuclear generation. Once the current perceived risks in RE investments are partly mitigated 

through the confidence in volume supplied, it seems unlikely that there will be equilibrium in 

cost per Mega Watt Hour (MWh) across all renewable technologies. In the absence of 

government subsidy, which ever technology is cheapest and least risky per MWh, will 

dominate the energy mix. Therefore there is likely to be a long lasting role for a favourable 

regulatory incentive across RE technologies. Wustenhagen and Menichetti, (2012) argue 

that regulation must provide more than simply a ‘green premium’; it must influence the 

strategic choices of investors, and further states that “Policy makers should do what they 

can to reduce risk and provide adequate returns”. Ernst & Young published a report (Ernst & 

Young, 2012b) on the attractiveness of the energy sector to investors, the criteria used are 

the market regulatory risk, the ease through which planning and grid connection can be 

achieved, the ability to successfully finance projects given longevity of contracts and credit 

worthiness of key stakeholders, the tax environment, the availability of cheap finance or 

grants and the pricing and off-take structure surrounding energy being sold.  An earlier 

report (Ernst & Young, 2009) also highlighted supply chain weakness as a further 

consideration. The requirement for significant increases in the deployment of a breadth of 

renewable technologies will require the development of a significant skills base to both 

deliver to time cost and quality criteria, and maintain the installed capacity.   In the UK prior 

to 2010, Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROC’s) were the same across all technologies, 

which was insufficient to incentivise the investment required, particularly in the less mature 

renewable technologies.  Post 2010, these were re-banded and hence directly impacted the 

returns to existing installed capacity. These bandings are subject to an annual review where 

operational generators have had to account for the losses in any re-banding. This kind of 

fundamental re-banding and change in regulation has significant impact, and cannot be 

accounted for or planned from an investor perspective. Investors must have greater surety 

in consistent and lasting arrangements. The role of government policy and regulation must 

be therefore, to leverage an optimal and favourable environment across all these macro 

risks’ in investor’s eyes, in order to achieve its three key drivers of best value, security of 

supply and de-carbonisation. 
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2.9.4 Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROC) in the UK market 

As the expansion of the renewable sector depends mainly on investors` intention to invest in 

the construction of plants, the UK Government has embarked on seeks ways to encourage 

them to increase their participation (Krajac et al., 2011, p.1411). As noted earlier, policy 

risks were considered an obstacle to commissioning renewable energy projects. To 

decrease the uncertainty and guarantee investors that their energy will be sold on the 

market, the British government embarked on quota-based instruments. Smith and Watson 

(2002); Gross, Blyth, and Heptonstall (2010, p.796) and Neuhoff et al. (2008, p.25) conclude 

that the RO serves as a risk mitigation tool which guarantees, to some extent, the 

generation of future cash flow. Although the authors fail to provide a justification for their 

argument, there are at least two possible explanations. On one hand, the scheme attempts 

to provide an attractive solution for investors by providing them with a certain level of 

financial confidence. Thus, the quota- based instrument may instigate investors to be risk 

takers by supplying higher equity percentage in the renewable sector in the expectation of 

high returns. On the other hand, they are guaranteed that electricity utilities will produce a 

target amount of electricity from renewable sources.  Foxon and Pearson (2007, p.1541) 

and Menanteau, Finon and Lamy (2003, p.800) highlight that renewable obligation 

certificates are issued on an annual basis to the suppliers and serve as a proof confirming 

that they have met the required target.  In this way, the ROC framework establishes a 

strong cooperation between developers and suppliers by uniting their efforts towards a 

sustainable future (Foxon and Pearson, 2007, p.1543; Smith and Watson, (2002). The latter 

can be considered as an incentive to stimulate renewable energy investment by establishing 

a constant interdependency between the players. The design of the RO is looked at from a 

positive perspective by other authors who emphasise its flexibility (Connor, 2003, p.71; 

Ringel, 2006, p.8; Foxon and Pearson, ibid, p.1541).  According to them a major advantage 

is that suppliers are given three options to act in accordance with:  

 Suppliers succeed in obtaining the set amount of electricity 

 Suppliers who exceed the required quota may sell their Renewable Obligation 

Certificates (ROCs) to those who struggle to reach the target 

 Suppliers may pay a buy-out price, if they fail to meet the target and if they are 

reluctant to buy ROCs from suppliers with surplus.  

 

These three scenarios give suppliers freedom to choose how to meet the obligation (Ringel, 

2006, p.9). They are provided with the chance to compensate for the difference between 
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required and obtained amount (Foxon and Pearson, ibid, p.1541; Smith and Watson, 2002 

p.69). Therefore, this flexibility demonstrates that the government values them and their 

participation in the process of achieving the target of 15% until 2020. This derives the 

hypothesis that the mechanism seeks to establish a set of actions which stakeholders need 

to take rather than a governmental interference (Neuhoff et al, 2008 p.24; Connor, 2003, 

p.72).   Although these studies serve as evidence to demonstrate that undoubtedly, there 

are government efforts to incentivise the deployment of the renewable energy in the UK, the 

RO has been vigorously criticized. A number of arguments against its implication and 

design have been addressed by Smith and Watson (2002), Krajac et al. (2011, p.1412) and 

Foxon and Pearson (2007, p.1541). These authors argue that contrary to the FITs, the RO 

generalises the renewable energy market without dividing it into different categories 

according to the various renewable sources. This finding suggests that the scheme sets 

general requirements which are not based on unique features of different technologies.  In 

support of this view, Krajac et al. (2011, p.1412) and Foxon et al. (2005, p.2128) go further 

in their criticism and explain that the RO fails to address the new technologies such as tide 

and wave power (see Figure 24) which are considered to be still immature and their 

development does not reap the reward that onshore wind projects do. The low level of their 

commercialization and technology development are at the root of keeping their costs high. A 

possible solution to this problem is provided by Gross, Blyth and Heptonstall (2007) who 

recommend that the FIT mechanism be applied to innovative technology as they provide 

developers with a level of price stability and therefore risks are not borne solely by end 

consumers. 

 

  

Fig 24:  Commercial maturity of innovative renewable energy technologies (Foxon 2005, 

p.218) 
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This idea does not correlate with the earlier study of Connor (2003) who contends that the 

simultaneous implication of RO and FITs causes frustration and confuses investors. Both 

schemes represent contradictory incentives and are not compatible with each other. The 

introduction of fixed price mechanism for innovative technologies is ‘contrary to the 

market-led basis of the obligation” (Connor, 2003, p.72).  Connor (ibid) and Gross et al, 

(2007) have completely different opinions about the RO mechanism. It can be suggested 

that the inconsistency is based on the fact that the studies were undertaken over different 

periods.   Connor`s research is conducted two years after the RO is put into effect and 

therefore, it reflects its early life. On the other hand, Gross, et al (2007) represent more 

recent experience. Although Connor fails to provide solution how to overcome the barriers, 

both studies reach the conclusion that the RO is not adequate to the rapidly developing 

renewable energy market. A major revision is necessary in order to address the differences 

between the various renewable sources (Ringel, 2006; Haas et al., 2010).  

The current focus for the RO scheme in the UK remains with offshore wind noting that in 

2013, the largest absolute increase in generation came from from onshore wind, rising by 

4,880 GWh to 16,992 GWh, due to increased capacity and higher wind speeds across 

2013.  Similar factors helped offshore wind generation increase by 3,892 GWh to 11,411 

GWh (52 per cent higher)  (DECC 2013d) but there appears to be a concerted effort to push 

tidal and wave, given that the UK has around 35% of Europe’s total wave energy resources 

and DECC (ibid) reported a 50% increase in 2013 of 6 GWh from the 2011 figure of 4 GWh 

. 

 

2.9.5  ROC banding critique 

Given the focused subsidisation, and excluding the drivers of cost increase it would be 

reasonable to assume that the cost of offshore wind would reduce over time and that 

innovation would move on apace. In 2009, with the introduction of ROC banding, the 

government increased support for offshore wind from 1.5 to 2 ROCs/MWh,  applicable to all 

offshore wind projects granted full accreditation between 1 April 2010 and 31 March 2014 in 

response to developers highlighting increased costs regarding 3000MW of capacity AEA 

Technology, 2010). However, installation costs have continued to increase in recent years  

To reduce this economic gap, a potential option, as an RO policy objective, would be to 

introduce innovation based ROC banding. Higher banding would be offered to developers 

driving innovation forward. A similar scheme has been introduced in Denmark at the Q10 

wind farm, albeit not as a policy instrument but a fund, for introducing up to 3 innovative 
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turbines or foundations. (TED:Notice , 2012). A recent study has shown that R&D is crucial 

to reduce the LCOE to £100/MWh by 2020 (TINA Executive Summary 2012) 

  
A further concern from ROC banding amendments is the effect upon thermal generation. 

The returns from thermal plant rely heavily upon inframarginal rents, earned when plant with 

a higher variable cost sets the market price. With increased RET deployment the market 

price will drop, given that the intermittent output of many RETs necessitates longer 

operating hours. This will reduce the load factors of thermal plant and increase the volatility 

of returns from inframarginal rents. As a result, fulfilling the RO with intermittent sources 

could disincentivise thermal plant for investors. 

 
Cost savings through economies of scale and innovation. Offshore wind power is a 

relatively nascent technology compared to the gas, coal and nuclear technologies that make 

up the majority of our current generation mix.  Offshore wind power has been deployed at 

scale since 2002. It has been proven to operate in harsh offshore conditions. Nevertheless 

technologies are largely based on modified onshore wind turbines and oil/gas foundations. 

Further innovation is required at both a system level and in each sub-area to reduce costs 

and enable deployment in deeper water, further offshore.  Innovation opportunities over the 

next 10 years can bring down the deployment costs of offshore wind, with further savings 

after 2020 likely to bring down costs even further.  Cost savings are also possible in the 

supply chain and financing. Combined with a high level of innovation, the cost of energy 

from offshore wind power would be about £100/MWh by 2028 and £60/MWh by 2050 The 

Crown Estate and DECC have created the offshore wind Cost Reduction Task Force 

(CRTF) who reported that: 

“Based on the evidence gathered and assuming our recommendations are followed, the 

CRTF concludes offshore wind can reach £100/MWh by 2020”.  [CRTF Report June 

2012] 

 

2.9.6  Electricity Market Reform (EMR) 

 

In July 2011, the UK Government introduced the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) White 

Paper (DECC, 2011a). It is designed to introduce secure, cost effective, low carbon 

technologies to replace retiring plant, or plant due to close as a result of the European 

Commission’s Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) (OJEC 2001).  This is set against 

a future where electricity demand is predicted to double by 2050, with the electrification of 
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transport and heating. In response to these challenges, the EMR sets out key measures to 

create a secure mix of electricity sources including new nuclear, renewables, carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) and gas. Key elements of the reform package include: 

 A Carbon Price Floor:- a tax setting a minimum price for GHG pollution and carbon 

emissions. It aims to incentivise investment in low carbon RET. 

 

 A Feed in Tariff: - with Contracts for Difference (FIT CfD)- Long term contracts to 

provide stable financial incentives to invest in RET electricity generation. 

 An Emissions Performance Standard (EPS):- precluding the use of unabated coal 

plant. This could incentivise short term investment in gas, in light of retiring thermal 

plant and lack of progress in CCS. 

 

 A Capacity Mechanism putting contracts in place to guarantee sufficient generating 

capacity when needed. With more intermittent renewables entering the power sector, 

the grid will be stressed when output drops due to meteorological circumstances, 

such as low or no wind. A technical update was released in December 2011 (DECC 

2011b) with some clarity provided to the institutional framework required, guidance 

for interim investment decisions and proposed next steps.  

 
The capacity market, whereby the opportunity exists for generators to supply energy when 

called upon during peak demand rather than as continuous base load.  Generators will get 

paid for being on standby, and penalised if the fail to deliver energy to the grid when 

demanded. The time taken to reform the market, may itself inhibit investment, as may the 

release programme of details relating to the specifics as to how the market and it’s new 

mechanisms within it, will function. 

The Government consulted heavily on the structure for the renewable energy market 

moving forwards, and CfD’s were one of five options considered, alongside premium 

payments, emission performance standards, carbon price support and fixed payments 

(DECC c, 2010). The CfD approach provides generators a fixed FiT at the point of project 

execution, which provides surety of returns for fifteen years to the investors. Generators will 

be a paid market price for their electricity, then any short fall between market price and the 

FiT will be made up by a newly established intermediary organisation which manages the 

excess payments through the utilities and therefore from the consumers. If the market rate 

is higher than the FiT, then the generator returns the excess to the same intermediary. 

While this does de-risk the returns, it also limits the opportunity for investors. It therefore 
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appears that the market is being geared toward investors with lower risk appetites, such as 

the pension funds. The ability for financial assessments to be made with surety of return 

price should be compelling for investors. The first FiT for CfD can be seen in Table 1 below, 

with a reducing return planned for wind and solar from 2016 onward. The price these FiT’s 

are set at will be crucial to determining whether investment through this route is attracted. 

The transition period from ROC’s to FiT’s will allow financial organisations to determine 

whether these rates are seen as sufficient, and their continued use of the incumbent ROC 

system while it is still available, or their transfer to FiT’s, will evidence whether the CfD 

framework is preferred as well as the rates themselves attractive. The ROC banding and the 

FiT rates both give an indication of the Government’s perception of the base cost differential 

per MWh, and the risks associated with each technology. As an example, the FiT for off-

shore wind from Table 1, is equivalent to a brown price of approximately £52/MWh based 

on the currently available two ROCs. 

 
 

Technology 2014/15 2016/17 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 

Biomass 105 105 105 105 105 

Hydro 95 95 95 95 95 

Offshore 
wind 

155 155 150 140 135 

On-shore 
wind 

100 100 100 95 95 

Solar PV 125 125 125 115 110 
 
Table 1 – Draft Renewable Strike Prices for CfD Arrangement £/MWh   (DECC, 2013e) 
 

 

2.9.7 Critique of the EMR 

 The benefits of the EMR are that the key proposals are tried and tested: 

 The FIT CfD model has been utilised in the Netherlands and Denmark. 

 The Capacity Mechanism is used in the USA. 

 It is not a framework designed from first principles. It offers long term contractual 

certainty, theoretically reducing policy risk for investors. 

 An area of particular concern is the Capacity Mechanism. The CM is a redesign of 

the electricity market. The earliest date discussed for the first capacity auction is 

2015. However, as noted earlier, considerable generating capacity will retire within 

the next decade. Assuming a medium scale deployment of RET, a conservative 

estimate of installed capacity RET new build rates could be cancelled out by thermal 

plant retirement resulting in capacity shortage (Bloomberg 2012a).  This is 
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diametrically opposed to the intention of the CM.  Professor Gordon Hughes recently 

stated in the  (GPWF Report 7, 2012  p.18) that ‘the only way of ensuring the 

reliability of electricity supplies will be a huge expansion of combined and open cycle 

gas plants.’ 

 

The Capacity Market provides an ‘insurance policy’ against a tight future electricity 

generation market resulting in higher levels of blackouts. (GPWF Report 7, ibid) 

 

The government published a strategy for gas generation in autumn 2012, recognising that 

gas-fired electricity generation will continue to play a major role in UK energy supplies over 

the next decade and beyond. (UK Budget 2012) The EMR is a vast undertaking and until 

the detailed policy design is outlined, policy risk remains a barrier to investment within the 

power sector. 

 

2.9.8  Summary of UK Renewable Energy Regulation – R1  
 
The strategic policy instruments measures implemented by the UK Government through 

OFGEM to ensure the UK meets its mandated emissions targets are: 

 The Renewables Obligation Certificate regime(ROC) 

 Electricity Market Reform (EMR) 

In recent years the use of the Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) regime has provided 

RE generators with surety in off-take and provided a subsidy of a multiple of the strike price, 

dependent on the technology which is reflected in the ROC banding.  The reducing trend of 

ROC values characterises the UK Government’s drive to reduce the subsidy and increase 

value for money. This exposes generators to market price risk which in theory incentivises 

efficiency and thereby inherently also provides opportunity at the same time. The ROC 

system is now being phased out up to 2017 through implementation of the Electricity Market 

Reform (EMR) regime with current and planned capacity being assured ‘grandfathering’ 

rights in order to minimise the impact of the transition to the new EMR system, Contracts for 

Difference (CfD’s) with a Feed in Tariff (FiT). The grandfathering rights should be a strong 

signal to the market that the UK Government understands surety and consistency in policy 

is crucial to the attractiveness of the sector to investors (KPMG, 2011). 

 

ROCs also currently provide generators surety of power off-take, this is absent from the CfD 

arrangements, therefore private developers will need to consider Power Purchase 
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Agreements (PPA’s) with utilities in order to guarantee off-take. The accessibility of these 

PPA’s will be dependent on the behaviours of the utilities and the demand for RE placed on 

them through continued renewable obligation. The accessibility of PPA’s and the overall 

changes to the electricity market will need further consideration by developers. 

 

The ROC scheme will close to new power stations from April 2017 and be replaced with 

Feed in Tariffs with Contracts for a Difference. The RO scheme will continue to provide 

support for accredited power plants until 2037. A RO banding review came into effect in 

April 2013 and DECC have led numerous studies examining the deployment potential, costs 

and scenarios that amendments to existing RO bands might demand.  

 

2.10   UK Renewable Energy Risks – R2 
 

2.10.1  Introduction  

 

Attempts have been made to produce a standard definition for risk and some of these 

definitions are explored in this section.  Within a project context, risk is defined as '…any 

event that could prevent the project realising the expectations...as stated in the agreed 

project brief or agreed definition…',  Chapman and Ward (2011).  Risk, noted by Kerzner 

(2006), refers to those activities or factors that if they occur, will increase the probability that 

the project’s goal of time, cost and performance will not be met. Furthermore, The PRINCE 

2 definition (OGC 2009) defines risk as the chance of exposure to adverse consequences of 

future events. All these definitions see risk as an adverse consequence, but the Association 

for Project Management in the Project Risk Analysis and Management (PRAM) guide (APM 

2004 p17) defines risk as an uncertain event or set of circumstances that, should they 

occur, will have an effect on the achievement of the project’s objectives. This definition 

seems quite neutral; not stating the effect risk is expected to have on the outcome, whether 

negative or positive.  The PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK: Guide 

2004) defines project risk as an uncertain event or condition that if it occurs, has a positive 

or negative effect on at least one project objective, such as time, cost, scope or quality, 

likewise the British Standards Institution (BSI) defines risk BS6079 (2002) as a combination 

of the probability or frequency of occurrence of a defined threat or opportunity, and 

magnitude of consequences of the occurrence. Risk is not necessarily a negative aspect 

and by defining it as an exposure to the possibility of economic or financial loss or gain, as a 

consequence of uncertainty, decision makers will assess the likely loss or return associated 
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with pursuing a particular course of action.  Although risk in any project is sometimes 

referred to as the risk of failure, which implies that a project might fall short of schedule, 

budget as earlier stated or technical goals by a large margin but there exists the risk of 

opportunities, which are events that could lead to reward, savings or benefits (Nicholas, 

2004). Having attempted to establish the literature definition of risk, it is quite safe to define 

risk as any occurrence or event whose action or inaction on a project can help the success 

or aid the failure of the project.  One of the simpler definitions of risk is that of the Cabinet 

Office guidance (OGC 2010) that states that “Risk is defined as an uncertain event or set of 

events that, should it occur, will have an effect on the achievement of objectives.  It is 

measured by the combination of the probability of a perceived threat or opportunity 

occurring and the magnitude of its impact on objectives”. 

Uncertainty creates risk, and businesses and projects can never be free from it and the 

eradication of business or project risk is both impracticable and unprofitable. It is necessary 

to  manage risk by way of reducing or limiting the influence that it exerts on a project, which 

is the objective of risk management (McCrae and Balthazor, 2000). Managing risks in any 

project is as important as being able to successfully complete the project. This involves 

evolving a robust project-specific risk management strategy early enough that will work 

throughout the life-cycle of the project, which will involve every project stakeholder. It needs 

to be reviewed from time to time to retain its value and ensure it remains comprehensive. 

This strategy keeps the project manager focused on his task as it provides him with the 

tools he needs to help identify the project success factors and define the project success 

criteria from the beginning of the project, which from literature reviewed (Kerzner, 2006; 

Chapman and Ward, 2011; Lock, 2003) increases the chances of the project being 

successful. RET comprises a range of technology that is evolving and will present 

multidisciplinary technical risks to be identified, assessed and handled.  

 

 
2.10.2 Risk Management systems and processes 
 

Recognition of the existence of risks is an important aspect of successful organisation 

activity, but such recognition alone, whilst a step in the right direction, will not protect the 

organisation and its objectives.  A system or process must be created that allows the 

organisation to not only identify risks and analyse the potential effects on the objectives at 

stake, but also to target resources in response to reduce the risk and potential effects on 

objectives as far as possible.  
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The notion of risk averse versus risk seeking is best shown by Pickford (2001) in his ‘Utility 

Functions’ model.  In many cases organisations will not be pigeon holed into either risk 

averse or risk seeking groups for the duration of their existence.  At different times, 

depending on a number of different factors, they can move between both approaches.  With 

regard to business, an organisation may begin with a risk seeking stance in order to 

increase market share and become established.  This is usually because there is a high 

level of risk associated with a new venture and the downside of failure will only affect those 

who have embraced that level of risk.  As the scheme or business grows and survivability 

becomes more and more important due to an increased level of responsibility such the 

increased reliance on the businesses outputs and revenue, the organisation will likely move 

across the risk spectrum and become more risk averse.  However, should the business then 

need to grow at a more rapid speed, or even have its survivability threatened due to any 

number of factors, it will most likely move back across the risk spectrum back to a risk 

seeking position. 

 

The Cabinet Office defines Risk Management as ‘the systematic application of principles, an 

approach and a process to the tasks of identifying and assessing risks, and then planning 

and implementing risk responses.  This provides a disciplined environment for proactive 

decision-making’ (OGC, 2010).  The Institute of Risk Management (IRM 2002) defines it is 

‘the process whereby organisations methodically address the risks attaching to their 

activities with the goal of achieving sustained benefit within each activity and across the 

portfolio of activities.  As with the definition of risk, there is much debate and difference over 

what constitutes the best possible package for managing risk.  However, there is, again, a 

thread of fundamental factors, stages and activities that runs through most Risk 

Management systems. 

The first fundamental factor of risk management is to identify or establish the context in 

which the organisation operates.  This is the first point of consensus between most theories 

of risk management.  The Institute of Risk Management states that, with regard to context, 

‘risk management should be a continuous process that supports the development and 

implementation of the strategy or an organisation’ (IRM, ibid).  The Cabinet Office goes into 

more depth, dividing most organisations into 4 distinct contexts in line with its supporting 

publications and working practices which are aimed at business organisations (OGC, ibid).  

The Cabinet Office states that organisations will operate in 4 contexts; Strategic, 
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Programme, Project and Operational and that Risk Management within an organisation 

should be tailored to suit each context.  Other factors that should be taken into 

consideration here include the operational structure of the organisation, the external 

environment or market in which it operates and, perhaps most importantly, the maturity of 

risk management within the organisation. 

 

Risk Management, which is based on simple principles, is becoming very complex as 

processes and technologies allow data to constantly be interpreted in different ways.  

However, it would be futile to provide a complex enterprise risk management system to an 

organisation that has a very immature risk culture or risk awareness.  Equally, a very 

detailed, data reliant organisation will quickly outgrow a basic risk management system that 

cannot interpret data in numerous required ways.  Therefore the needs of the organisation 

with regard to risk management should be prioritised when a system of risk management is 

in the design phase. 

There is general consensus between both the IRM and the Cabinet Office that the next 

several stages will cover an identification of risk phase, an analysis or assessment phase of 

the risks identified followed by a phase that will plan the management and response to the 

risk before a further stage when this plan is implemented.  The Cabinet office, which utilises 

the four steps of Identify, Assess, Plan and Implement, states that ‘collectively these steps 

form a logical sequence necessary for robust implementation of risk management.’ The IRM 

condenses and expands the steps into categories of Risk Analysis (which includes risk 

identification, description and estimation), Risk Evaluation, Risk Reporting, Decision, Risk 

Treatment, Residual Risk Reporting and Monitoring.  Both organisations also state that a 

form of audit and constant improvement should encompass the entire risk management 

structure. 

 

 Whilst the different approaches tackle the approach to risk management through differing 

structures, the activities that underpin them and the principles that they aim to satisfy are 

very similar.  It is obvious that, in order to manage risk, initial identification must take place. 

Once identification of the risks has been undertaken, a further assessment or analysis is 

required to gain further data and information that is vital to the successful management of 

the risk.  Once this data has been captured and refined, an organisation can now look to 

manage the risks by targeting resources effectively.  There are a number of responses 

available when managing a risk, but the most likely response will be some kind of threat 
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reduction/mitigation.  In this case the organisation targets resources at either the risk cause 

or risk event.  By far the most effective of the two is to target the cause of the risk as this will 

reduce the probability of the risk occurring.  It is easier to accurately estimate the probability 

of risk as it is usually tied to a risk driver, and that driver has already been identified by a 

Risk Manager (RM) within the risk identification process.  It is likely that the RM will be best 

placed to manage the cause of this risk due to familiarity with the operations and functions 

of organisation. It is much harder to accurately assess the impact of a risk, particularly when 

factors such as reputation and perceived risk are included.  This is where the RM’s 

management of the risk can cause inaccuracies. 

Perceived risk is borne out of a lack of in-depth knowledge of a subject tied with potentially 

inaccurate or incomplete previous learning.  Perceived risk normally lies outside the 

organisation.  It is often evident within the public and media when a high profile risk related 

organisation is in question.  The perceived risk surrounding the operation of nuclear power 

is one such example.  Public perception of nuclear accidents is generally akin to Hiroshima 

style mushroom cloud explosions and the fear of mass destruction and death.  However, 

nuclear fission power generation operates in a completely different way to nuclear weapons 

and, should a nuclear accident occur within nuclear fission power generation, the effects of 

the accident would be very different to those experienced from a nuclear weapon.  

However, should the agencies charged with providing nuclear power show any degree of 

lack of sympathy or concern they potentially risk a very high profile issue that could not only 

threaten their objectives but the organisation as a whole.  Those charged with assessing the 

impact of a risk event must not only ensure they capture the accurate risk data, but also the 

perceived risk data. They must then balance the management of both to ensure the most 

effective use of resources available.  Because of the difficulty in accurately assessing 

impact, it is always more effective to target the cause of a risk.  However, in certain 

circumstances, where the risk cause is an external factor outside of the control or influence 

of the organisation, management of the impact of the risk may be the best and only option 

available. 

 

2.10.3  Risk: A Key Factor influencing Investment Decisions 

Chapman and Ward (2007) espouse effective risk management when adopting combined 

private sector and Government supported/sponsored approaches to delivery of utility 

services such as energy generation and transmission. The SHAMPU (Shape, Harness and 

Manage Project Uncertainty) process by Chapman & Ward (ibid) includes 9 phases set out 
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in Figure 25 below.  Specifically the ownership element which transfers emphasis from 

project plans into project design, as each stage of the project life cycle moves closer to 

reality and cleared recognition and attention is demanded in the process.  

 
 

Fig 25: SHAMPU flow chart Source: Chapman and Ward (2007) 

 

Chapman and Ward (2007) elaborate further, arguing that the need to manage uncertainty, 

in this case uncertainty surrounding the requirements of potential RET schemes, is a 

fundamental tenet of effective project management. An obvious area of uncertainty is the 

breadth of project parameters such as time, cost/investment and quality of final deliverables 

, largely resulting from a lack of clear project definition, lack of experience or limited 

understanding of the processes involved in specific renewable technology activity.  

Haberberg and Rieple (2001) propose that if an organisation is to offer significant 

economies of scale it must make important trade-offs. Private sector organisations providing 

utility services may decide to operate different scales at different stages in their value chain, 

from maximising scale to gain a cost advantage in more generic administrative areas, or for 

more specialist service delivery functions, provide smaller-scale operations. When 

considering the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contracts they build 

upon the premise of off-shoring and global sourcing for the supply chain, by recognising that 

different countries and regions hold different degrees of attractiveness.  

2.10.4  Risk Management Strategies for RET Projects 

For RET projects risk has to be managed effectively. A good risk management process 

needs to be proactive rather than reactive, robust and effective, with efficient feedback 

pathways detecting and correcting faults as quickly as possible.  It also needs to be iterative 

(IMO, 2006, p. 17) rather than a strictly sequential one-through process.  It must have the 

elements of the generic risk management process (risk readiness (alertness), identification 
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(awareness), assessment and analysis (understanding), planning/implementation 

(responsive action).  It must have an effective risk identification system, robust risk 

assessment and analysis method, good risk response strategy thorough risk evaluation, 

monitoring and control procedure. The IMO risk management model (Figure 26) in respect 

of carbon capture and storage schemes that can be applied to other renewable energy 

plants has a six-stage process which includes (IMO, ibid, p. 2):  

 

 Problem Formulation  

 Site Characterization 

 Exposure Assessment 

 Effect Assessment 

 Risk Characterisation 

 Risk Management 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
  Fig: 26 International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Risk Management Strategy for CCS 

Adapted from IMO, 2006 p. 5) 
 

The Gerstenberger et al (2009) risk management strategy is a nine-step strategy that 
consists of:   

 Identification of potential storage systems 

 Identification of Risk Factors  

 Research potential storage systems and risk factors  

 Examine the Probabilities  

 Application of the Logic Tree Technique  

 Risk Reduction  

Problem 
Formulation 

Site Characterisation 

Exposure Assessment Effects Assessment 

Risk Characterization 

Risk Management 

Uncertainty 
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 Reduction/Mitigation Cost Identification  

 Feasibility Assessment 

 

The Reiss et al (2006) risk management framework (Figure 27) has an eight-stage 
approach which is: 

 Define Risk Management Strategy 

 Identify and Record initial risks 

 Evaluate Risks 

 Measure and prioritize risks 

 Agree response to risks 

 Implement response 

 Review risk 

 Revise risk register. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Fig: 27 Risk Management life cycle (Adapted from Reiss et al, 2006, p. 338) 

 
 
Stone, Paterson and Pineda (2009) in Figure 28 below identified a four-phase/stage 
framework for managing commercial risks in energy projects: 
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 Defining the energy project development time line 

 Risk analysis of project development stages 

 Rating and ranking of risks by stages 

 Evaluation, and application of risk mitigation mechanism 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig: 28 Commercial risk management framework (Adapted: Stone et al, 2009, p. 14) 

 

2.10.5  Review of Risk Management Strategies 

Reviewing the first of the four risk management models, the six-stage IMO risk management 

framework process is not as comprehensive as expected. The framework is almost a one-

dimensional flow process from problem formulation through assessment and 

characterization to risk management making it quite ironic that the IMO would mention that 

a good risk management system should be an iterative strategy (IMO, 2006), leaving room 

for continuous feedbacks into the framework. A feedback route is non-existent should the 

need arise, especially for a new technology that requires proper monitoring. Again, the term 

‘risk management’ in the framework is quite vague. This might imply having a risk 

management strategy within the risk management stage of the framework. 

Having examined the Reiss et al (2006) eight-step framework it has the major elements of 

the generic risk management strategy which include: Identification and recording of initial 

risks; Evaluation of risks; Measurement and prioritization of risks; Risk response; 

Implementation; and Risk review. Looking at the framework closely, the author agrees with 

the view of Reiss et al (ibid) view that a risk management strategy be defined before the 

projects commences. It helps to establish a risk management framework which can be 

modified as the project proceeds. Unlike the IMO framework, the Reiss et al (ibid) risk 

management framework appears to be a step-by-step cyclic process which allows risk cycle 

to reach completion before any feedback into the system is allowed. It makes it difficult to 

react to any situation that requires instantaneous response within the cycle. This is evident 

at the risk review stage. The risk review stage (step seven) of the process does not include 
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new risks, it only reviews initial risks identified and recorded in the system. Any new risk 

would have to be identified separately and fed into the process at step two (identify and 

record initial risks), thus limiting and undermining the dynamic nature of the framework.  The 

risk management framework proposed by Gerstenberger et al (2009) appears 

comprehensive and unlike the IMO and the Reiss et al (ibid) frameworks, more robust and 

more engaging. The first stage brings to bear all the important stages of the RET technology 

and has three important phases: 1) Expert panel and Data gathering; 2) Data analysis; and 

3) Decision/system selection. Using experts to gather data as well as identify potential risk 

factors in phase one helps the risk assessment process and makes the process very robust 

and dynamic.  

In every risk management strategy, provision must be made for the project owner to 

regularly evaluate his position regarding the project risks/reward, whether financial or 

otherwise. Burke’s (2006) cost benefit risk reduction approach in Figure 29 below shows 

that the higher the risk involved, the higher the cost of dealing with it and the more strategic 

the judgement behind the response needs to be. Provision should be made either to avoid, 

deflect, exploit, enhance, transfer, share or mitigate the risk or accept risks that are 

uneconomic to respond, or terminate the project altogether if the need arises.  

Examining the Gerstenberger et al (2009) framework, at the risk reduction stage, the go/no-

go decision mechanism which enables the system to suspend or the process to terminate 

when the risk reaches the acceptable level agreed at project inception is not apparent. The 

decision making process is delayed to the third phase of the procedure. This may prove 

more expensive particularly when it is cheaper to deal with risks earlier in a project than 

towards the end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 29: Cost Benefit of Reducing Risk (Adapted from Burke, 2006 pp. 263) 
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Also, the process uses the logic tree probability approach to assess risks. Having reviewed 

this approach, there is a lot of ambiguity inherent in the process of risk assessment. It 

makes the whole process quite cumbersome when considering the comments of the 

proposers of the framework.   

“.....If the logic tree is thought of as modelling risk through the system from start to finish (i.e. 

left to right), then one can consider any possible path through the tree. Each of these paths 

will have a unique probability of occurrence based on the probabilities of all its branches. 

With the hundreds, or potentially thousands, of paths possible through the tree...” 

(Gerstenberger et al (2009 p. 2497) 

Reviewing the Stone, Paterson and Pineda (2009) commercial framework for power 

projects, it explores a different approach.  It defines the energy project development time 

line; risk analysis of project development stages; rating and ranking of risks by stages and 

evaluation, and application of risk mitigation mechanism. The risk management model used 

is identification, assessment, evaluation and response that fits with the Reiss and 

SHAMPU models discussed earlier.   

 
2.10.6  Examining decision makers’ attitudes to Risk in energy projects 
 
Fernandes (2009) states that Strategic Decisions are “far reaching and consequential for 

the organisation and typically involve the commitment of vast resources. He furthers this 

statement by saying that Strategic Decisions must often be made under conditions of 

substantial uncertainty, particularly when complex policy objectives must be reformulated in 

the face of a dynamic, sometimes volatile strategic environment.”  He goes on to identify 

four frequent characteristics or problems faced in Strategic Decision Making; Volatility, 

Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity.   

 

Nutt and Wilson (2010) suggest that managing organisations and decision making are 

virtually synonymous.  They also discuss the existence of uncertainty within strategic 

decision making by saying “as organisations grow and become more complex, decision 

making becomes a central activity.  Managers are expected to make choices amongst 

alternatives that are often uncertain and to choose wisely in order to benefit the organisation 

and its key stakeholders. 

Kourdi (2003) notes that, with regard to Strategic Decision Making there are three great 

paradoxes in existence.  The first is that, “in an uncertain and fast-changing world, leaders 
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must provide stability, certainty and a sound foundation”.  The second is that “leaders need 

information to understand the complexities of their environment and to ensure effective 

action.  Yet the amount of information available these days is overwhelming, with the 

potential for paralysis by analysis”.  The third is that “leaders need to be both proactive and 

reactive, managing planned and emerging issues with equal success.  This juggling action 

is difficult.  

The APM BoK (2012, p21-22) States: “Project risk management recognises a formal 

approach to the process as opposed to an intuitive approach. Risks, once identified, 

assessed and allocated should be managed in order to minimise or completely mitigate their 

effect on a project. This may be achieved by developing either immediate or contingency 

responses to the identified risks. Such responses may remove, reduce, avoid, transfer, or 

accept the risks or lead to the abandonment of the project.” 

 

The PMI PMBoK (2004, p127) States: “Risk management is the systematic process if 

identifying, analyzing, and responding to project risk. It includes maximizing the probability 

and consequences of positive events and minimizing the probability and consequences of 

adverse events to project objectives.”  

 

MSP with PRINCE2 (OGC 2002, p181) notes that: “Commitment to a course of action 

without consideration of the risks inherent in that course is courting disaster. Risks should 

be considered and modifications made to the course of action in order to remove or lessen 

the threats to the project” 

 

2.10.7.  Regulatory and Policy Risk  

A major concern of the investors is that there is no guarantee that the market prices will 

remain stable within the whole project life cycle (Foxon et al., 2005, p.2135; Haas et al., 

2010, p.2188). The completion of a renewable energy project takes several years during 

which the price fluctuation may impede the revenues (Hamilton, 2006; Esty, 2002). The 

unexpected cost increase leads to the decrease of the profit. The commitment to the 

investment decisions hinges on whether the outlays justify the revenue expectations 

(Alagappan, Orans and Woo, 2011, p.2). In support of this argument Gross, Blyth and 

Heptonstall (2010) suggest that “policies are themselves a sources of risks that 

companies must consider”. These authors rationalise their findings by analysing 

investors’ behaviour patterns and reach the conclusion that they face two basic options of 
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investing.  When there is greater clarity and understanding of both the prevailing and the 

predicted regulatory regime hence dubbed the ‘wait’ option or that of investing immediately 

or not ever  the ‘now or never’ option.  Figures 30 and 31 illustrate these options and 

investors` approach towards policy risks and investments.  

 

 
 

Fig 30: Waiting option (Gross, Blyth and Heptonstall, 2010, p.44) 

 
 

Fig 31: Option: invest “now” or “never” (Gross, Blyth and Heptonstall 2010, 

p.44) 

 

The choice of an option, which the investors will embark on, is instigated by the proportion 

between the present value of the net cash flows and the initial investment cost. If the gross 

margin is lower than the capital cost, the project yields negative NPV. Therefore, the 

investment is not attractive due to the high possibility of losses and the risks are 

unreasonable. Private companies prefer to postpone their investment until they have clarity 

of the policy changes and their impact on the project outcomes (Gross, Blyth and 

Heptonstall, ibid, p.800). The above case is summarised by Figure 30 that could illustrate 

that capital investment decisions would depend on regulatory stability. Therefore, the 
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waiting option is a means to mitigate policy risks and the excess of levelised costs which 

come as a result of them.  Figure 30 demonstrates that developers have a definite intention 

to invest their money in the renewable energy sector in a future period. By contrast, Figure 

31 represents a single option to undertake the project now, without being familiar with the 

policy changes, or forego the initiative forever. In this case a waiting option does not exist 

and investors need to decide whether to commit their funds at all, under the circumstances 

of the current governmental instruments. For instance, if the policy uncertainty seems 

unmanageable and the financial appraisal shows that the particular project will yield 

negative NPV, the project should not be undertaken (Drury, 2009, p.130).  Based on the 

above analysis, it seems that regulatory risks have a major impact on both costs and 

revenues.  The reviewed reports and articles conclude that the Renewable Obligation in the 

UK reveals hazardous price constraints which outweigh the rate of return.  

 

2.10.8  Risks associated with current Regulatory mechanisms  

 

The earlier review of the UK Renewable Obligation (RO) scheme identified that the RO is 

not designed in a manner to financially support all renewable technologies. The reviewed 

studies in this chapter derive the conclusion that there is an urgent need for changing and 

modifying the current mechanism in order to foster renewable energy deployment in general 

and the progress of offshore energy in particular. However, the studies fail to treat the 

possible regulatory developments in much detail. Nevertheless, the necessity for policy 

adjustment is discussed by Carbon Trust (2012) where Simon Retallack, Strategy Manager 

at the Carbon Trust, comments that "The big opportunity is to get the market reform right 

through introducing Contracts for Difference and achieving technology cost reduction over 

time”.  This suggests that regulatory risks that are too high owing to the uncertain future 

value of the ROCs and unpredictable quantity generated by the renewable energy sources.  

Not only does the latter affect investors` confidence to receive revenues according to their 

expectations, but also forces them to supply higher capital investment in order to overcome 

any potential price fluctuations. By contrast, the concept of fixed price and adjusted bands 

can dramatically decrease the electricity price and equip investors with the certain level of 

governmental support under the grandfathering system. The report of Redpoint Energy and 

Trilemma UK (2010), which is probably the best known critic of the FIT, considers three 

options: 1) premium, 2) fixed payments and 3) a contract for difference. The report 

concludes that the fixed payments are the most favourable option for investors. The 
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rationale behind this argument is that the regulatory risks are considerably reduced as a 

result of the established network of contracts and the investors are prevented from revenue 

risk exposure due to the removal of fluctuating ROCs price.   

 

2.10.9  Key risks associated with Renewable Energy projects 

 

Risk drivers impacting on investments in the Renewables Energy projects space are many 

and varied; key risk drivers for investors and other stakeholders are depicted in Figure 32 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 32: Risk Drivers Impacting on Investments [Source: Daly et al 2014] 

 

A consolidated view of the risks, which encompasses all of the risks identified in Table 2, is 

required in order to inform the primary research methodology. Table 2 below presents this 

consolidated view, along with definition of what each risk encompasses and fits with a 

recent study by, Daly, Camyab & O’Keeffe (2014) represented in Figure 32 above.   All the 

macro risks are represented here as well and should be considered on an individual project 

basis.   Tax regimes, price and off-taker risk are considered part of the regulatory and policy 

scope as suggested by UKERC 2006; Patt 2012; Sun Qin, 2012; Apak, 2011. 
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RET Project Risks Remarks 

Design   

Planning & Grid connection  The risk of not being granted planning permission or 
licence 

Construction  The risk of programme or cost over runs in the 
construction & commissioning 
phase, and not achieving the required performance 

Operation & Maintenance risk   

Operational The risk of elevated O&M costs for the unit(s), and 
unavailability due to equipment faults. 

Environmental  risk Hostile and changing environmental conditions 
 

Technical O&M: Climatic/ Fuel 
/ weather 

Changes in technical operations due to adverse 
conditions ( linked with environmental risk above) 

Foreign Exchange (FOREX) Foreign exchange risk during the procurement phase 
due to import of 
manufactured components 

Market Risk (price & volume) Fluctuations and effect of global oil and gas prices. 
The effect of subsidies and carbon trading. 

Operational performance   

Environmental  Risk to generation as a result of severe inclement 
weather or damage beyond the ordinary 
unavailability allowances  

Geological  On shore and sea bed geological formations not 
identified in pre- contract surveys 

Insurance  Inability to secure adequate insurance cover at 
acceptable premium rates for major phases. 

Reliability  Performance levels and back up mechanisms  for  
continuity of generation, connection and supply. 

Regulatory Policy Risk  Regulatory or policy change on the feasibility of given 
technology across the concession period 

Disposal risk  
 

Dismantling costs, disposal constraints and changes 
in legal/mandatory requirements   

Political & regulatory risk Risk of changes to Government green subsidies 
 

Fuel /Energy Source  Energy source Risk - fluctuations in fuel price and 
supply (eg. Biomass) this would include foreign 
exchange costs for fuel imports if applicable.  

Force Majeure  Exceptional circumstances and events of nature 
 

Price  Linked to competitive market and depends on 
competition with other players and new entrants. 

Financial The risk of not being able to find finance / equity 
partners at competitive rates. The risk of not being 
able to secure adequate power off-take agreement. 

Political / Regulatory  The risk of regulatory or policy change on the  given 
technology across the concession period 

Supply Chain Credit worthiness. Risk of insolvency in the supply 
chain during delivery and / or operation, OEM’s, 
constructors, operators,. Effective delivery of 
investments at scale will require supply chains sized 
to a similar scale. (HM Treasury 2010) 

Pricing mechanism 
Performance 

Influence of FITs and ROC subsidies 

Tax and incentives  Government incentives and taxation 
 

Bank loans Debt /Equity appetite from project financing banks 
 

 
Table 2: Risks associated with Renewable Energy projects 
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2.10.10  Summary: Risks in Renewable Energy projects – R2 
 
The review of the risks in undertaking Renewable Energy projects has examined the key 

risks and key barriers which impede the investment in renewable energy but also highlights 

the opportunities for returns on investments. The discussion demonstrated that risks are 

mainly caused by the interdependency between financing and regulatory incentives for 

investors together with several key risks pertinent to such projects. The reviewed studies 

focus on them separately without building a common ground between them. Most if not all 

the studies have not been able to consider ways of building synergy across these diverse 

factors as a way to overcome the obstacles faced by investors. The review of risk 

highlighted the key issues and together with risk management models offered in the 

literature. There is therefore a need to explore the Resourcing (R3) of renewable energy 

projects in the form of financing and indeed the Return on Investment (R4).  This is 

examined in the following sections of the review of this literature review.  

 
2.11   UK Renewable Energy Resourcing – R3 
 
2.11.1  Introduction 
 
Renewable energy sources are generally more expensive per MW of installed capacity than 

conventional thermal plant. The move towards a low carbon economy is therefore likely to 

require substantial investment of new capital if a successful transition is to be achieved. For 

example, in the UK estimates suggest total investment requirements in the electricity sector 

to 2020 could be around £110 to £120 billion and Ernst & Young (2009) suggest that this 

could reach £200 billion. 

 

A key factor in the development of renewable energy projects will be the raising of finance 

and there are several solutions for sourcing the necessary finance. As far as the large 

utilities are concerned, they tend to use their balance sheets for significant capital 

expenditure. A substantial part amount of such expenditure will be financed through re-

cycling of existing cash flows. Where larger amounts of expenditure are required that cannot 

be met through cash flow, such funding can accessed through direct access to the capital 

markets. It may include rights issues to raise more equity but more likely bond issues or 

drawing down of bank loans.  
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However, even the balance sheets of the largest utilities can become constrained if they 

wish to maintain healthy credit ratings. For smaller utilities or other companies, such ‘on 

balance sheet’ funding may not be an option or prove to be financially very costly. 

In essence, project finance is a method of financing projects where the primary source of 

repayment for lenders is the project cash flows. In the event of a shortfall in the cash flows, 

lenders may only have recourse to the sponsors in certain limited and clearly specified 

circumstances. For example, failing to operate the plant in a proper manner could lead to 

penalties against the operator. Hence, project finance can be a useful tool for risk 

management.  

 

2.11.2  Resourcing the finance for Renewable Energy Projects 

 

The review of the literature about the renewable energy in the UK has found that both 

academic researchers and practitioners are greatly interested in the various routes to 

finance projects in this sector. A general agreement about the most popular financial 

initiatives exists. In particular, a large number of studies has confirmed that Project Finance 

(PF), or off balance sheet, and Corporate Finance (CF), or on balance sheet, are given top 

priority followed by Mezzanine Finance (MF) (Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2010, p.33; 

FPCGL, 2000, p.5; Esty, 2004, p.214; Sorge, 2004; Akbiyikli, Eaton and Turner, 2006; Eze, 

2010, p.40;). The paragraphs below represent a great variety of recently published materials 

which demonstrate the existence of contradictory arguments and limits of knowledge in 

regard to the current challenges in the renewable energy in the UK.  

 

2.11.3  Project Finance (PF) for energy projects  

 

“In 2012 at least $ 375 Billion of investments in projects were financed or refinanced 
by using Project Finance techniques” (Yescombe, 2014 p.1) 
 

 

Several studies have explored PF as a widespread method of raising funds for capital 

intensive projects, such as renewable energy plants (Esty, ibid; Akbiyikli et al, ibid; Sorge, 

ibid). These authors broadly agree that project finance consists of two main dimensions: 

equity and debt.  The equity is the amount of money and assets which investors invest in a 

project and in exchange for which they are provided with company shares (Havers, 2010, 

p.7; Gilligan and Wright, 2008; Glover, 2004 and  Kamel, 2008, p.31). The latter gives them 
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the right to participate in the project finance process by sharing responsibilities with the 

owners (Yescombe 2014). Their main goal is to manage the funds in the most effective way 

to successfully complete the project.   Other scholars are critical of this view and suggest 

that to only consider the involvement of shareholders and to ignore the influence of the 

other participants in the process of financing renewable energy projects in the UK is not a 

complete model.  Among these writers, Hiller, Grinblatt and Titman (2008, p.32) concentrate 

their studies on lenders` perspectives and enhance the debate about the role of investors.  

In general, banks release debt and thus, contribute to the establishment of the financial 

mechanism. A borrower is under obligation to the lenders for paying back the debt over a 

specific period of time. Therefore, banks are mainly interested in the project revenues which 

are perceived as the main source for repayment. However, Kamel (2008, p.33) argues that 

banks have no or limited recourse to the entire company`s balance sheet and there is no 

financial impact on the company in the event of project failure. The rationale is that the 

specific project assets are considered as the only source of security.  A study by Finnerty 

(2007, p.2), emphasises the significance of project profitability and “the collateral value of 

the project’s assets”. Therefore, it is important to recognise that if the borrower fails to 

generate cash flows, banks have recourse to the project`s assets while the entire parent 

company balance remains intact (Daube, Vollrath and Alfen, 2008, p. 378; Farrell, 2003, 

p.547).  In support, Akbiyikli, et al (2006, p.214) highlight that the project is financed by a 

special purpose vehicle (SPV) which keeps the assets. They play the role of collateral for 

the debt.  In the light of this consideration, Farrell (2003, p.547) claims that sponsors are at 

an advantage as the particular project`s assets are legally isolated from the parent 

company`s balance sheet. The structure of a typical Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) is 

shown in Figure 33 below. 

 

Fig 33:  A typical project finance structure (FPCGL, 2000, p.8) 
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A converse view is presented by Esty (2004, ibid) who is critical of the Farrell’s statement 

and argues that the establishment of an SPV consumes time and effort consuming and it 

accommodates only a specific project. His study finds that embarking on PF requires a new 

project company to be created for every new project in order to separate its attributes. 

However he does not dispute the fact that SPV also brings numerous benefits among which 

are the enhancement of performance visibility. Project activities and outcomes can be easily 

managed due to the asymmetric flow of information. Moreover, the isolation of project 

assets in a standalone company prevents managers from cost underestimation as a 

massive due diligence is undertaken in advance (Esty, 2004, ibid). Doing so, the bankability 

of the project is assessed to identify its strength and ability to service the debt (Esty, ibid; 

Kamel, ibid; Daube, Vollrath and Alfen, ibid; Farrell, ibid).  These writers suggest that 

fluctuation in terms of returns may ruin the borrower’s chance to arrange the loan. To 

understand how the project returns influence investment decisions in the renewable industry 

in the UK, it becomes necessary to discuss and contrast the specific characteristics of 

project finance method with those of corporate finance. 

2.11.4  Project Finance (PF) and Corporate Finance (CF) 

Published studies have raised awareness of the need for acknowledging the distinguishing 

features of PF and CF (Esty, 2004; Fieldstone Private Capital Group Limited (FPCGL), 

2000, p.7; Haggard, Thomson and Colonna, 2000). In this section, both methods are 

juxtaposed in order to give developers a better understanding of their applicability in terms 

of investment in renewable projects in the UK. A noteworthy finding has been generated by 

FPCGL (2000, p.7). Their research stresses that the implication of PF depends on the size 

of the project and its investment amount. The company claims that PF is much more 

suitable for capital intensive projects which count for more than £5 million. Small projects 

inherit almost the same risks as large ones. For this reason, lenders are reluctant to provide 

loans for them as their risks outweigh the benefits (FPCGL, ibid, p.8; Esty, ibid, p.217;).  

However, a question that should be asked is whether this also applies to renewable energy 

projects in the UK. The majority of them are specified as complex by involving 

miscellaneous stakeholders and requiring a significant source of capital upfront (Boeters 

and Koornneef, 2011; Cleijne and Ruijgrok, 2004). The constancy of their future cash flows 

is not assured due to the high probability of constructional and operational risks (Borgonovo, 

Gatti and Peccati, 2010, p.228). Therefore, the occurrence of unexpected constraints 

causes cost and time deviations which are respectively covered by project revenues and 

thus, the profit of the owners steadily decrease (Kamel, 2007, p.28; Akbiyikli, Eaton and 
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Turner, 2006, p.70; UNEP, 2004, p.25). In this sense, PF seems a highly appreciated 

vehicle for financing renewable projects in the UK due to the opportunity for fairer risk 

allocation between all parties and in the framing of non-adversarial contractual agreements. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 34:  Project Finance vs. Corporate Finance  

 
Jager and Rathmann (2008), Haggard, Thomson and Colonna (2000) and FPCGL, (2000) 

provide a comprehensive comparison between project and corporate finance by highlighting 

their specific features. They are critically analysed in order to be distinguished on the basis 

of four general parameters: recourse, project size, debt and risk as seen in Figure 34 above.  

Jager and Rathmann (ibid) differentiate both models by explaining that on balance sheet 

involves lower risk and loan than off balance sheet. However, it becomes necessary to 

accentuate that CF attracts more favourable debt conditions and covenants because banks 

have recourse to the cash flows generated not only by the particular projects but also by 

series of company`s projects. Consequently, if a bankruptcy occurs, all company`s assets 

will be impacted and put at risk.  However, FPCGL (ibid) suggests in their analysis that CF 

is a workable option for “financially strong sponsors” as they rely on their own risk profile. 

It is not advisable to embark on large projects which cost more than £10 million due to the 

significantly higher level of uncertainty (Usher and Sonntag-O’Brien, 2004, p.12; 

UNEP(ibid). Being familiar with the pitfalls of both financial models, it is also necessary to 
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consider the following situation. Figure 35 below, summarises three different scenarios in 

conformity with equity/debt proportion (FPCGL, 2000, p.11). It can be clearly seen that the 

riskier the project is, the higher the equity is required. However, if developers undertake 

high risk project, devote less than 25% equity and achieve less than 75% debt, this 

becomes a matter of major concern. Usher and Sonntag-O’Brien (ibid, p.11) recommend 

that investors might compensate for the gap in the finance continuum by embarking on 

Mezzanine Finance (MF).      

 

 
 

Fig: 35   Debt/ Equity proportion vs. risk (FPCGL, 2000, p.13) 

2.11.5  Mezzanine Finance (MF) 

 

There exists the scenario where investors face the challenge of filling the gap between the 

loans obtained from the bank and that required for financial close.  Mezzanine financing is 

basically debt capital that gives the lender the rights to convert to an ownership or equity 

interest in the company if the loan is not paid back in time and in full. Tetřevová (2009, p2).  

The major weakness of the previous studies is that they do not provide an alternative 

financial suggestion how to raise the shortfall in the required funding.  Receiving a lower 

loan than expected and a shortfall of equity capital causes a gap between the raised funds 

and the overall project cost.  A solution is suggested by Tetřevová (2009) and Bean (2008) 

who advise developers to obtain the missing amount by embarking on a mezzanine Finance 

(MF) arrangement.  Due to its relatively long investment period, quick supply and insecure 

assets, mezzanine finance is suitable for some of the final project stages. In justification, 

Liebreich and Young (2010) explains that Mezzanine debt is the least recommended for an 

early project stage as the cash flows volatility is considered to be higher in the project start 

rather than in the heart of its lifecycle and as the renewable plant construction progresses, 

the revenue forecast will normally get steadier and will fluctuate less.  Tetřevová (2009, 

p.659) argues that renewable energy projects fall into financial problems due to unexpected 

expenditures or cost underestimation.  In this case, the application of Mezzanine debt 
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seems to be a pragmatic way to stabilize financial continuum by injecting fresh funds for a 

specific period of time (Glover, 2004, p.35).  Once the new revenues have been generated, 

the junior debt needs to be repaid at once and not on monthly basis. Bean (2008, p.34) 

emphasises that the Mezzanine debt is considered as an urgent measure which not only 

overcomes the critical path of the project, but also strengthens its record. Moreover, the 

author amplifies his argument by explaining that in this way the developers are equipped 

with the chance to get risk under control as early as possible by avoiding financial 

bankruptcy.   

 

2.11.6   The Rationale for Project Finance for Renewable Energy Projects 

 

Project finance has been used to finance projects in The Europe, Middle East and Africa 

(EMEA) regions for decades and is an established tool for risk management by sponsors 

active in large capital investment. Project finance was first used in the oil & gas sector, then 

to finance independent power projects. It has since been used to finance toll roads or 

bridges as well as other forms of infrastructure including hospitals, schools and universities 

through PFI or PPP programmes. 

As a financial tool it is therefore well established but it may not always be the best way to 

finance all projects. Daly, Camyab and O’Keefe (2014) note that used in the right situations 

PF can: 

 Significantly reduce the amount of capital required to be directly invested by a project 

sponsor; 

 Limit the sponsors’ long term and on-going financial commitments to the project to a 

fixed amount of equity capital; 

 Allow project sponsors to account for the debt financing of the project off the 

sponsors’ balance sheets; 

 Allocate risk in a project to those parties best placed to manage that risk; 

 Better match funding with the life of the underlying assets; 

 Achieve significantly higher gearing than could be achieved for a project financed on 

the sponsors’ balance sheets, so enhancing the return on equity. 

However, there are some major drawbacks to using project finance. These can be 

summarised as follows: 

 Project finance transactions tend to be complex and require months to reach financial 

close; 
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 The cost of borrowing will normally be higher than equivalent corporate loans due to 

the additional risk and longer tenors that lenders are accepting; 

 Project lenders undertake detailed due diligence to justify taking increased risk and 

that can add to the time and cost of closing the transaction; 

 The long time frame to close a project financing leaves it vulnerable to volatility in the 

financial markets that can significantly change the cost of funding. 

However, in spite of these disadvantages project finance is often the preferred choice for 

funding large capital intensive projects. 

 

2.11.7   Brief Overview of Project Finance Market in Europe  

 

In spite of the “Credit Crunch” and other problems of recent years in the financial markets, 

project finance has weathered the storms remarkably well. It has certainly fared better than 

other sectors of the loan market such as “Leveraged Loans”. The graph below (Figure 36) 

shows how well the market has bounced back and resumed its steady growth from before 

the onset of the “Credit Crunch”. 

 
 
 
Fig: 36 Global loan Volume to Q2 2014 (Daly, Camyab & O’Keeffe 2014) 

 
 

There are a number of factors that have underpinned the robust performance of this 

product: 
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 Projects tend to represent strategic investment for the countries in which they are 

based and receive strong local support; 

 Project sponsors tend to be large companies with strong bank relationships that can 

be relied upon to support the financing exercise; 

 Banks do not rely on rating agencies to assess the underlying credit risk so have 

greater confidence in supporting such transactions; 

 The security package provides considerable comfort to the lenders in the event of 

problems. In fact, recovery levels in defaulted projects tend to be at the higher level 

(c80-100%). 

 Unilateral and multilateral lenders such as EIB, SACE, Hermes or Coface tend to be 

involved in the larger projects, so providing additional support and comfort to lenders. 

 

The number of banks that have the expertise to arrange project finance loans has also been 

growing in recent years with a small reduction that followed the “Credit Crunch” of 2008. 

 
 

Fig: 37 Active Mandated Lead Arrangers (MLAs) Project Finance international (PFI) 2009 

 
According to Project Finance International (PFI, 2009) there were 156 banks actively 

arranging project finance transactions in Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA) at the end of 

2009, as seen in Figure 37, and broadly stabilised by the end of 2013 and within EMEA, the 

main focus is on Western Europe. 
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Fig: 38      Total EMEA Transaction volume 2010 US$ 41.9B  

 

This is due to a combination of factors but a key element is the domination of the market by 

Western European banks, closely followed by the Japanese and other banks as noted in 

Figure 38. 

 

2.11.8   Project Financing of Renewable Energy Projects in EMEA  

Banks in EMEA have a long track record of financing power projects in the EMEA since the 

“dash for gas” in the UK in the early nineties. Renewable energy projects have been a 

relatively new phenomenon but one of growing importance. According to Dealogic, 

(Figure39) more than a third of the power projects financed were renewable energy]: 

 

 
Fig: 39 Total EMEA Transaction volume 2010 US$ 41.9B  

 
Banks have developed considerable expertise in financing these projects and 
technologies financed by banks include: 

 Onshore and offshore wind; 

 Solar thermal and photo-voltaic; 

Total EMEA Transaction Volume 1H 2010: US$ 41.9 billion 
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 Mini-hydro & large scale hydro; 

 Biomass & biofuels; 

 Waste to energy. 

 

Whilst banks are ready to finance offshore wind projects in commercial operation there still 

remains a degree of reluctance to accept construction risk on these projects. This is due to 

problems that have arisen but technical solutions are being implemented that should give 

banks comfort that such risks will be acceptable in the future. 

 

 

2.11.9  Recent Trends & Future Developments  

 

There is growing appetite in the project finance community for renewable energy 

transactions. Currently 20-30 banks have active strategies to lend to this sector. That 

number is expected to grow as the track record of these types of projects becomes more 

established and the volume of transactions rises. For many banks, it is increasingly 

important to be seen to be active in the sector for political reasons as well as commercial 

ones. . Banks are always looking for new areas to develop their business and the likely 

scale of investment that will be required in the EMEA will be an important source of deal 

flow over the next decade and beyond. 

 

But it is not just Western Europe where the opportunities lie. The Shams One Independent 

Power Project in Abu Dhabi is expected to reach financial close. The project will provide up 

to 109MW of electric power using Concentrated Solar Power technology. Over $600M of 

project finance has been raised by Total, Abengoa and Mubadala, the project sponsors. 

This is only the first step in a plan by the Government of Abu Dhabi to have 7% of its total 

generation capacity based on renewable energy resources. However, there is one possible 

threat to this growing area of activity. The new rules governing bank lending activity entitled 

Basel III may have an adverse effect on banks’ ability to provide long tenor loans. The 

timing and implications of Basel III are not clear however it is possible that banks could be 

severely penalised for providing long tenor loans. This could have a drastic effect on market 

liquidity and make the use of project loans from banks prohibitively expensive.  
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When considering the issue of attracting investment to the sector, it should be done so from 

the perspective of the investing organisations. By understanding the key considerations in 

investment decisions in RE and the current market condition, identifying opportunities for 

how further investment can be stimulated will become evident. s noted by DECC (2011b) 

“...create the right conditions to attract the investment needed to transform our system, in 

particular by reducing risks and setting a clear and stable framework for investors” 

Planning our electric future (DECC, 2011b) 

 

2.11.10  Looking Ahead – Forward Investment Indicators 

Given that the rapid increase in investment in recent years has been still marginally 

inadequate to meet interim targets, and demand growth is likely to drive significant further 

need for renewable generation, continued investment and maintaining momentum is critical. 

‘There are, however, signs of a potentially significant slowdown in the pace of investment’ 

‘Powering the UK’ – referring to the UK energy sector (Ernst & Young, 2012a) 

 

An alternate view is forthcoming from a KPMG report on lenders perspectives that:  

‘The power industry is also expected to be an attractive sector for investments, due to the growing 

need for new generation capacity’ (KPMG 2011, p8).  Financial institutions are holding large 

amounts of sovereign debt and depressed value real estate assets. Consequently, banks 

have become risk averse but the Government is dependent on private capital to 

decarbonise the power sector. However, the debt crises have changed the appetite of 

investors. Larger, long term projects backed by the government and supported by stable 

regulation are preferred. KPMG (ibid) have highlighted that the preferred aggregate project 

size for banks is in the region of 60-100 million. Large scale offshore wind projects, with an 

upward capacity of 200MW, have therefore been readily financed given their strong 

risk/reward profile.  Projects under or awaiting construction, range from 230 MW at the 

Humber Gateway to 1000MW at the London Array. 

 
2.11.11  Summary: Resourcing (R3)  

Project finance is a method of financing projects where the primary source of repayment for 

lenders is the project cash flows The key factors influencing investment decisions were 

identified as Risk, Regulation and Finance or Resource, and each have been explored in 

detail. Of the two types of project finance for RE investments, debt and equity finance 

explored earlier debt finance is considered lower risk, and equity financing considered 

higher (UKERC, 2006). Investors have different appetites for risk and the higher the risk 

profile in a given investment, the higher generally will be the expected return on that 
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investment. Pension funds are generally characterised as pursing low risk investments 

whilst the large utilities may be characterised as pursuing low to medium risk opportunities 

as they tend to fund renewable projects partly from their balance sheets. Banks facilitate the 

management of the full spectrum of risk on projects. Hedge funds, venture capitalist funds, 

and private equity funds often operate at the medium to higher risk projects (Justice, 2009). 

Policy must be geared to attracting the right form of investment by balancing the risk and 

opportunity for an acceptable Return on Investment (ROI).  The profile of risk, regulation & 

potential return will determine the attractiveness of a given investment and the sources of 

finance, which in turn will dictate the cost of this resourcing.  Asound business case linking 

risk and return is the clearest platform for investors and other key stakeholders.   There is a 

significant challenge ahead in attracting investments to RE in order to meet legislative 

targets. Some reports  (Ernst& Young , 2012) indicate  signs of slowing investment  but 

others such as that by KPMG (2011) are more upbeat with DECC (2013e) pronouncing that:  

“The UK is unquestionably an attractive place to do business in renewables. The industry continues 

to enjoy consistently high levels of public support, and we are working tirelessly to encourage further 

investment.”   UK Renewable Energy Roadmap Update (Nov 2013) 

An overall summary of the review of the key dimensions R1, R2 and R3 reveals that the gap 

in the R3 model for investors relates to the missing component,Return (R4) which is the 

basis for the amended model shown in figure 5. The next section reviews the context of 

return on investment. 

 

2.12   Return (R4) on investment 

 

2.12.1  Return on Investment (ROI) 

Return on Investment (ROI) is a term used widely in business to determine if a specific 

investment of funds now or over time will provide a positive return - a return greater than the 

investment. It is necessary to commit resources at the project concept or initial interest 

stage for feasibilitiy studies, market research, pilot schemes and prototyping and the like. 

Investors include the various parties putting resources into the venture including 

shareholders and project finance consortia.  Put simply the return on the investment is the 

ratio of the Income generated to the Investment (capital) employed in the venture; it will be 

necessary to distinguish between gross return and net return which would take into account 

taxation and an amount put into reserve that would be part of the capital employed in the 

next project accounting period. 
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2.12.2  Financial Appraisal of Renewable Energy Investments 

 

An Investment Appraisal (IA) must consider a whole life cost and revenue approach, where 

cash inflows and outflows are evaluated along with risk contingency, across the project life 

cycle. This provides Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) calculations 

and using these values, sensitivity analyses can then be undertaken. Sensitivity analysis 

enables single and multiple scenarios to be tested to identify, if under differing scenarios, an 

investment still provides acceptable returns and also enables the severity of the risk 

involved to be understood. There has been research (Ruttiens  2013) highlighting different 

forms of financial modelling, which may present an opportunity for further research, 

although the accuracy of the financial appraisal process may be considered secondary to 

need for the consistent use of a common process and use of historic data.  

 

2.12.3   Competition for return on investment from alternative fuel generation  

 

The current glut of shale gas in the US coupled with that country’s imminent arrival as the 

world’s largest oil producer (exceeding Saudi Arabia, Iraq and other OPEC producers) 

heralds a turning point in the global energy generating fuel market.  Equally, the costs of 

solar PV have fallen dramatically and the costs of major technology advances particularly in 

off-shore wind turbine construction, installation and connection will offer opportunity for 

attractive returns on capital employed (ROCE). 

 

2.12.4  Expected returns by Project financiers, Banks, and other investors 

 

Risk and return have long been established as fundamental determinants of investments in 

finance theory. Investors will rationally weigh the levels of risk and return of possible 

investment opportunities, and will pick those opportunities that provide the best return for a 

given level of risk. Another way of putting this is that investors compare investment 

opportunities by looking at their risk-adjusted returns. Investing organisations will see 

renewable energy projects as long term investments with Project Finance equipped banks, 

global pension funds, banks and venture capital and hedge funds taking a stake in the 

opportunities on offer from renewables. Returns from renewable projects will depend much 

on size and scale of the schemes. It is likely that whist venture capitalists and hedge funds 
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will seek from 20% and upward ROCE, Pension funds and large corporates utilising both 

balance sheet funding and equity launch will be satisfied with lower returns of 12-15 %.  

Some large global pension funds for example are mandated by their constitutions to limit 

exposure to AAA or AAA- rated projects in a bid to lower the risk but with commensurate 

lower returns. 

 

Wustenhagen and Menichetti (2011) note, that when considering the issue of attracting 

investment to the renewable energy sector, it should be done so from the perspective of the 

investing organisations.  By understanding the key considerations in investment decisions in 

RE and the current market condition, identifying opportunities for how further investment 

can be stimulated will become evident.  In energy, investment opportunities in renewables 

tend to be at a disadvantage compared to conventional energy because of environmental 

externalities. “Therefore, there is a case for energy policy to correct those externalities. The 

effect of such policies on investment, in the basic model, is to make the risk-return equation 

more favourable for renewable energy investors, for example by increasing the returns for 

renewable energy investment (e.g. through feed-in tariffs) or by reducing the risk (e.g. 

through loan guarantees)” Wustenhagen (ibid).  

The relative influence of policy vs. ‘‘pure’’ risk-return considerations on renewable energy 

investment will continue to be the subject of debate. Some observers may agree with the  

‘returns’ in terms of wider ‘benefits’ as outlined by the IPCC:  

“As well as having a large potential to mitigate climate change, RE can provide wider 

benefits. RE may, if implemented properly, contribute to social and economic development, 

energy access, a secure energy supply, and reducing negative impacts on the environment 

and health”. (IPCC 2011, p3).  However private capital will continue to seek opportunities for 

return on investment with or without subsidies mandated by policy.  Arguably the UK 

Government supports the former view in its aim to:  

“...create the right conditions to attract the investment needed to transform our system, in 

particular, by reducing risks and setting a clear and stable framework for investors” 

Planning our electric future (DECC, 2011a) 

 

2.12.4  Developing R4 and validating its concepts through primary data capture  

 
The following chapters will examine the impact of the key parameters Regulation, Risk, 

Resourcing and in particular will validate the concepts of Return (R4) by mapping the 
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primary data to the other key parameters in the R4 model explored in this comprehensive 

review of the literature surrounding renewable energy projects.  

CHAPTER 3:  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The aim of this chapter is to explain the research philosophy, methodology, research 

instruments, data collection and analysis that have been utilised to explore the research 

question.   The focus is on the specific research strategies, data collection methods and 

analysis, limitations and problems, concluding with consideration of research ethics.  

Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2009, p. 595) define a method as ‘The techniques and 

procedures used to obtain and analyse data…’ and a methodology as ‘The theory of how 

research should be undertaken…’  This is important to ensure that an informed and credible 

choice of the most appropriate and effective research method is made, demonstrating 

reliability (can it be trusted?) and validity (is it logical, acceptable and based on tried and 

tested strategies?) (Biggam,2011, pp.143-145). The focus of this study is to answer the 

following research question:  

What is the impact of Regulation, Risk, and Resourcing (financing) on Return(s) in  the 

planning, financing, constructing and operating of Renewable Energy Projects? 

 

The research objectives addressed are to:  

1. Provide a critical evaluation of the current performance of the UK energy sector’s 

investment in Renewable Technologies in order to provide the context to the research. 

2. Critically evaluate academic and practitioner literature on the current state of 

Regulation, Risk management, Resourcing in the form of finance and investment and the 

expected Returns (R4) in the context of renewable energy projects. 

3. Capture the perspectives of senior industry practitioners on key factors with specific 

focus on Risk, Regulation Resourcing and consequent Return associated with investment in 

renewable technologies to validate the R4 framework.  

4. Identify and assess with senior energy Director level practitioners key risks and 

investment opportunities using qualitative and quantitative methods.  

5. Make recommendations for consideration by principal stakeholders when planning, 

developing, financing, constructing, operating and managing the risks inherent in such 

projects. 
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3.2 Research philosophy: 

3.2.1 Ontology, Epistemology and Research Paradigm 

Examination of the ontological and epistemological implications for research practice is a 

prerequisite of the research process (Bryman, 2008).  Building upon the work of Hitchcock 

and Hughes (1995), Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2008) explain the relationship between 

understanding the world, valuing knowledge and choosing appropriate research 

methodology and methods: 

Ontological assumptions give rise to epistemological assumptions; these, in turn, give 

rise to methodological considerations; and these, in turn, give rise to issues of 

instrumentation and data collection (p. 5). 

Lincoln & Guba (2013, p. 37) also assert that research paradigms (beliefs that guide action) 

evolve from consideration of the following four questions that has guided this DBA study: 

1. The ontological question: “What is the nature of the ‘knowable?” Or, “What is the nature 

of reality?”  

2. The epistemological question: “What is the nature of the relationship between the knower 

and the knowable?”  

3. The methodological question: “How does one go about acquiring knowledge?”  

4. The axiological question: Of all the knowledge available to me, which is the most 

valuable, which is the most truthful, which is the most beautiful, which is the most life-

enhancing? 

3.2.2   Interpretivist approach  

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the impact of Risk, Regulation, Resourcing 

(financing) and Returns (R4) in undertaking Renewable Energy projects.  Since these 

parameters are observable and to different extents quantifiable it is argued that this 

research is framed within a world that comprises a single external reality in which these 

parameters reside.  However, measuring the effectiveness of Regulation is not straight 

forward as there are no universal and/or independent quantifiable metrics that define the 

effectiveness of regulation.  Consequently this study will attempt to interpret and make 

sense of knowledge that has been constructed and internalised through the experience of 

experts and senior professionals in the energy space.  Framed within a positivistic ontology 

and an interpretivist epistemology this research is consistent with a critical realist paradigm.  
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Critical realism shares ontology similar to positivism in that it holds a belief that an external 

reality exists independent of our descriptions (Bryman, 2008).  Whilst acknowledging the 

existence of a real world, critical realism recognises that it is impossible for humans “to truly 

perceive it” (Guba, 1990, p. 20) and hence adopts an epistemology similar to interpretivism.  

At the individual level critical realism seeks to reveal meanings that people consciously and 

unconsciously attribute to their experiences.  Within the organisational context, Ackroyd, 

(2004) comments on the value of realist analysis as it considers “how they actually work, 

rather than how they are supposed to work” (p. 148).  Therefore it is argued that a critical 

realist paradigm is justified in exploring the impact of Risk, Regulation, Resourcing and 

Returns in RE projects. 

Since this research is not concerned with testing an accepted existing theory or hypothesis 

but an attempt to validate the connection and impact of major influences during the 

inception, planning, financing and undertaking of large and complex renewable energy 

projects the research is largely inductive.  However, in addition to participants’ accounts, it is 

important to acknowledge the influence of the literature review, most notably the notion of 

risk and its effect on the interpretation of the data collected in this research.  In practice the 

distinction between inductive and deductive approaches is not as clear as it may first seem.  

Eatough, Smith and Shaw (2008) consider the process of interpretation as being iterative, 

moving between inductive and deductive positions and requiring the researcher to be 

‘thorough and painstaking’ (p.1173) in order to maintain the connection between the 

participant’s world and the researcher’s interpretation.  

Based also upon a version of grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) this research 

seeks to understand and explain risk and investment behaviour and propose a local R4 

model for decision making from analysis of the participants’ accounts.  As discussed by 

Bryman (2008) there is some disagreement as to what constitutes “grounded theory”.  

Some writers suggest it is a distinct prescriptive research method or approach to qualitative 

analysis in its own right, whereas to others, it is an overarching methodology that advocates 

the development and construction of new models and concepts from data.  It is this higher 

level methodological interpretation of grounded theory that will be used in this research. 

Collis and Hussey (2009 p.157) refer to a systematic set of procedures to develop an 

inductively derived grounded theory about a phenomenon and suggest that “The theoretical 

framework is developed by the researcher alternating between inductive and deductive 

thought”.  Focusing on understanding individual practitioners’ experiences and perceptions 

regarding investment, risk and regulation in the renewable energy space, as opposed to 
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identifying causal relationships between variables, the research aim and objectives within a 

critical realist paradigm suggest a qualitative methodology is most appropriate for this 

inquiry.  Such an approach is consistent with the suggestion that “…qualitative research is 

based on researcher immersion in the phenomena to be studied ….providing depth and 

detail …” (Cooper and Shindler, 2014, p146).  The interpretivist position adopted in this 

study fits with Anderson’s view (2004, p13)  that “…an inductive approach, where existing 

theories may not reflect the true perceptions and interpretations of people, may be an 

appropriate strategy…” 

3.2.3  Phenomenological approach 

Interpretivism can be presented under the rubric of phenomenology as suggested by 

Jankowicz (2005, p116).  Phenomenology focuses on the lived experience of individuals 

and is a philosophical approach to understanding the world about us as perceived by 

individuals first hand.  Phenomenologists seek to understand phenomena through 

interpreting the experiences of human subjects.  In this research, attitudes to risk and 

reward range between individuals that are risk averse and those that are risk seeking.  

Phenomenologists are critical of external causes and seek to understand perspectives and 

experiences as noted by Smith, Flowers, & Larkin (2009, p12-21) in their review of the work 

of earlier writers (Husserl, Heidegger, Merlau-Ponty and Sarte). These earlier writers on 

phenomenology suggested that the complex understanding of such human experience and 

their relationship to the real world is unique to individuals and that it is the researcher’s task 

to interpret this in the study. 

 

3.3 Research Strategy: options and selection criteria  

It is important to select the appropriate strategy for the aim and objective(s) of the research 

project in conjunction with practical considerations.  Three methods of data collection were 

considered, individual interviews, focus group meetings and a questionnaire.  Focus groups 

were rejected because of the practical difficulties and it was recognised that focus groups 

are difficult to steer and control (Bryman, 2008) and that time could be lost to exploring 

irrelevant areas. The decision was made to collect data using individual interviews and a 

‘triangulating’ survey. The survey approach together with literature review of the secondary 

data and semi structured interviews as research instruments to answer the research 

question would provide triangulation and be robust research method to justify internal 

validation.  The literature review examined the existing work and as noted earlier the R4 

component was developed from the results of the interviews with leading edge experts in 
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the field.  Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2009, pp. 142-150) describe the remaining 

strategies that were considered and discounted: Ethnography – the observational study of 

cultures and the social world; Historical or Archival – primarily concerned with events of the 

past; Experimental – where a hypothesis or theory is explained and tested; Action Research 

– solving problems through the management of a change process.  

For a greater understanding of this research strategy, Bryman & Bell (2011, p. 719) 

describe ‘Survey Research’ as Quantitative research that entails the collection of numerical 

data in a deductive manner, converting data into numbers in order that it can be quantified 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011).  In contrast, the qualitative strategy is aligned with an inductive 

approach and usually emphasizes words rather than quantification in the collection and 

analysis of data (Bryman & Bell, 2011). A mixed methods approach is research that 

integrates both quantitative and qualitative research within a single project enabling the 

triangulation of information.  The metaphor of triangulation originates from military 

navigation whereby multiple reference points (normally three) are combined to pinpoint an 

exact position (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 397).  Within the context of research, it refers to the 

multiple methods in which data is gathered.  Bryman & Bell (2011, p. 410) provide the main 

contrasting features between quantitative and qualitative research (see Table 3 below). 

 

 

Quantitative  Qualitative 

Numbers Words 

Point of view of researcher Points of view of participants 

Researcher distant Researcher close 

Theory testing Theory emergent 

Static  Process 

Structured Unstructured 

Generalisation Contextual understanding 

Hard, reliable data Rich, deep data 

Macro  Micro 

Behaviour Meaning 

Artificial setting Natural Setting 

 
     Table 3 Contrasts:  Quantitative and Qualitative Research (Bryman & Bell 2011, p 410) 

 
 

The strategy and process flow is outlined in Figure 40 below and the link between both the 

survey and the semi-structured interviews as complementary research instruments can be 

seen in Figure 41 below.  
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Although time consuming and potentially more difficult to coordinate, interviews provide ‘richer’ 

data than quantitative questionnaires (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 324).  Semi-

structured face-to-face interviews provide flexibility for the researcher and a greater degree of 

leeway in how the participant responds (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  Establishing rapport is 

important in order to create a relationship in which the interviewee wants to participate. During 

the months preceding the interviews, the researcher developed a rapport with the interviewees 

through telephone and email communication and in some cases by face to face meetings.  

Furthermore, a ‘pilot interview’ was conducted with a member of the researcher’s department, 

providing valuable feedback which was used to enhance the interview questions.    

It is impractical to collect data from the entire population therefore there is a need to select a 

sample, providing a suitable representation of the chosen population (Bryman & Bell, 2011; 

Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  A sample is ‘the segment of the population selected for 

investigation’ (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 176), and the larger it is the more representative it is 

likely to be.  Purposive sampling, which according to Smith and Osborn (2008, p. 56) 

comprises “a closely defined group for whom the research question would be significant”.   

Although, a related survey was used to triangulate the interview data and provide a level of 

quantification, the decision to use a semi-structured interview approach with purposive 

sampling was justified on the basis that the experience and knowledge to be garnered from the 

sample, of Senior Director Level and expert practitioners in the renewable energy field, would 

yield valuable insights that would then be evaluated and interpreted. 

3.4 Sample selection and participants in the study 

As noted earlier, purposive sampling was used in order to select participants who had deep 

and current understanding of Renewable Energy projects.  Interpretative Phenomenogical 

Analysis (IPA) requires a reasonably homogenous sample with subjects able to contribute key 

insights to the research and as noted by Smith, Flowers, & Larkin (2009, p.48).  This is 

theoretically consistent with the qualitative paradigm and the inclusion of experts who had 

experience of key stakeholders’ interests were deemed to be in a position where they could 

offer substantial interpretations of historical, current and likely future scenarios in the energy 

space.  

To be included in this study, participants needed to meet the following criteria: 

 To have substantial experience of the energy space in a UK company/organisation 

and where appropriate to a related European context and/or global context.  
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 To have high level experience of renewable energy projects at a senior decision 

making level.  

 To have a wide experience of Regulation, Risk, and Resourcing finance and monitoring 

Returns expected from the project outcomes. 

Out of a total of twenty Experts and Senior Professionals,  all at Director CEO/CFO 

level, assessed as able to meet the above criteria, sixteen were available and agreed 

to participate in interviews of about 1.5 hours duration.  All were qualified to first 

degree level, several at Masters’ level and five at Doctoral level in engineering or 

science in addition to membership of professional institutions (IET, ICE, IMechE. 

ICAEW, ICE etc). The participants represented key stakeholder groups seen in Table 

4 and their relevant expertise, experience and related knowledge in the energy 

industry is summarised in Table 5.   

 

Stakeholder groups Profile of representation (knowledge & 

experience) 

Sponsors  Chairmen and owners of power companies 

Regulators  Senior Ofgem regulator staff 

Insurer Senior analyst of infrastructure insurable risks 

Developers  CEO and Director level practitioners 

Financiers  Senior Finance Directors of major banks  

Legal experts Senior Barristers on contractual & finance aspects 

Consultants   Senior consultants advising sponsors & 

government  

Manufacturers  Senior Directors of Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs) 

Researcher  Senior Academic researching renewable energy  

 Table 4:  Stakeholder group represented in the Senior Practitioners interviews.  
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Pseudonym Experience in the Energy Sector Experience of RE Projects  Wider Experience of the impact  R4  

SPONSOR 1 
 
Code name:  S1 

CEO UK Energy Company  
Sponsor & Owner of UK Power 
plants.30+ years experience in 
energy.  
 

Sponsor of RE biomass conversion 
power plants 

Sponsor & Owner of UK Power plants 
Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation and Resource financing. 

SPONSOR 2 
 
Code name:  S2 

CEO UK Energy Company 
30+ years experience in energy  
 

Sponsor of RE biomass conversion 
power plants. Sponsor of RE waste 
conversion power plants 

Sponsor & Owner of UK Power plants 
Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation and Resource financing. 
 

DEVELOPER 1 
 
Code name:  D1 
 

CEO UK Energy Company 
30+ years experience in energy 
sector 
Chartered Engineer 
 

Head of construction of major UK 800 
MW power station 
Specialist in reserve generation and 
aggregation in support of RE outages. 

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation and Resource financing. 
Experience of RE subsidies and feed-
in- tariffs in UK, EU,  US and Australia 

DEVELOPER 2 
 
Code name:  D2 

Energy Consultant 
25+ years experience in energy  
 

Lead Negotiator for Power stations & 
RE projects 
 

Experience of projects  in UK, Europe, 
Middle East, US, China  & Australia  

FINANCIER 1 
 
Code name:  FIN1 

Finance Director International 
Bank 
Chartered Engineer 
Chartered accountant 
30+ year’s experience in energy. 
 

Director of Project Finance for Energy 
Projects. Lead Negotiator for Power 
stations & RE projects  

15+ years working on R4 aspects in 
RE projects  both UK  & International 
(Europe, & Middle East) 

FINANCIER 2  
 
Code name:  FIN2 
 

Finance Director International 
Bank 
Chartered accountant 
30+ years experience in energy 
 

Director of Project Finance for Energy 
Projects.  Lead Negotiator for Power 
stations & RE projects 

15+ years working on R4 aspects in 
RE projects  both UK  & International 
(Europe, & Middle East) 
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CONSULTANT 1 
 
Code name:  CON1 

Energy Space Consultant 
25+years’ experience in energy 
sector 
 

Lead Negotiator for Power stations & 
RE projects 
 
 

20+Experience of projects  in UK, 
Ireland and Germany  

CONSULTANT 2 
 
Code name:  CON2 

Energy Consultant 
35+ years’ experience in energy 
sector 
 

Commercial consultant for Power 
stations & Hydro and Tidal scheme 
RE projects. 

20+Experience of projects  in UK, 
Europe 

REGULATOR 1 
 
Code name:  REG1 

Regulation consultant 
20+ years with OFGEM as 
Regulation Adviser  

Wide experience of Energy Regulation 
in respect of conventional and RE 
projects  

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation. 
Experience of RE subsidies and feed-
in- tariffs in UK, and EU.  

REGULATOR 2 
 
Code name:  R2 

Regulation consultant 
20+ years with OFGEM as Senior 
Regulation Adviser. 

Wide experience of Energy Regulation 
in respect of conventional and RE 
projects. 

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation. Experience of RE 
subsidies and feed-in- tariff in UK/EU.  

LEGAL EXPERT 1 
 
 
Code name:  
LEGAL1 

Senior Partner with UK  ‘big 6’ LLP 
firm.  30+ years’ experience role in 
major contracting and financing. 

Wide experience of Legal and 
commercial process in respect of 
conventional and RE projects 

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
Regulation and Resource financing. 
Experience of RE subsidies and feed-
in- tariffs in UK, EU and US. 

LEGAL EXPERT 2 
 
 
Code name:  
LEGAL2 

Senior Advisor to UK Government, 
Chatham House Group 
20+ yrs experience advising on 
emerging aspects in Energy. 

Wide experience of Legal and 
commercial process in respect of 
conventional and RE projects and also 
UK Government policy on ROC 
subsidy and CfD. 

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
and Regulation. 
Experience of RE subsidies and feed-
in- tariffs in UK, EU and New Zealand. 

INSURER  
 
Code name:  INS.1 

Senior Risk Assessor major 
International insurers of power 
plant projects. 30+ years’ 
experience with energy projects. 

Wide experience of Insurance and 
Risk assessment in respect of 
conventional and RE projects 

Wide experience in the areas of Risk 
and Regulation and Financing of 
major energy projects 
 

Original Equipment 
MANUFACTURER 1 
(OEM) 
Code name:  OEM1 
 

Director of global wind turbine 
manufacturer. 
20+ years in engineering and 
supply chain operations 
 

Wide project management experience 
and knowledge in offshore energy 
industry. Chartered Engineer and 
practitioner 

Wide research experience in 
Renewable Energy schemes 
specialising in offshore wind farms. 
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Original Equipment 
MANUFACTURER 2  
(OEM) 
Code name:  OEM2 

Senior strategic analyst with 20+ 
years experience.  Director of 
Technology and a manufacturer. 

Wide experience of the global energy 
scene including Ukraine, Russia, West 
Germany, Sweden, Pakistan, Turkey 
and the UK. 

Wide experience in Renewable 
Energy schemes including biomass, 
and energy from waste.  Creation and 
financing asset bases for major 
schemes. 

RESEARCHER 1   
 
Code name:  R1 

Senior academic researcher in 
Energy. 20+ years research of the 
energy sector. Research outputs at 
International conferences. 
 

Wide experience and knowledge in 
offshore extractive energy industry. 
Chartered Engineer and practitioner. 

Wide research experience of Energy 
Regulation, ROC scheme, EMR and 
CfD in respect of conventional and RE 
projects. 

 

Table 5 - List of participants indicating Director level knowledge and experience in the Energy industry and involvement in RE Projects  
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3.5 Designing the Semi-structured interview Questions 

Detailed guidance on the factors that should be considered when conducting interviews 

is provided in a number of sources (most notably Kvale, 2007; Cohen et al, 2008; 

Bryman, 2008; Bell, 2010).  At the basic level an interview can be viewed as an 

exchange of ideas between people on a topic of mutual interest (Kvale, ibid).  They have 

been described as being neither exclusively subjective nor objective but instead inter-

subjective (Laing, 1967, p. 66; cited Cohen, et al, 2008, p. 349) generating data about 

attitudes, opinions, perspectives and meanings.  Whilst attempting to be objective and 

neutral, the author recognised the possibility of either consciously or unconsciously 

having an effect on the interviewees.  "Interviewers are human beings and not machines, 

and their manner may have an effect on respondents" (Seltiz et al, 1962, p. 583; cited by 

Bell, 2005, p. 166). The layout structure of both the questionnaire and the interviews is at 

Appendix A.  Clearly the nature of the interview is dependent on the aims and the context 

within which the research is being conducted.  In the case of this study  the author had a 

clear view of the issues that needed to be investigated, a good understanding of the 

underpinning subject matter knowledge and had already developed professional 

relationships with some of the participants.  Although Gilbert (2008, p. 247) notes the 

value of non-standardised interviews as “strategies for discovery”, the researcher 

decided that taking into account the need to make efficient use of the senior directors’ 

time, a semi-structured approach was a pragmatic option that would provide the 

necessary degree of focus, whilst retaining the flexibility to probe salient issues in a more 

expansive fashion. 

Questions were intentionally open and expansive as suggested by Smith, Flowers, & 

Larkin (2009) to enable participants to provide a detailed account of their experience with 

minimal verbal input from the interviewer. The phrasing of the questions and their 

formulation were aimed at being open and at no time were they manipulative or leading 

and so avoiding bias.  Maylor and Blackmon (2005, p233) also advise on how to avoid 

bias by checking that an interviewee’s account is plausible,  and  ensuring  the reliability 

of the interviewee by evaluating any obvious bias such as any political viewpoint held.  

The senior Director/CEO level of the purposive sample in this study ensured that bias 

was avoided as there was no likely gain for the individuals themselves and that the 

researcher had no involvement in any personal or professional agenda that might imbue 

the interviewee with a desire to please the researcher. Denzin (2009) notes it is the 
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researcher’s responsibility to show the reader that the report can be trusted. This process 

begins with the description of the evidence, the data, and the analysis that supports each 

interpretive claim. 

After conducting a pilot interview with one of the subject matter professionals (CEO/CFO 

of an energy Company) the interview schedule was adjusted to comprise 18 questions 

with additional prompts.   It was used as a guide for greater consistency and as a 

checklist to ensure that all the areas were fully explored.  The schedule sets out a series 

of exploratory questions and prompts which were designed to elicit interviewees’ 

understanding(s) of their experiences and views of the Energy space and then with 

regard to Renewables the R4 factors were explored in depth.  The questions were used 

as a guide only and some were re-phrased for the specific interviewees, since it has 

been argued that emphasis should be placed on enabling every respondent to 

understand a particular question in the same way.  Instead of simply repeating the exact 

wording with all participants, the wording was applied flexibly in order to explore 

unanticipated areas of interest which materialised during the interview.  The interviews 

were conducted individually, face to face over a two month period.  All but two were held 

in London at the Institute of Directors which was a venue convenient to the senior 

professionals with HQ’s in London.  Two interviews were held at HQ’s of the participants 

at their request.  All the interviews were carried out in a quiet room, away from the 

distraction of other people and general office noise such as telephones.  They varied in 

duration between 60 to 120 minutes and were recorded on a digital audio recorder and 

subsequently transcribed verbatim. Lee and Lings (2008 p372) state that it is necessary 

to realise that careful instrument design is a very important part of a good research 

project.  Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) identify that the internal validity and 

reliability of the data collected and the response rate achieved depends, to a large extent, 

on the design of the questions.  Utilising the earlier themes of the R4 model, proposed by 

Daly, Camyab and O’Keefe (2012) and developed in the course of this DBA study, 

provided the basis of a usable and generic set of questions.  Both Lee and Lings (2008) 

and Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) stress the need to test the questions on 

colleagues or even focus groups.  Ideally, testing the questions should allow the 

researcher to reduce errors in spelling, language and repetition and, in turn, increase the 

validity and reliability of the instrument.   
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3.6 Semi structured interview programme and process    

As noted earlier, the interview questions were based on the strands of the R4 model 

developed in earlier stages of this DBA study which in turn emerged from the literature 

review and was refined by piloting the questions with a senior Renewable Energy 

Consultant who was also the CEO of the company.  A schedule for the interviews was 

drawn up and  all interviewees received the interview questions in advance of the 

interview and were informed that the interviews would be digitally recorded for later 

transcription and for uploading to qualitative software in order to extract themes and 

correlation and non- correlations of perspectives and personal viewpoints.  None of the 

interviewees objected to any aspect of the interviews or expressed any concern.  All the 

interviewees were amicable and were indeed keen to support this study.  Some had 

attended conferences where the earlier themes presented at conferences in Cologne 

(Daly, Camyab & O’Keeffe, 2012; Daly, Camyab & O’Keeffe 2014).  All of the interview 

questions were covered in some form although, as expected, some of the experts were 

more knowledgeable in some form although, as expected, some of the experts were 

more knowledgeable in some areas than in others; for example the Finance Directors of 

the major banks gave more emphasis to the areas closest to their knowledge and 

experience in project financing and the assessment of return on investment.  Smith et al 

(2009,p.65) note that good research interviewing requires one to accept that the course 

and content of an interview cannot be laid out in advance.  All the interviews were 

conducted face to face with minimal input from the researcher. The aim was to achieve a 

dialogue whilst keeping the interviewees in ‘free flow’ mode.  

3.7 Ethical Issues and Approval 

Research ethics ‘…refers to the application of a moral code of conduct when human 

participants are the focus of empirical research’ (Biggam, 2011, p. 249).  In accordance 

with University of Portsmouth guidance, this research project has been conducted in an 

ethical manner.  Ethical approval for this research was sought and gained from the 

university prior to data collection.  Whilst all participants were informed that the data 

collected would be confidential and pseudonyms would be used to preserve their 

anonymity.  Participants were also told that their anonymity could be guaranteed.  Some 

of the participants were either colleagues or ex-colleagues and therefore already knew 

each other professionally.  Some participants were likely to be aware of the other 

participants’ identities, however, the researcher did not discuss the identities of any other 
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participants and at such senior level (Chairman/CEO), no problems were expected and 

none materialised during the study.  All the participants were informed of their right to 

withdraw at any time.  

3.8 Data Analysis 

The analysis of qualitative data has been described as an “attractive nuisance” (Miles, 

1979; cited by Bryman, 2008, p. 538) because of the difficulty in finding analytical paths 

through data full of richness.  Even with a small sample of sixteen subject matter experts, 

the transcripts contained over 62,000 words.  The coding of data is a key process in 

grounded theory (Bryman, ibid).  This involves breaking the data down into component 

parts (words, phrases, sentences), which are given labels.  Charmaz (2006, p. 515) 

suggests that unlike quantitative data analysis, “that requires data to fit into preconceived 

standardised codes, the researcher’s interpretations of data shape his or her emergent 

codes in grounded theory”.  There are various methods for coding qualitative data and 

Charmaz (2000) distinguishes two main forms of coding: initial and selective (or focused) 

and it is this approach which was adopted.  

Initial Coding:  Each interview transcript was analysed as though it was the first, thereby 

attributing value to each practitioner’s independent account.  Hence codes were identified 

within each transcript as opposed to being imported from the analysis of preceding 

interviews.  Following an interview the transcript was read and re-read to engage closely 

with the narrative.  Interviews were played back in conjunction with reading the transcript 

to help convey a clear impression and understanding of the interviewee’s meaning.  

Areas of interest and revelatory phrases were highlighted and initial thoughts were noted.  

Words, phrases and sentences were allocated codes which were refined during 

subsequent re-readings. 

 

Selective or Focused Coding:  It was during the later stages of analysis that the focus 

moved from the individual to the collective or from particular to the shared.  Comparisons 

were made between the transcripts to identify and develop recurrent codes that 

exemplified shared and divergent views, understandings and meanings.  Various code 

clusters were constructed using NVivo  software to test relationships and support the 

themes and sub-themes.  These were then reviewed, during which some were rejected 

as they lacked salience.  Others were subsumed within similar or related themes and 

sub-themes.  The analysis was completed with the validation of themes and sub-themes 
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that captured the totality of the codes. To aid data management, the computer assisted 

qualitative data analysis software NVivo was useful.  After initial coding the transcripts 

were imported into NVivo which supported organisation of the codes and development of 

themes and sub-themes through comparisons across the transcripts.  

 

3.9 Approach to the validation of the R4 model 

Prior to presenting and analysing the research findings it is necessary to explain briefly 

the approach that will be used to assess the credibility and value of this inquiry.  Drawing 

upon concepts that originated from the quantitative domain, the essential practice of 

evaluating a piece of research has typically involved considering two sets of criteria: (1) 

reliability and (2) validity (Bryman, 2008; Saunders, et al, 2009).  The traditional 

quantitative conceptualisation of reliability is one of repeatability, and that of validity as 

the extent to which the measurements actually measured what they intended to measure.  

However, since the epistemology of qualitative research is generally concerned with 

observation, interpretation and creating meaning as opposed to measurement, strong 

arguments have been made for the use of different evaluation criteria to those 

traditionally used in quantitative research.  As Bryman (2008, p. 383) notes,  

… a simple application of the quantitative researcher’s criteria of reliability and 

validity to qualitative research is not desirable, but writers vary in the degree to 

which they propose a complete overhaul of those criteria… 

The criteria used to evaluate this research were essentially a distillation of relevant 

concepts and suggestions taken predominantly from Bryman (ibid) and Saunders et al 

(2009) but also with contributions from Robson (2011).  The terms reliability and validity 

are employed; however, their definitions are adjusted to better reflect the qualitative 

approach used in this work.  Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) alternative criteria based on 

trustworthiness and authenticity is rejected as it is antagonistic to the critical realist 

paradigm on which this research is based. 

The criteria and their meanings within the context of this research are as follows: 

 

Reliability The extent to which the data collection and analysis 
techniques will produce consistent findings. 
 

Internal validity The degree to which there is a match between the 
research observations (data) and the inferred meaning / 
concepts developed. 
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External 
validity 

The extent to which the findings can be generalised 
beyond the specific research context. 
 

Ecological 
validity 

The extent to which the findings apply in the natural 
everyday context(s). 

 
 
Measurement validity and construct validity are not deemed to be appropriate as they are 

concerned with measurement and quantification of data.  The reliability of the research 

will be assessed by considering four threats identified by Robson (2011): 

Subject or 

participant 

error 

This refers to conducting the interviews at a time when the 

mood and perceptions of the interviewees are neutral and 

therefore representative of their normal outlook. 

 

Subject or 

Participant bias 

This is concerned with ensuring the interviewees are 

genuinely describing their own opinions and not those that 

they think other people may want to hear. 

 

Observer error This refers to the consistency with which the interviewer 

conducted the different interviews. 

 

Observer bias This is concerned with how the interviewers own opinions 

may influence the interpretation of the interview 

transcripts. 

 

The difficulty of evaluating the quality and validity of qualitative research using the criteria 

associated with quantitative methods is noted by Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009, p179) 

and the four principles offered by Yardley (2000) could better assess qualitative research.  

These are: 

 Sensitivity to context: Theoretical; relevant literature; empirical data; 

sociocultural setting; participants’ perspectives; ethical issues. 

 Commitment and rigour: In-depth engagement with topic; methodological 

competence/skill; thorough data collection; depth/breadth of analysis. 

 Transparency and coherence: Clarity and power of description/argument; 

transparent methods and data presentation;  

 impact and importance: Theoretical (enriching understanding); socio-cultural; 

practical  
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3.10 Limitations, reliability and validity of the selected methods 

 

Limitations 

Time and availability of participants for the empirical study were two of the main 

constraints with this research.  Furthermore, a research plan and timescale coupled with 

specific research objectives ensured the study maintained focus and met deadlines.  

 

The multi-methods approach of documentary analysis, interviews and the survey used 

has the main advantages of being able to produce a more complete, holistic and 

contextual portrait of the object of study (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005), as well as reduce 

bias in data sources and methods (Collis and Hussey, 2009). However, The major 

limitations of this research approach include difficulty in judging whether the results from 

different methods are consistent or not; as well as the possibility of the different methods 

coming up with contradictory results (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005).  

 

Interviews have significant potential for bias (especially in this case where the 

participants represent a narrow perspective of their respective organisations).  The semi- 

structured interviews involve using the questions with topic guides which was suitable as 

the researcher had a good grasp of the issues however a limitation was the danger of 

‘loss of meaning’ as a result of maintaining a standard way of conducting each interview. 

A counter to this was to keep the questions as open as possible whilst maintaining the 

focus of the discussions. 

 

The questionnaire served as an inductive research instrument and care was taken to  

frame the questions in clear language.  The aim of the questionnaire assist in developing 

new insights in an expansive area and to validate a theoretical construct.  A limitation that 

the researcher was mindful of was that crossing into a deductive mode in an approach 

akin to testing new theory. 

 

The documentary analysis in the literature review was integral to the research approach 

with the limitation of this process being that interpretation by the researcher could lack 

consistency of interpretation where for example another researcher could reach a 
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different interpretation.  This was overcome by the embedded methodological 

triangulation of combining the documentary analysis with the interviews and the surveys.  

 

3.11  Reliability and Validity 

 

Reliability is being able to produce the same result with a repeat study while validity is the 

extent to which the research findings accurately reflect the phenomenon under study 

(Collis and Hussey, 2009). A research study can have a high reliability but a very low 

validity. Deliberate attempts have been made to balance the reliability and validity of the 

data collected in the execution of this research work. Apart from using triangulation to aid 

reliability and validity, a great number of data accessed and retrieved have come from 

highly reputable sources and organisations that currently see the renewable energy as 

the future in the reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere and the generation of 

clean, green energy.  

 

Since most of the data collected by international organisations and governments are of 

high quality and reliability as they are collected and complied by experts using rigorous 

methods (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005), most of the secondary data in the literature 

review harnessed for this research are from international organisations as well as 

government-based. This will aid the ability to derive more robust conclusions. Articles, 

journals, government and trade body publications, technical manuals and executive 

summaries were obtained sources which include electronic databases of respectable 

organisations like The UK Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC); The UK 

Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) now the Department for Business Innovation 

and Skills (BIS); The UK House of Commons Reports; The US Department of Energy; 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), The International Energy 

Agency (IEA), The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC), Science direct, Emerald database and many more organisations who hold 

deep repositories of journals, publications and work in this area of research.  

 

3.12  Pilot Interview 

To test the coherence, structure, and validity of the questions and the ability of 

respondents to suitably answer, the interview was piloted with the UK CEO of RE 
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projects at a major global Energy company.  Following the pilot interview, the interview 

structure was amended in line with the feedback and re-visited with the interviewee 

where required so that the data could form part of the overall research sample. The final 

interview structure is in Appendix A. The amendments included some re-structuring of the 

wording or terminology used, and issuing of all the interview questions in advance of the 

interview. In order to keep interviews to time and ensure the qualitative elements could 

be focused upon.  In addition, interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed in order 

to import the text into the NVivo software. The transcripts of the interviews are held as 

digital files. 

 

3.13  Framework for Data Analysis 

 

 Qualitative Framework 

The framework for data analysis focuses on the iterative process of description (accurate 

account of the findings) analysis and synthesis (developing emerging themes through 

cross-reference), in order to provide meaningful interpretations (Biggam, 2011, p. 158), 

which helped enhance the conclusions and recommendations. 

 

Quantitative Framework 

The short anonymous questionnaire was administered to the purposive sample of 

experts and comprised of thirteen questions.  A Likert scale was used in order to gauge 

the strength or otherwise of a participants’ views. The questions were progressive, 

focusing on the central aims and objectives of the project. The data analysis process was 

complemented using Excel through the production of graphs and charts (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, pp. 414-443).  

 

3.14 Summary 

Whilst a predominately interpretivist approach was used this study was conducted using 

a mixed methods approach of  qualitative and quantitative strategies in order to 

triangulate the data, enhancing reliability and validity in which ‘the use of two or more 

independent sources of data or data-collection methods to corroborate the research 

findings of a study’ (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 154).  A mixed approach is 

common in research using both, closed questions for a quantitative response 
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 and open questions for a qualitative response (Biggam, 2011).   

A total of 16 senior level participants were invited to participate and provide their sector 

specific experience and practitioner experience thus providing the rich qualitative data 

required when using an interpretivist approach.  The recorded and transcribed interviews 

totalled over 60,000 words that provided the comprehensive data set sought in this 

doctoral study. 

 

The use of NVivo software enabled direct coding of the digital interview recordings which 

saved some time but also presented its own challenges with the later stages of the 

analysis.  The software does not favour a particular methodology but is designed to 

facilitate organising and analysing the data.  It was useful on occasions to leave the 

software to one side and to avoid being distracted and drawn into attempting to utilise 

many or all of the features available in NVivo.  

 

The following chapter sets out the results and provides an analysis of the findings. 
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Chapter 4:  Research results, analysis and discussion 

4.1  Introduction    

This chapter presents the research findings and analysis of the study. 

The research question addressed in this thesis is: 

What is the impact of Regulation, Risk and Resourcing on expected Returns in 

renewable energy projects in the UK?  

The research objectives were to:  

1. Provide a critical evaluation of the current performance of the UK energy sector’s 

investment in Renewable Technologies in order to provide a context to the research. 

2. Assess the current state of Regulation, Risk management, Resourcing (in the form 

of finance and investment) and the expected Returns in the context of renewable energy 

projects. 

3. Examine the perspectives of senior industry practitioners on key factors with specific 

focus on Regulation, Risk and Resourcing on consequent Return associated with investment 

in renewable technologies.  

4. Identify, and assess key risks and investment opportunities using qualitative and 

quantitative methods.  

5. Make recommendations for consideration by principal stakeholders when planning, 

financing, constructing, operating and managing the risks of such renewable energy projects. 

The analysis of the data collected forms three distinct parts. Firstly the qualitative data is 

analysed using the NVivo qualitative research application to identify significant trends and 

themes including complementary or adversarial views between the stakeholder groups 

alongside the responses to the corresponding interview questions.  Significant trends and 

themes are identified, including complementary or adversarial views between the stakeholder 

groups. The second section of the analysis considers stakeholders’ responses to the 

questionnaire on Regulation (R1), Risk (R2) and Resourcing (R3) Return (R4). 
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4.2  Qualitative analysis of the research findings  

4.2.1 Approach to qualitative data analysis 

The R4 model of Regulation, Risk, Resourcing and Returns (Daly, Camyab and O’Keefe 

2014) was used as a framework to interpret the different perspectives of senior energy 

industry practitioners in order to draw together the composite impact of the key R4 

parameters in decision making when investing and delivering renewable energy projects. 

The process of interpretive phenomenology as suggested by Smith et al (2009) requires the 

identification of key sub themes and significant points made by the senior specialist 

practitioners.  The IP analytical process by Smith (ibid) consists of the following the data 

steps. 

Step 1: Reading and re-reading the data – actively engaging with the interview data. 

Step 2: Making initial notes: exploring issues of interest; making notes on the transcripts. 

Step 3: Develop emerging sub themes – use transcripts and note to produce themes from 

interviewees’ original words and the researcher’s analytical interpretations. 

Step 4 Searching for, finding and drawing together emergent sub themes in order to 

extract all the important aspects of individual interviewees perceptions and 

experiences. 

Step 5:  Repeat the process with the data from other interviews 

Step 6: Searching for patterns across the interviews and comparing emerging sub themes 

across the different participants. 

The interviews were read and reread with the researcher personally transcribing the audio 

files using Dragon speech recognition software.  This was an extremely time consuming 

process as the software can only recognise one speaker and the researcher was required to 

relay the exact spoken words of a participant  that resulted in a substantial time delay.  In all, 

some 60,000 words of transcription were undertaken.  Although the speech recognition 

software was an aid, and notwithstanding the requirement to ‘train’ the software to recognise 

the researcher’s voice, there were many challenges of word interpretation.  Use of the 

software improved as acronyms were added to the vocabulary however there were many 

instances of multiple corrections and having to resort to manual typing in of the recorded 
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words.  An advantage of the process is that strict vigilance of the computer monitor during 

transcription process meant that the researcher, by default, was immersed in the data and 

this advanced the use of Steps 1 and 2 of the IP flow process noted above.   Initial notes 

were made from the transcripts and emergent sub themes within the four main sections of 

the R4 model were extracted and documented.  The content of all the interviews were input to 

the NVivo qualitative research software as sources.  Key nodes were identified and the 

software application used to identify links and relationships across the emergent themes and 

superordinate themes. Step 6 required that patterns and tree maps were identified in the 

superordinate themes and that the individual interviews were accurately reflected in them. 

This action confirmed that in turn, the superordinate themes and subthemes accurately 

reflected the captured data.     

4.2.2 Data coding and use of NVivo10 software 

 Coding commenced tentatively, initially using trial and error, reading the balloons on the 

software itself to learn about the various functions and accessing the NVivo Help system 

particularly to get to grips with the auto coding function,  creating  nodes, setting up queries 

and to develop the tree maps and output models. 

Auto coding was used to organize the interviews dataset content into nodes for further 

exploration.  The dataset contains structured data from the interviews and presented a large 

amount of text to be analysed and coded.  NVivo provided a method to auto code the 

documents with the auto coding method used based on paragraph styles.  The interview 

document data files had to have the same paragraph styles applied in order to use them to 

automatically code the content. The collection of question/answer interview documents, used 

the NVivo function to create a node for each question based on different headings styles and 

code all respondent answers at the nodes.   Paragraph styles were applied in Word before 

importing  the sources as some initial trial editing in NVivo itself,  proved to be time 

consuming and cumbersome.  The R superordinate themes were in turn subdivided into key 

sub themes that were reflected in both the interview and questionnaire responses from senior 

practitioners representing the key stakeholder interests in the renewable energy sector. The 

results of qualitative analysis using NVivo are presented in the next sections. 
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4.3  Data analysis and discussion 

4.3.1 Regulation R1   

The superordinate theme Regulation comprises 8 key Sub themes shown in Table 6 below: 

 

REGULATION 

Sub theme Description 

1 ROC beneficial to investors The benefit of the current Renewable Obligation Certificate 

(ROC) scheme in supporting Return on Investment (ROI) 

2 EMR beneficial to investors The benefit of the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) application of 

Feed-in Tariffs (FiT) and Contracts for Difference (CfD) 

payments. 

3 Carbon subsidy beneficial The Carbon price support to be paid by suppliers of fossil fuels 

(including combined heat and power) at rates that takes into 

account carbon content of the fuel. 

4 Decarbonisation achievable  Achieving the EU directive that by 2020, 15% of energy 

generated in the power sector must be sourced from renewable 

energy.  By 2050, the UK is legally bound to cut net carbon 

emissions by at least 80% of 1990 levels which equates to a 

fully decarbonised power sector.  

5 Energy mix balance The issue of the position in percentage terms, of Renewable 

Energy sources alongside, oil, gas and nuclear fuels in electricity 

generation. 

6 UK Regulatory framework The overall perception of the effect of the current ROC scheme 

and application of Feed-in Tariffs (FiT) and Contracts for 

Difference (CfD) payments. 

7 DECC Roadmap beneficial The extent to which Regulatory Roadmap outlined by the 

Department for Energy and Climate Change to achieve a 

decarbonised power sector beneficial to stakeholders. 

8 Renewables/fossil/nuclear-
coexist 

Linked to the energy mix balance, the issue of the likelihood or 

renewable energy schemes being ‘accepted’ in terms of 

environmental, planning and similar aspects. 

 

Table 6 Regulation - Sub themes 
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NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the participants shown in Figure 42. 

  

Figure 42: ROC beneficial -  node tree 

Stakeholders were in agreement that the ROC Banding Review (DECC 2012b) which still 

applies benefitted most technologies but innovation and cost being driven down (cost of solar 

PV, efficiencies in turbine manufacture) has led to a Government rethinking of the green 
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subsidy and planning applications have been rushed in before the ROC scheme closes to 

new accreditations at the end of March 2017. 

Electricity Market Reform: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 43. 

 

Figure 43: EMR beneficial - node tree 

In the interviews respondents generally agreed and were positive that EMR would be 

reviewed and amended and more detailed regulation would be brought to the electricity 

market in the near future and deliver the changes required to enable significant growth in the 

renewable sector. Whether this would be sufficient and in time to meet the legally binding 
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targets is questionable.  There was a view from the developers that a likely scenario could 

emerge where the LCPD requirements are eased somewhat in order to preserve security of 

supply.  Also, an extension of the ROC schemes’ time frame could provide impetus for the 

Climate Change agenda. 

There is clearly a lack of sufficient detail within the EMR proposals for the developers and 

financiers to interrogate fully the impact of implementing Contract for difference (CfD).  A 

clear understanding of the CfD counterparty entities and their creditworthiness and expertise, 

and the overall complexity of current renewable energy schemes were raised in the 

discussions. . There was also a view that the Feed- in-Tariffs (FiTs) being approved in 

coming years may not be appropriate for some renewable energy technologies. 

Furthermore, the availability of Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) will potentially be a 

barrier to investment unless there is positive Government intervention similar to the sentiment 

expressed in the high profile negotiation of the Strike Price of £95 per MWh agreed for the 

proposed Hinkley C’s nuclear generation. Some interviewees did allude to the increased 

attractiveness of EMR and CfD to the capital markets and also highlighted the fact that it was 

too early to assess if this would be successful.  Two respondents anticipated there would be 

little further development around EMR until post the general election in 2015 where 

commitments could be re-affirmed.   This implies that the impact of the increase in renewable 

energy on consumer prices would be significant and with fuel poverty becoming a high profile 

issue, such price increases would therefore be unpopular with the public.  
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Carbon subsidy NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the participants shown 

in Figure 44. 

 

 

Figure 44: Carbon subsidy - Node tree 

The carbon floor price (CPF) is linked to the Government’s support termed the Carbon Price 

Support (CPS).   CPF changes the existing Climate Change Levy (CCL) regime, by applying 

carbon price support (CPS) rates of the Climate Change levy (CCL) to gas, solid fuels and 
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liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) used in electricity generation. Interviewees felt strongly that 

the CPS was far too low and fossil fuel generators would absorb this ‘tax’. The CPS rate per 

tonne of carbon dioxide (tCO2) - the UK only element of the CPF - will be capped at a 

maximum of £18 from 2016 to 2017 until 2019 to 2020. This will effectively freeze the CPS 

rates for each of the individual taxable commodities across this period at around 2015 to 

2016 levels.   With effect from 1 April 2015 the Government will introduce an exemption from 

the CPF for fossil fuels that are used in Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants that 

generate good quality electricity that is used onsite (Budget 2014). Overall, the view was that 

the ‘carbon tax’ was not sufficiently supportive of renewable energy development.  

Decarbonisation achievable: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 45 below. 

 

Figure 45: Decarbonisation achievable - Node tree 

 

Interviewees felt that decarbonisation was achievable and “… the path way was absolutely 

profound…”but there were obstacles to funding and realistic targets need to be set.  This view is 

borne out by the Committee on Climate Change (2014) who called for the Government to address this 

by: 

 Setting a decarbonisation target for 2030 consistent with cost-effective decarbonisation of 

the economy e.g. 50-100gCO2/kWh. 

 Committing funding consistent with this target. 
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 Publishing a commercialisation strategy for offshore wind, including 2030 ambition for 

deployment and cost reduction. 

 Publishing a strategy for development of carbon capture and storage (CCS). 

During the first carbon budget period (2008-12) emissions in the power sector fell 11% (CCC 2014) 

but looking at the trends the trajectory is of an almost 100 % increase from a target of 50 g/MWHr to 

100g/MWHr  based on CCC calculation and the DECC trajectory reproduced in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46:  Decarbonisation targets against actual emissions (CCC 2014 using DECC data)  

 

Energy mix balance:   

The NVivo Energy mix node tree proved to be over complex and is in the main due to the 

numerous correlations with the ‘energy’ term that produced several links.  Participants were 

upbeat about the potential for growth in renewables and its increasing share in the energy 

mix.  This is borne out by the DECC Report (2014a) that Renewable generation increased 28 

per cent  in 2013 and its share of generation increased by 3½ % from 2012, to a record 15 

per cent and Renewable Capacity grew by 25 per cent. 
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Regulatory Framework:  NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 47 below: 

 

Figure 47:  Regulatory Framework - Node tree 

The general view from interviewees was that Government policy for renewables seems to be 

evolving in stages since the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) was announced. These EMR 

reforms and associated political statements have led to an investment hiatus over the last 

few years. There is a need to accelerate spending of the estimated £300 billion of investment 

(Ernst and Young 2012a) that will be at risk if the signals about Government’s future 

regulatory framework.  
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DECC Roadmap:  NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the participants 

shown in Figure 48 

 

Figure 48: DECC Roadmap - Node tree 

Linked to the overall regulatory framework discussed above there was some feeling that 

whilst “…useful…” and “… a good thing…” DECC’s Roadmap needed to be more radical for 

renewables.  Significant focus seems to be on future nuclear generation, and Hinkley C has 

been a front runner in the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) scheme and the Government has 

agreed an early contract for difference (CFD) with what some might consider a generous 

strike price of around £95 /MWh. 

The high upfront cost of some technologies, notably wave, tidal and barrage schemes (and 

not for example established biomass) is seen as a barrier to sponsoring significant projects. 

Interviewees felt that the industry wants a clear and predictable support regime to allow it to 

make the necessary financial decisions.  The core message from stakeholders is that the 

main  barrier affecting virtually all technologies  in the UK renewable energy is the policy risk 

and uncertainty in how the market reacts to EMR and embraces the DECC Roadmap. 
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4.3.2 Quantitative analysis of perception of Regulation - (R1) 

The perceptions of individual stakeholder groups in relation to the subthemes within 

Regulation are placed at Appendix B. The composite effects are drawn together in Figure 49 

where divergent and convergent perceptions of the sub themes are observed. 

 

Figure 49: Regulation - Combined Stakeholder perceptions 

Discussion of combined views of Regulation (R1) 

From Figure 49 a divergent view is observed from stakeholders with regard to the benefit of 

the ROC regime (divergence of 6 points or 60% difference) and also with regard to the 

Regulatory Framework of which the ROC scheme is a constituent part.  Views on the EMR 

are also divergent by 50%; the EMR changes with Feed -in -Tariffs (FiT) and Contracts for 

Difference (CfD) are also integral to the Regulatory framework and it is therefore of note that 

Regulation (R1) is an emerging hot topic of debate in the next few years as the transition 

moves from ROC centred to the EMR changes for the different renewable energy 

technologies.   There is greater agreement among participants on the likely future energy mix 

balance although the perception of the balanced coexistence of energy types is mixed.  

There is also a strong and closer conviction among stakeholders that decarbonisation of 

electricity generation to meet the EU and UK Climate Change mandates are achievable.  
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4.3.3 RISK  -  NVivo Data analysis  

The superordinate theme Risk comprises 8 key Sub themes as shown in Table 7 below: 

RISK 

Sub theme Description 

1 Understanding the major 
risks to renewables 

The stakeholders’ understanding of the major risks when 

planning, financing and undertaking renewable energy 

schemes 

2 Maturity of the 
organisation’s Risk 
Management 

The robustness and maturity of the organisations Risk 

management policies, strategies and frameworks. 

3 Natural risks are greatest The effect of natural risk (pure risks) in terms of 

environmental and similar causes as against artificial risks 

resulting from technology and the like. 

4 EU super-grid feasible The feasibility and the risks to implementing and EU wide 

electricity transmission and distribution grid system. 

5 Regulation versus 
innovation &  costs 

The extent to which Energy regulation poses risks to 

innovative technological development and the implied 

costs of such development in renewable energy schemes. 

6 Fuel price volatility affects 
Govt action 

The extent to which market reaction to fuel prices in terms 

of any predictable volatility affects Government action in 

the form of Regulation and subsidy. 

7 Climate Change  
objectives affects markets 

The risks of fluctuating climate change objectives affects 

energy markets both nationally and internationally. 

8 Opportunity from pressure 
on oil prices 

The risks and the opportunities from fluctuating oil prices 

for various groups of stakeholders in particular for 

sponsors, financier, developers and operators.  

 

Table 7:  RISK - Sub themes 
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Understanding of major risks:  NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50:  Understanding major risks - Node tree 

The major risks discussed are high on the agenda of all participants although the focus not 

unnaturally varies between financiers, developers and insurers. The concern of developers is 

the complexity of newer technologies as in wave and tidal environments.  This echoes earlier 
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research (Soderholm, 2008 p.80) about projects becoming more complex due to changing 

environments.   Lack of flexibility in adapting emerging technology was an issue for OEMs 

and not being able to understand and predict political risks exercised the sponsors a lot. 

Understanding the major risks is a precursor to quantifying and taking action to mitigate it and 

resounds with the view of Wyk et al (2008,p149) that the utility sector with its high level of 

uncertainty was riskier than other areas of industry. 

Risk to innovation and its cost:   NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 51. 

 

 

 

Figure 51:  Risk to innovation and its cost - Node tree 

 

Interviewees felt that funding innovation, or even creating a margin for such costs, was 

difficult to accommodate when assembling the project finance business case.  This strikes a 

chord with researchers Foxon et al (2005) who argued that, a stable and consistent policy 

framework is required to help create the conditions for innovation and ought to be aimed at 

improving risk/reward ratios for demonstration and pre-commercial stage technologies. This 

would then enhance positive expectations, stimulate innovative development leading to cost 

reductions, and increase the likelihood of subsequent successful commercialisation. 
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Risk from Fuel volatility: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the 

participants shown in Figure 52 below: 

 

Figure 52:  Risk from Fuel volatility - Node tree 

Interviewees expressed the view that the risk of fuel volatility impacted on the overall 

business case and affected investor confidence.  Energy prices have been trending upward 

over the past decade and have also seen increased volatility in recent years but have 

plummeted to a record lows in 2014.  High and volatile energy prices have a negative effect 

on the economy of an oil and gas importing country such as the UK.  

A report for DECC by Oxford Economics (2011) indicated that although the transmission of 

fossil fuel price shocks remains similar across time and across the various scenarios, the 

impact on the UK economy does diminish as energy demand reduces.  This reduction in 

demand is driven by improved energy efficiency across sectors and in particular,  lower 

consumption of fossil fuels. The low carbon scenario also assumes a significant increase in 

the share of renewable energy in the power sector. An increasing proportion of final energy 

prices is accounted for by a ‘carbon tax’, which does dampen the responsiveness of final 

energy prices to fluctuations in fossil fuel prices as noted by Oxford Economics (2011 p.6). 
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Market Risk: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the participants shown in 

Figure 53: 

 

Figure 53:  Market Risk -  Node tree 

 

Participants noted that the electricity markets were drivers of competition and in coming 

years there is likely to be a radical reassessment for stakeholders and in particular private 

equity.  The gas and electricity markets under the EMR framework are required to offer 

increased and fair competition.  DECC (2014) has agreed that the National Grid Electricity 

Transmission plc (NGET) will be the EMR Delivery Body. Additionally The Off taker of Last 

Resort (OLR) will provide renewable CfD generators with a guaranteed, ‘backstop’ route-to-

market for their power via a Backstop Power Purchase Agreement (BPPA). The scheme will 

be administered by Ofgem and will open for generators from 1October 2015. 
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Opportunities: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of the participants shown 

in Figure 54 

 

 

Figure 54:  Opportunities - Node tree 

 

On the subject of opportunities as the converse of risk, interviewees felt that there is reason 

for optimism with ”… enormous opportunities round the UK coast line…”.  Renewables UK’s 

Industry Report ( 2014) note that In 2013, renewable power provided almost 15 per cent of 

UK electricity needs with over half of this coming from wind energy. This impressive growth 

means that wind energy is now a significant source of energy close to, and sometimes 

surpassing, nuclear in its contribution to day-to-day energy needs. The report notes that the 

UK has been the world leader in offshore wind since October 2008, with as much capacity 

already installed as the rest of the world combined.  The total offshore generating capacity in 

UK waters provides around 8 terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity annually, equivalent to the 

electricity consumption of around 2 million homes. In addition to the capacity already installed 

a further 9.6GW is either in construction or has planning approval, and a further 7GW is in 

the planning system. (Renewable UK 2014) 
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4.3.4 Quantitative analysis of perception of RISK - (R2) from the questionnaires 

The perceptions of individual stakeholder groups in relation to the sub themes within RISK 

are placed at Appendix B. The composite effects are drawn together in Figure 55 where 

divergent and convergent perceptions of the sub themes are observed. 

 

Figure 55: Risk (R2)   - Combined Stakeholder perceptions 

A noticeable divergence of stake holder perception occurs in several key areas as 

understanding the major risks to RE projects (50%) with developers professing the strongest 

views. The effect of natural risks (as against artificial risks, technological etc.) was widest at 

50% and market risks also at 50% with insurers rating these risks highest amongst the 

stakeholders. 

Greater convergence is seen with the feasibility of achieving the European supergrid for 

transmission and the effects of fuel price volatility 

Wustenhagen (2012) stated that the behavioural perspective and perceptions of experienced 

investors are an important factor, and that the evidence about how policies and risks affect 

investor perception has to-date been limited.  This is borne out by the findings of the risk 

perceptions of senior practitioners in this research. 
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4.3.5 RESOURCE  -  NVivo Data analysis  

The superordinate theme Resource comprises 7 key Sub themes shown in Table 8 below: 

RESOURCE 

Sub theme Description 

1 Sovereign debt crises 
effects 

The effects of crises in Europe and globally to 

crises emanating from the debt situation of 

sovereign states and the consequent effect on 

investors’ confidence. 

2 Use of financial 
modelling 

The robustness, integrity and sufficiency ( in terms 

of accuracy of prediction of key factors such as 

CAPEX and  FOREX in the financial modelling 

employed. 

3 Sponsors financial 
interests  

The extent to which the financial interests of 

project sponsors / owners are taken into account. 

4 Judgements of 
success & failure 

Perceptions of different stakeholders with regard 

to the criteria of success and failure of renewable 

energy schemes and the measurement of such 

criteria. 

5 Effect of PESTEL 
factors 

The extent to which Political, Economic, 

Sociological, Technological, Environmental 

and Legal factors impact on the infrastructure 

aspects renewable energy schemes. 

6 Only quantitative 
measures (Profit 
&Loss, and ROI) 
acceptable 

The extent to which only quantitative measures 

such as Profit &Loss, and Return on Investment 

(ROI) are acceptable to providers of resource in 

the form of the project finance. 

7 Investment needs long 
term tenor 

The tenor of major renewable energy schemes is 

required to offer a sufficient duration to enable a 

sufficient Return on Investment (ROI) for project 

financiers/funding bodies.  

 

Table 8:  RESOURCE - Sub themes 
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Debt: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of participants shown in Figure 56. 

 

Figure 56:  Debt issues- Node tree 

Participants felt that economic recovery within the EU and more globally had knocked 

investor confidence and the project finance models had move a lot from the 80-20 debt equity 

model to 60-40 and even lower.  However the financiers felt that the bond markets were 
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active and had a role in financing renewable energy projects.  Also, restructuring debt for 

longer durations entailed difficult negotiations and security of the return for investors. 

Sponsors interests: NVivo coding produced the connections and views of participants 

shown in Figure 57. 

 

Figure 57:  Sponsors interests - Node tree 

Sponsors felt that their interests could too often be overshadowed by the complexities of the 

management and the various lengthy processes involved in planning before moving to 

financial close and the into the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) phase. 

Sub themes - Sponsors interests, success/failure & PESTEL factors:  

Other resource sub themes produced by NVivo yielded limited detail in the node trees that 

diagrammed the connections between stakeholders although a clear message was”… the 

Government should do more via the regulatory framework discussed in an earlier section.  

 

Figure: 58  Success and failure Tree Node 

 

 

Figure: 59  PESTEL factors Tree Node 
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The different involvements by the different stakeholders were recognised by the interviewees and 

hence took account of varying PESTEL issues in their different roles. 

 

Figure: 60  Tenor of contracts Tree Node 

 

4.3.6 Quantitative analysis of perception of Resource - (R3) from the questionnaires  

 

Figure 61: Resource (R3) - Combined Stakeholder perceptions 

As discussed earlier using the NVivo output on Resource there is a wide difference of opinion 

with regard to PESTEL factors effects ranging between 2 and 8 on the Likert scale (range 0-

10).  Most stakeholders agreed with the sponsors that the latter’s interests became clouded 

following project inception and mandate.  There was close agreement between Sponsors, 

Financiers and Regulators that longer tenor was essential for success whilst the legal experts 

had a weaker view which is probably down to their generally front end involvement in the 

project cycle.  There was also a divergence of views on the use and robustness of the 
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financial modelling employed in planning and management.  It is not surprising that sponsors 

and financiers were the most positive about the use of such comprehensive modelling 

required at the project inception stage. 

4.3.7 Return (R4)   -   NVivo Data analysis  

The superordinate theme RETURN comprises 7 key Sub themes shown in Table 9 below: 

RETURN 

Sub theme Description 

1 ROI is fundamental Return on investment emerged as the key driver  

2 Tax and insurance costs The need to consider future  tax and insurance costs that 

need to be predicted in for the long term in a time of 

economic uncertainty (linked to PESTEL issues in 5 below) 

3 ROC/EMR factors The influence of the subsidy regime in either or both the 

Renewable Obligation Certificate scheme or the roll out of 

the EMR methods of support for different technologies. 

4 Aspects of tenor  The need for longer tenor terms the overall project duration 

and also in the key phases conception to finance close, 

EPC and in the operation phase. 

5 PESTEL factors The extent to which Political, Economic, Sociological, 

Technological, Environmental and Legal factors impact on  

the expected returns from renewable energy schemes. 

6 Competition from other 
sector investments 

Opportunity costs that influence the Yes/No decision to 

invest. 

7 Performance measures Linked to ROI, measures of project performance as 

perceived by different stakeholders 

8 Success and failure 
criteria  

The concept of success and failure that affected the 

decision to invest 

 

Table 9: Return – Sub themes 

 

NVivo coding produced the connections and views of participants shown in Figure 62. 
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Figure 62:  Return on investment (ROI) – Tree node 
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Figure 62 shows a complex tree node with an NVivo coding for return on investment.  There 

are 184 links across all the interviews indicating the importance of Return on Investment to all 

stakeholders. Typical comments included: 

I am quite positive about future investment  

We need to manage the risk and the investment  

The Returns makes energy a sensible investment. 

The key is Regulation must encourage investment  

There needs to be valid framework for the investment community to use 

They are not pushing investment.  

The lack of certainty and investment risk is quite major 

If we do not have ‘financial close’ the investment would be wasted 

To progress in renewables then investment is essential.  

The appetite for investment exists 

It will require a lot of equity investment  

We need a debate which implies that significant investment is to be encouraged 

The insurers themselves have major investment funds and are looking to invest 

How to encourage investment is a key issue 

For renewables and for the big investment you need government money 

Renewables will have different Return On investment (ROI) requirements 

There will be no investment unless they can see a return 

The UK pioneered investment in long-term assets 

Severn Barrage (of £30 million investment), investors need to come together. 
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4.3.8 Comparative analysis of interview stakeholder perceptions  

Discussion on closeness or otherwise of the different stakeholder groups  

Measuring similarity of the words used by different participants in the interviews  

NVivo calculates a similarity index between each pair of items using the similarity metric 

which in this research is by 1) coding similarity and 2) by word similarity.  And the similarity 

indicies used are: 

 Pearson correlation coefficient (-1 = least similar, 1 = most similar).  

 Jaccard’s coefficient (0 = least similar, 1 = most similar).  

Forming clusters 

Using the calculated similarity index between each pair of items, NVivo groups the items into 

a number of clusters (10 by default), using the complete linkage (furthest neighbour) 

hierarchical clustering algorithm 

Generating a cluster map 

The cluster analysis results can also be displayed as a 2D or 3D cluster map, where the 

items in the cluster analysis are represented as points in space. 

The cluster map is generated using an iterative multidimensional scaling algorithm. Initially, 

the items are placed randomly as data points in a square or cube, and then a series of 

iterations are performed to optimize the positions of the items. The optimal distance between 

each pair of items is defined as 1.0 minus the similarity index between the items.  At each 

iteration, the actual distance between each pair of items is compared to the optimal distance 

between them, and the data points are moved closer together or further apart accordingly. 

The algorithm ends when an optimal configuration is reached that cannot be improved by 

further movement of the data points. 
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Figure 63:  Circle Graph  -  Interviewees words clustered by coding word similarity 

 

Figure 64:  Circle Graph - Interviewees words clustered by word similarity 

NVvivo creates circle graphs where all the items are represented as points on the perimeter. 

Similarity between items is indicated by connecting lines of varying thickness and colour. 

Similarity is indicated by blue lines—thicker lines indicate stronger similarity.  

Figures 63 and 64 indicate the width and depth of the links between the views of participants. 

Of interest in figure 67 is the heavy concentration focussed on the developers and 
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Consultants which is not surprising as these experts would be expected to have a depth of 

knowledge across all areas whilst others, such as Regulators, Insurers and Financiers would 

have a more focussed approach in their professional lines of expertise. 

 

Figure 65:  Cluster diagram - Interviewees clustered by coding 

Cluster analysis diagrams can be used to visualize the similarities and differences across the 

sources and as in this research, how similar are the responses from the various practitioner 

experts.  The clustering of Developers and Consultants is quite marked in the 2D NVivo 

cluster diagram (Figure 65) indicating similarity in terms of the width of professional 

knowledge and commercial experience across a wide range of renewable energy projects.  

These stakeholders would therefore be well placed to offer valuable consultancy to Sponsors 

and others.  

The Jaccard coefficient of word similarity used in the NVivo software ranges from 0 to +1 

where 0 = least similar, 1 = most similar.  

Measuring the Jaccard similarity coefficient between two data sets is the result of division 

between the number of features that are common to all divided by the number of properties 

and is defined for two sets as: 

Jaccard i.e. J(A,B) = I A ∩ B I  ⁄  I A U B I 

Niwattanakul et al (2013) maintain that the Jaccard similarity coefficient is a suitable index   

to be employed in word similarity measurement in these circumstances.  It is interesting to 
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note that the Jaccard coefficient does not consider a) the frequency of words used or b) the 

weight and importance of words used.  This could be a drawback but this will always be 

difficult to take account of when capturing such qualitative data and the researcher must 

make a judgement on the strength and weight of similar comments and observations made 

by different interviews.  NVivo auto coding where appropriate, as in this analysis, would be 

immensely useful in avoiding the inherent difference in manual coding when using different 

coders working on the same project and sharing the coding load.  

Jaccard correlation coefficients are listed as an NVivo ouput seen in the table 10 below. 

NVivo similarity correlation using Jaccard's coefficient 

   Source A Source B 
Jaccard's 
coefficient 

Internals\\Developer.1.AC Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.774436 

Internals\\Developer.1.AC Internals\\CON2.JC 0.772059 

Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.75 

Internals\\CON2.JC Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.744526 

Internals\\Research.1-AC Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.741259 

Internals\\Regulator.2.SArg Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.731034 

Internals\\FINANCE.2.AB Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.725352 

Internals\\FINANCE.1.O'K Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.724138 

Internals\\OEM.1.PW Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.724138 

Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.722628 

Internals\\Ins.1.MBen Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.722222 

Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen Internals\\CON2.JC 0.721429 

Internals\\OEM.2.BK Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.719178 

Internals\\Legal.2.KirH Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.718519 

Internals\\Legal.1.JDea Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.717241 

Internals\\Regulator.1.JS Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.717241 

Internals\\Research.1-AC Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.715278 

Internals\\FINANCE.2.AB Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.713287 

Internals\\Sponsor2.HC Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.713287 

Internals\\FINANCE.1.O'K Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.712329 

Internals\\FINANCE.2.AB Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.711268 

Internals\\Ins.1.MBen Internals\\Developer.1.AC 0.710345 

Internals\\Legal.2.KirH Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.705882 

Internals\\Legal.1.JDea Internals\\Developer.2.H.Jen 0.705479 

Internals\\OEM.2.BK Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.705479 

Internals\\Regulator.2.SArg Internals\\CON1.JEp 0.705479 

 (An extract of NVivo print out ranging from J = 0.774 to 0.705)  

Table 10  NVivo output of Similarity of coding using Jaccard correlation coefficient  

The mean Jaccard correlation value of around 0.7 in this research seen in Table 10 is a 

strong indicator of the closeness of the discussion expressing the participants’ viewpoints. 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

5.1  Introduction 

The purpose of this DBA research is to assess the current challenges and barriers to 

investment in the UK RE sector, by analysing stakeholders’ perspectives of the key factors of 

Regulation, Risk, Resourcing (financing), and Return and validate the R4 model proposed by 

Daly et al (2014) in making investment decisions.  Key risks considered include  technology 

risk, market risk, financing risk, regulatory and political risk, supply chain risk and the risk 

arising from maintaining specific commercial energy generation projects and thus provide a 

business risk and opportunity framework for supporting business decisions when planning 

and implementing renewable energy schemes.  

Specific objectives in the context of renewable energy projects were to: 

1. Provide a critical evaluation of the current performance of the UK energy sector’s 

investment in Renewable Technologies in order to provide the context to the 

research. 

2. Critically evaluate academic and practitioner literature on the current state of 

Regulation, Risk management and Resourcing in the form of finance and investment 

and the expected Returns in the context of renewable energy projects. 

3. Capture the perspectives of senior industry practitioners on key factors with specific 

focus on Regulation, Risk, Resourcing and consequent Return associated with 

investment in renewable technologies to validate the R4 framework.  

4. Identify and assess with senior energy Director level practitioners key risks and 

investment opportunities using qualitative and quantitative methods.  

 5. Make recommendations for consideration by principal stakeholders when planning, 

developing, financing, constructing, operating and managing the risks inherent in such 

projects.  

5.2   Secondary data conclusions 

The substantive literature review explored areas linked to the key R4 themes and current 

influences emanating from Government, industry, finance, commercial, manufacturers and 

the several developments that comprise the envelope of interested parties in renewable 

energy generation.  The literature review of the risks in Renewable Energy projects gave an 

overall view of the major risks and key barriers which impede investment but also highlighted 

the opportunities for return on investment.  The examination of a practitioner focus in the 

literature established that risks in renewable energy projects are mainly provoked by the 
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lack of awareness about the interdependency between financing, risks and the 

regulatory incentives for investors in such projects. The literature review of risk highlighted 

several key issues and that most, if not all studies, have not been able to consider ways 

of building synergy across these diverse factors, such as the four key parameters 

represented in the R4 model.  

5.3  Enhanced development and contribution of the R4 Model:   

The key factors influencing investment decisions were identified as Regulation, Risk, 

Resource (or Finance) and Return with further development of each of these four factors. 

Critical evaluation of the R4 model has resulted in an enhanced framework 

expressed that was informed by the insights gained from the primary research.  The 

interdependencies between the key factors articulated in the enhanced mode in Figure 

66 below.  

 

Figure 66:  Enhanced R4 framework 
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A favourable Regulatory framework will encourage investment in the RE space, by 

providing the means to de-risk innovatiion but must represent more than simply a 

subsidy on returns for investors.  The profile of Risk and Regulation & potential Return 

as noted in Figure 66 will determine the attractiveness of a given investment and the 

potential sources of finance, which in turn will determine the Resource requirements in 

terms of project finance for renewable Energy schemes. 

The primary data and consequent findings indicated that the key stakeholders noted the 

increasing impact of regulatory changes and the accompanying risk profile.  Increasing 

risk appetite was expected across the investment spectrum and not unnaturally 

increased risk taking by venture capitalists would be balance by and increase in expected 

Return on Investment (ROI). 

 Stakeholders considered that the strongest links existed between Risk and the 

regulatory regime. 

 

5.4 Regulation  

5.4.1  Renewable Obligation Certificate scheme (ROC)  

The respondents generally agreed and were positive that the EMR would be reviewed and 

amended and more detailed regulation needs to be brought to the electricity market in 

the near future and must deliver the changes required to enable significant growth in 

the renewable sector. Whether this would be sufficient and in time to meet the legally 

binding targets is questionable.  There was a view from the developers that a likely scenario 

could emerge where the LCPD requirements are eased somewhat in order to preserve 

security of supply.  Also, an extension of the ROC scheme’s time frame would provide a 

definite impetus for the Climate Change agenda. 

 

5.4.2  Electricity Market Reform (EMR) 

The insights from the primary data indicated strongly that there is a lack of sufficient detail 

within the EMR proposals for the developers and financiers to interrogate fully the impact of 

implementing Contract for difference (CfD). A clear understanding of the CfD counterparty 
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entities and their credit worthiness and expertise, and the overall complexity of current 

renewable energy schemes are major concerns. Additionally there is a view that FiTs being 

approved in coming years may not be appropriate for some renewable energy 

generation technologies.   

The UK Government has consulted widely on Electricity Market Reform (EMR), which is 

currently being implemented.  This transition itself may be a contributing factor to any change 

in investment.  Future research will be needed in order to capture stakeholder 

perspectives as a way toward understanding and evaluating the continuing impact of 

this planned energy space reform. 

There is also a strong and closer conviction among stakeholders that decarbonisation of 

electricity generation to meet the EU and UK Climate Change mandates is achievable. 

The carbon constrained future of the power sector will require a mixture of nuclear, gas, 

offshore wind and other incentivised energy sources. The extent to which low carbon 

renewable capacity will compete with the replacement of thermal power stations, such as 

combined and open cycle gas plant will be key issues for the UK Government to resolve 

given the uncertainty for investors created by the Electricity Market Reform. 

5.5 RISK  

5.5.1 Conclusions on the Impact of Regulation on Risk 

A strong message from the interviews in the study was that an effective policy framework 

must be ‘loud, long, and legal’:  · Loud - the signal to the market, through incentive 

structures or other means, needs to be ‘loud’ and clear to attract capital into the sector. · 

Long - rules and incentives need to be stable and sustained for a duration that reflects the 

financing horizons of the projects and Legal - a legally established regulatory framework 

based around binding targets to provide the basis for long-life capital-intensive investments.  

5.5.2 Effect of technical and construction risk 

Financiers and developers are used to dealing with technical factors through existing risk 

management frameworks and better financial and risk mitigation tools are evolving, 

such as equipment guarantees and newer forms of EPC contracts that will improve the 

management of construction risks, insurance risks, and supply chain risks.  
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5.6   Resourcing  

5.6.1  Conclusions of investors on Resourcing Project Finance 

The common view of the interviewees was that the use of project finance (PF) to fund new 

renewable resources is already well established and represents a growing sector of 

activity for lenders. As the PF track record and experience increases, lenders can be 

expected to commit an increasing share of their balance sheets to financing these projects. 

Lenders will also be willing to expand the range of technologies that can be financed. 

So far there is not so much a funding gap as a lack of experience that is holding banks 

back. Nevertheless, liquidity is expected to grow to match funding needs. 

5.6.2  Conclusions on the Effect of Regulation on Finance 

The majority of investors and financial experts interviewed felt that the threat of change to 

regulation remains and it is unclear whether Basel III will have a negative impact on 

market liquidity. In the meantime, new schemes that can access funding from the bond 

markets will provide alternative sources of finance and competition to the banks. 

 

5.7    Returns  

5.7.1  Linking Regulation, Risk and Resource to Returns  

The research has found that regulation is a crucial impact at the outset when considering  

renewable energy projects.  Sponsors and Financiers will need to combine the effects of the 

regulatory framework in place at the time i.e ROC, Contract for Difference and the agreed 

Capacity Payment where appropriate.  Feed-in tariffs (FiT) may also need to be considered 

based on the actual levelised cost of renewable energy generation and for example, Ofgem 

has issued revised tariffs for micro-generation (Ofgem FiT Report 2014).   

In the project initiation and planning phase (Phase 1) leading to Financial Close (FC) 

Regulation risks and Resourcing in the form of financial risks will need to be mapped to 

derive the overall Phase1 Risk.  The Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) 

phase will need to consider two major risks, Supply Chain risk and Construction risk 

together deriving a combined Phase 2 Risk. The final Operation phase is Phase 3 when 
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income generation is expected and a Return (R4) is made available to investors. This 

sequence and impact of R1, R2 and R3 on R4 is represented in Figure 67. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Figure 67 :   Impact of R1, R2 and R3 on R4 

R1 = Regulation, 

R2 = Risk,   

R3 = Resource,  

R4 = Return 

R2
sc= Supply chain risk 

R2
c = Construction risk 

Expressed as related key functions, the process flow is expressed as follows: 

In Phase 1       f(R1, R3)       => f(R2
phase1) 

In Phase 2       f(R2
CR, R2

C)  => f(R2 
phase 2) 

In Phase 3       f(R2, R3)       => f(R4)  

 

This model of combining Regulation, Risk, Resource and Return provides a framework for 

key stakeholders.  
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5.8   An assessment of key stakeholders in Renewable Energy projects 

 

 

Figure 68: Key Stakeholders - importance of Regulators, Lenders (Financiers) and Developers 

 

The analysis of stakeholders by NVivo cluster grouping showed influence is exerted by 

three key groups of stakeholders namely Regulators, Financiers and Developers as 

represented in Figure 68.   The Developer group have a deep understanding of the PESTEL 

factors, in particular the requirements for planning and regulatory compliance when 

negotiating a project finance ‘Special Purpose Vehicle’ (SPV) with the lending community and 

this conclusion tends to corroborate the expressed view of stakeholders in this study.  

5.9 The commercial viability of renewable energy projects  

Stakeholders were adamant that cost represents a formidable obstacle to commercial-scale 

development of some RE technologies particularly for example tidal and wave. It can be 

concluded that the commercial viability of RE projects is dependent on cost factors such as: 

 Availability of equity/debt financing for the project 

 Inflation and cost of capital 

 Cost of security of all parts of the technological  infrastructure 

 Cost of engineering, procurement and construction 

 The connection and off-take costs 
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From this research, it is concluded that currently several RE technologies are not considered 

profitable in the present economic regulatory and market circumstances.  Initial costs can be  

quite high and could require a longer payback period.  The business experts  interrogated 

were unanimous that investment in any technology comes down to how profitable it is and 

how early the project can payback the cost of investment. 

5.10   Assessment of the research methodology 

  

Auto coding by the impartial NVivo software does eliminate researcher bias when 

coding manually and taking into account any feelings for or against any participant’s view of 

the issues being discussed and explored.  The research can be trusted and relied on to be 

impartial, without bias and as such is deemed to conform to the credibility and transferability 

criteria offered by Trochim and Donnelly (2007) which are: 

Credibility:  The criteria that involves establishing if the results of qualitative research are 

credible or believable from the perspective of the participant in the research. Since from this 

perspective, the purpose of qualitative research is to describe or understand the phenomena 

of interest from the participant's eyes, the participants are the only ones who can legitimately 

judge the credibility of the results. 

Transferability:  refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research can be 

generalised or transferred to other contexts.  The qualitative researcher can enhance 

transferability by doing a thorough job of describing the research context and the 

assumptions that were central to the research. The person who wishes to "transfer" the 

results to a different context is then responsible for making the judgment of the 

appropriateness and relevance of the transfer to other contexts or settings. 
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Chapter 6:  Recommendations 

 

6.1  Strategic recommendations  

This research identified stakeholders’ potential recommendations to the UK Government to 

support investment in UK RE projects. As identified in the literature review, there are many 

ways to leverage and attract investment beyond simply providing a ‘green premium’ 

although indications are that UK consumers will have a ‘green tax ‘added to electricity bills. 

The following are recommended for consideration by Government and DECC. 

1. DECC to expedite the roll out of EMR, with sufficient detail and clarity. 

Consideration should be given to resolving the difficulties anticipated in securing Power 

Purchase Agreements (PPA) that emerged both in the secondary data literature review and 

also in the primary research. Consideration should also be given to not just incentivising the 

more mature technologies, but also to the emerging technologies, where more predictable 

yield may be available. EMR must support projects becoming both financeable and 

insurable. 

2.  DECC to take further leadership in the sector and pro-actively define the 

Renewable Energy mix required, including the consequent requirements of the intermittent 

capacity being brought to the grid. This will deliver a managed transition which will obligate 

the ‘big 6’ companies as well. 

3. Government to incentivise industry such as independent Operation & Maintenance  

(O&M) providers for off-shore and on-shore wind, or biomass fuel wholesalers, in order to 

de-risk these areas, or in the case of O&M for wind, drive greater competition in pricing. 

4. Government to consider and mandate ways to expedite the current planning 

periods process, from issuing best practice guidance, through to pre-defining sites where 

planning could feasibly be progressed faster. 
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6.2  Recommendations for stakeholders 

1.  Application of the R4 model as a decision support framework in conjunction with existing 

financial modelling and risk management tools as appropriate. 

2.  Conduct stakeholder analyses at early stages of project inception and mandate with focus 

on Regulation and Resourcing the finance as noted in the enhanced R4 model developed in 

this research. 

3.  Consider the development and use a strategic risk management framework for the 

effective life cycle of RE projects from project inception through to feasibility, design 

prototyping, engineering procurement construction and commissioning of power generation. 

This will suggest structured approach for systematic risk management. 

From reviewed literature, it was discovered that the management of risk in RE projects is not 

different from other energy and engineering projects. But the major issue is that many 

stakeholders interviewed in this study considered the management of risk as mainly 

functional without strategic management direction that meshed with operational and project 

risk management strategies and plans. The commercial framework of Stone et al, 2009 could 

act as a good starting point and also consider for use the set of charts at Appendix B to 

consider subjectively the major risks in order to support qualitative decision-making for 

renewable energy power generation projects. 

 

6.3  Recommendations for further research 

 

6.3.1 Testing the R4 framework with data from case studies will offer further 

validation and help strengthen and improve the mapping of sub themes.  The case studies 

could ideally represent data from the different renewable energy technologies such as 

offshore wind, onshore wind, biomass, solar PV, tidal and hydro projects where possible. 

 

6.3.2 Further research using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) would be 

effective in ranking risks in renewable technologies in the UK/EU context.  All pair 

comparisons using AHP and based on experts’ opinions, selected from the industry, similar 

to those of this study, could be usefully employed. This work could assist in framing the 
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policies and strategies in developing cost effective renewable energy technologies.  Also 

recommended is the application of sensitivity analysis to investigate the priority ranking 

of risks and barriers to developing renewable energy schemes. Data derived from case 

studies mentioned in section 6.3.1 above would be helpful in supporting practitioners, 

regulators, sponsors and developers among others to better focus their future efforts in taking 

forward the renewables agenda.  

 

6.3.3   Developing a fuzzy risk evaluation model in renewable energy projects would 

typically have components of a fuzzy model such as, input variables, an output variable and  

fuzzy rules. The rules used in fuzzy risks modelling could be built on the two key parameters 

taken from risk management theory, Probability (probability of risk occurrence) and Impact of 

the risk.  Researchers Ebrahimnejad, Mousavi and Mojthedi (2009) have formulated a fuzzy 

decision-making model for risk to an onshore gas refinery and there could be scope to 

replicate the research in the renewable energy scenario.  There could also be the possibility 

for investigation along the lines used by Ren et al (2005) who used a fuzzy Bayesian network 

(FBN) approach to model causal relationships among risk factors in an offshore installation. 
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Chapter 7: Contribution to knowledge and practice     

This study has made four primary contributions to the current state of knowledge and 

professional practice in the Renewable Energy space focusing on Regulation, Risk, 

Resourcing (of the finance) and Returns to investors and other key stakeholders. The 

knowledge contributions are presented as follows: 

1.   Developed the R4 model as a decision support framework for key stakeholders in 

Renewable Energy projects during the planning, sponsoring, financing,  construction  and 

operational  phases noted in Chapter 5, sections 5.3 and 5.7.  

 2.  Established a set of charts (Appendix B) for stakeholders to consider subjectively the 

major risks in order to support their qualitative decision-making for renewable energy power 

generation schemes. 

3. Enriched the application decision making in Renewable Energy sector, by providing a 

systematic breakdown of known and unknown factors to effectively support decision-making 

for subjective and qualitative assessment using the R4 model in the 3 key project phases as 

seen in section 5.7.1 of this thesis. 

4.   Enhanced the decision-making process of renewable energy schemes by improving 

knowledge acquisition and dissemination. Additionally, the stimulation of knowledge 

exchange through presentations at International conferences on Renewable Energy have 

been added t the professional debate on renewable energy. 

Academic achievement 

Outputs from conducting this study include the following: 

Academic outputs to 2014 

Conference papers and presentations placed at Appendix C include: 

1. Daly, J., Camyab, A., and O’Keeffe, L. (2014)   Looking Ahead to 2020: Balancing Risk 
and Finance in Renewable Energy Projects. Proceedings; Renewable Energy World-Europe. 
3-5 June 2014. Cologne. 

2.   Daly, J., Camyab, A., and O’Keeffe, L. (2013)   Looking Ahead to 2020: Balancing Risk 
and Finance in Renewable Energy.  Proceedings; Renewable Energy World-Europe. 3-5 
June 2013. Vienna.  

3.  Daly, J., Camyab, A., and O’Keeffe, L. (2012)   Renewable projects: R3 – Regulation, 
Risk, resourcing: Challenges in achieving the UK and EU’s 20-20-20 targets. Proceedings; 
Renewable Energy World-Europe. 12-14 June Cologne 2012.  
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4. Camyab, A., Daly, J., and O’Keeffe, L. (2011)   Renewable projects: R3 – Regulation, Risk, 
Resourcing: Proceedings; Renewable Energy World-Europe. 7-9 June 2011. Milan.  

5. Daly, J., Camyab, A., and O’Keeffe, L. (2011)   Evaluating Renewable Energy  projects: A  
Regulatory and Financial perspective.  Proceedings of the Second International Conference 
on Harnessing Technology ;  13-14 February Muscat, Oman.  

6.  Daly, J., Camyab, A., and Labib, A. (2009) Renewable energy in the UK: Research 
challenges for sustainable and secure energy.  Proceedings of the Knowledge Transfer 
Conference. 8 June 2009.     

7.  EPSRC bid under Sustainable Energy and Energy Security call for proposals Sep (2008) 

 

Academic outputs from 2015 on (in preparation)  

1. An abstract has been accepted for a paper to be presented at the Renewable Energy   

World-Europe conference in June 8- 11June 2015 in Cologne.  

 
2. A journal article is  in preparation for submission to the Journal’ Energy Policy’ - The 

International Journal of the Political, Economic, Planning, Environmental and Social 

Aspects of Energy 
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As part of a Doctoral study this investigation  examines : 

“The impact of Regulation, Risk, Resourcing and Returns  (R4) on the 

planning, financing and undertaking of renewable Energy projects” 

Many thanks in advance for sharing your knowledge and experience with this study and 

do be assured that all information is anonymous and the raw data will be destroyed on 

completion of the study. 

 

Interview Schedule:  A semi-structured discussion around the R4 themes  

 Regulation 
 

Prompts 

1.1 Can you tell me about your 
experience in the 
Energy/Renewable Energy (RE) 
sector? 

What category of stakeholder? Sponsor, investor, developer, consultant, 

regulator, financier, developer, insurer, professional services, OEM.  

1.2 Why do we need to aim for a de-
carbonised economy and what are 
the benefits and potential pitfalls of 
this strategy? 

Why do you think this is the case? 

 
 

1.3 What do you think of the current UK 
Government’s road map for 
Renewables? 

Can you give me an example(s) of what you mean.  

1.4 What is your view about the latest 
regulatory consultation in relation to 
the renewable and low Carbon 
generation; specifically the 
Electricity Market Reform “ERM”? 

Why do you think this is the case? 

1.5 What words would you use to best 
describe the current UK ROC  
system in place today 
 

Can you give me an example/instance of what you mean? What’s your view 
of subsidy beyond 2017? What about 2020 and beyond? 

1.6 Are the UK Govt and Regulator 
doing enough to promote low C 
generation and on what do you see 
their focus toward 2020 and then 
2050? 

History to-date. 
202020 vision 
UK Roadmap 
Government /Regulator 

1.7 Is the regulatory framework in the 
UK conducive to robust investment 
and why? 

From what/whose perspective do you see this? 
What is a robust investment in your view? 

1.8 What is your general view on what 
the future energy mix in the UK? 

Why?  

1.9 What renewable technologies are 
needed in the energy mix, and, 
which will you promote and why? 

Why? 

1.10 Is there anything else on 
regulation you would like to 

discuss which I haven’t asked you 
about? 
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 Questionnaire 
template 

 

 Regulation 
 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

1.11 The UK ROC system is a very fair 

incentivisation scheme for investors. 
 √    

1.12 The ERM will be beneficial to 

investors in renewables. 
  √   

1.13 EU carbon pricing and trading 

policies and subsidies benefit  
Renewable Energy Technology 
(RET). 

   √  

1.14 The DECC UK Energy Roadmap is 

beneficial and gives confidence for 
future energy development. 

     

1.15 The aim of a decarbonised 
economy is both is achievable by 

2050  

  √   

1.16 The current UK regulatory 
framework is conducive to 

investment. 

    √ 

1.17 Low carbon technologies can 
coexist with thermal and nuclear.  

√     

1.18 The future UK energy mix will see 
renewable increase significantly.  
 

√     

 Risk 
 

Prompts 

2.1 What are the major risks and 
barriers to developing and 
investing in the renewable energy 

space? 

PESTEL categories 

2.2 How would you mitigate, manage 
and insure against the risks 
specifically related to leading edge 
renewable technologies? 

How do you rate and assess technological risk 

 
 
 

2.3 Do you do enough and are you 
sufficiently equipped with a robust 
risk management practice in your 

organisation? 

What RM framework is employed  

 
 
 

2.4 What in your view are the top five 
risks for developing and investing 

in the renewable energy space? 

Strategic/Tactical/Operational 

2.5 What in your view are the “hot 
topics” facing utilities and other 

stakeholders in the energy space in 
the UK and in the EU? 

 

2.6 Is ‘connectability’ of future off-
shore renewable energy to the 
onshore grid a major risk and 

why? How could this be mitigated?  

Would you support a “super grid” 

European wide concept to mitigate 
this risk? Your thoughts on this. 
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2.7 Is there anything else on risk you 
would like to discuss which I haven’t 
asked you about? 

 

 Risk Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

  5 4 3 2 1 
2.8 Developers and investors in the RE 

space have a detailed 
understanding of major risks at 
inception. 

 √    

2.9 RM is sufficiently mature and 
developed to mitigate against most 
risks. 

    √ 

2.10 Robust risk management strategies 
are in place and updated regularly. 

   √  

2.11 Excluding disasters (eg.Fukushima) 
natural events and operational risks 
are more significant than human 
influenced risk (e.g. technology 
risk). 

    √ 

2.12 A European super grid is technically 
and commercially feasible. 

   √  

2.13 A European super grid is unlikely to 
get Europe wide political support. 
 

 √    

2.14 Expanding regulation is having a 
negative effect on innovation is 
increasing costs 

√     

2.15 Fuel price volatility has increased 
the risk of Government intervention 

     

2.16 The climate change objectives of 
policy makers constrains liberalised 
energy markets significantly 

 √    

2.17 The return of economic growth in 
Western economies will put 
pressure on oil prices and hence an 
opportunity for  Renewables. 
 

 √    

 Assess the following risks 
5=V.High and 1= V.Low in terms 
of Probability x Impact (R=P x I) 

5 
V. High 

 

4 
High 

3 
Medium 

2 
Low 

1 
V.Low 

R1 Financial risk 
 

 √    

R2 Technology risk   √   

R3 Supply chain risk    √  

R4 Construction risk   √   

R5 Operational risk    √  

R6 Human risk  √    

R7 Planning risk √     

R8 Regulatory risk 
 

 √    
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 Resourcing Prompts 
3.1 What is your view in relation to the 

scale of investment needed in the 
energy sector to reach the 2020 
(and the 2050) UK binding targets? 

Current Government estimates 
Ernst & Young estimates. 
Other analysts? 

3.2 What are the impacts of the 
European debt and sovereign crises 
in funding renewable, nuclear and 
other energy projects? 

 

3.3 What are the different sources of 
funding for investing in the energy 
projects and which is most 
effective? 

 

3.4 Which renewable energy 
technologies and fuel mix are 
“financeable and insurable”? Why? 

 

3.5 Will the current banking crisis have 
an impact on financing RET and 
what is your analysis of this? 

 

3.6 Is there anything else on 
resourcing you would like to 

discuss which I haven’t asked you 
about? 
 
 

 

 Resourcing Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

  5 4 3 2 1 

3.7 European debt and sovereign 
economic crises has put back 
proper investment in renewables by 
around 5 to10 years. 
 

√     

 

3.9 

Not enough use is made of robust 
and proven finance assessment 
models as  
ARROW –Advanced Risk 
Response Operating Framework 
CCC (Capital, Character Capability)  
MCDM, Multi Criteria Decision 
Modelling and  

DCF/PV, ROI,  ROC and RAROC 
 

√   √  

3.10 The balance of financial interests of 
sponsors is often overlooked or 
poorly managed. 
 

√     

3.11 Investment success and failure are 
value judgements that are not the 
same for all stakeholders 
 

√     

3.12 The only proper measures of 
performance are quantitative, e.g.: 
ROI, ROC, Cashflow, Income, Profit 
and loss etc. 

√     

3.13 Social, political and economic 
issues do not overly affect 
investment resourcing decisions. 
 

    √ 
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3.14 Investment in Capital projects 
requires a long term strategic 
commitment and tenor. 
 

√     

 The future!  

4.1 How confident are stakeholders in 
the energy sector of reaching the 
2020 UK binding NAP (National 
Allocation Plan) targets? 

 

4.2 Is R4 (Regulation, Risk and 
Resourcing and Returns) a valid 
framework for the investment 
community to use in their decision 
making? 

 

4.3 How could we enhance and develop 
the R4 framework? 
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Example of Interview transcript for input into NVivo  

 

Interview with Developer.1  

1 Can you tell me about your experience in the Energy/Renewable 

Energy (RE) sector? 

I have been in the energy sector for over 21 years starting my career 

with CEGB and then National Power after privatisation for about 13 

years. My early experience with CEGB was with the construction of 

five Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plants and from 1995 to 

2001 I was a business developer in the independent power producer 

business with International Power and led business development 

activities for two listed companies on the New York stock exchange; 

Site Energy and Aquilla Energy and provided advice to Mitsubishi. I 

am an Associate Lecturer at Portsmouth University and at Cambridge 

University and involved in Executive Search for senior energy 

professionals. 

 

Regulation 

2 Why do we need to aim for a de-carbonised economy and what are 

the benefits and potential pitfalls of this strategy? 

My experience is primarily in the business development sector so as a 

developer I see the benefits are clear for a decarbonised economy and 

there is, looking at the curves, an alarming increase in carbon dioxide 

up to 2 ppm and that is a critical issue as far as the environment and 

climate change is concerned.  When you look at this parabolic function 

since the 1950s when the global CO2 levels were at 310 ppm by 

volume and looking at recent published government levels of 395 ppm 

we do need to radically combat that. 
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3 What do you think of the current UK Government’s road map for 

Renewables? 

In terms of the UK and the roadmap for renewables I think this 

government's policy is fine, it gives us some clarity and we have got 

the roadmap which lays out the energy landscape towards 2020 and 

into 2050. I think it is a positive development and it has gone some 

way to outline renewables in terms of energy and low carbon 

generation.  

4 What is your view about the latest regulatory consultation in 

relation to the renewable and low Carbon generation; specifically the 

Electricity Market Reform (EMR)? 

 

One of the issues as far as developers are concerned is one of 

regulatory uncertainty and this is still a really big issue as far as 

electricity market reform (EMR) is concerned. I would say, and some 

people would disagree with me, that some kind of European wide 

contract for difference (CfD), a European style feed in tariff instead of a 

ROC system is needed. Principal investors would not have the rates 

and returns that they would have got that under ROCs and they would 

rather see a fixed tariff in the European style rather than the renewable 

obligations. With regard to the Electricity Market Reform (EMR) I think 

that the government has to do more in terms of clarity of the process. 

Capacity payments of course will effectively be forcing utilities and 

determining baseload generation. We don't have access to intermittent 

renewable energy generation and that I think needs a policy to be put 

into place by 2014 but, I feel the timescales are tight and I don't see 

any real evidence of the capacity mechanism coming into effect in 

time. 

5 What words would you use to best describe the current UK ROC  

system in place today. 
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The ROC system is fine, it is fair and will go up to 2050 when it will be 

replaced by a feed in tariff and the government has made a 

commitment to support ROCs up to 2047 maximum. What I don't like in 

the current scheme is that there is too much interference by the 

Regulator and there is too much uncertainty. There are questions of 

onshore wind where we started with one ROC, it has gone down to 0.9 

ROC and will go to about 0.75 ROC and there is also the Crown Estate 

20 GW of capacity coming online in the next six years and there is 

some uncertainty with the ROC allocated to onshore wind as well; 

because as of 2015 also national 0.9 and gradually decreasing to 0.7, 

so financiers are concerned with parity and certainty. 

6 Is the UK Govt and Regulator doing enough to promote low C 

generation and on what do you see their focus toward 2020 and then 

2050? 

 

With regard to the Regulator doing enough on the low carbon initiative,  

I think the regulation is giving mixed messages, it is not giving the total 

green light as far as investors and other developments in the renewable 

energy space are concerned. I have a real worry and fear whether the 

National Allocation Plan, (NAP) for the UK, is able to reach the 2020 

target of 15% of renewables, and that is a real concern. 

7 Is the regulatory framework in the UK conducive to robust 

investment and why? 

I would answer on balance, that the regulator is not doing enough to 

promote low carbon generation. The investors, the financiers and all 

the other stakeholders in the renewable energy space really need a 

strong incentive together with robust regulatory certainty to carry out 

investment that is required to achieve the 2020 target. 

8 What is your general view on what the future energy mix in the UK? 
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Considering the future UK energy mix I think I think we need a 

diversity of fuel and a diversity of technology. Considering the three 

main pillars of the government’s renewable energy policy; 

sustainability, affordability and security of supply. I have a major 

concern about security of supply and the mismatch of supply and 

demand because of the European directive 2015, the Larger Plant 

Combustion Directive, for that very reason with 20 GW to 75 GW peak 

capacity we need nuclear. I think that clean coal has a role to play 

particularly co-firing with biomass which I think is a good way to to use 

renewables at source, for example the DRAXs and other coal-fired 

stations. Onshore wind clearly is an option but there are issues as far 

as the constraints on site planning and so on. I think biomass is 

certainly an option and certainly biomass for between 50 and 100 MW 

is feasible and particularly if you have some control over the feedstock.  

I would also like to say gas, particularly with the government incentives 

to 2045 gas should play a major in the diverse technology and fuel 

portfolio in taking matters forward. The problem we have with 

renewable, even at scale, is the intermittent nature and will need to be 

replaced with more low carbon, nuclear and some kind of gas 

baseload generation. 

 

9 What renewable technologies are needed in the energy mix, and, 

which will you promote and why? 

 

In terms of renewable technologies to be developed and promoted 

we have to do a bit of reverse engineering, in order to be practical 

and to consider what is financeable and what is insurable. These 

are the two criteria that the capital markets and project financiers 

which are the major funding streams of these technologies will 

subscribe to. But as far as the technologies are concerned I would 

say, onshore wind, offshore wind, biomass and tidal.  Wave is at a 

sort of early commercial stage, although that is more for the long 

haul; these are the main technologies. As far as pyrolysis and 

gasification, I have not seen sufficient evidence of development in 
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those areas to suggest that they will have any significant input in 

the energy mix for the foreseeable future. 

 

10 Is there anything else on regulation you would like to discuss which 

I haven’t asked you about? 

 

To summarise, I believe that the important thing is that support 

from the regulatory framework and the regulatory incentives for 

renewables and low carbon technologies that are at scale is one 

issue because of the intermittent nature of renewables and making 

sure for developers, (for all the difficulties in the capital markets), 

that they develop technologies that are financeable and insurable. 

 

RISKS 

11 What are the major risks and barriers to developing and investing 

in the renewable energy space? 

 

This is a very broad question so I wanted to just look at three different 

categories as a developer. When you come to developing projects it can 

be greenfield development where we secure the site, secure the planning 

consent and secure the contractual position, provide finance, construct it 

and operate it. And there are certain risks associated with that kind of 

development. The other category in the renewable space is the acquisition 

of a site that is already operational and you consider M&A Due Diligence. 

In general, there are three major risks in my view in a de- carbonised 

economy and these are; policy, capital and infrastructure. These risks are 

interdependent, so I think a long-term policy framework is required to 

ensure that capital is attracted and developed at scale and when that is 

done so that sufficient infrastructure is deployed for both and that is the 

interconnection between policy capital and infrastructure.   When you talk 

about the project risks, you talk about the regulatory risk, the offtake risk, 
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technology risk, planning risk and the infrastructure risk. You may 

undertake projects that are not denominated in terms of revenue stream in 

Sterling so you may have a basket of currencies with regard to income so 

the FOREX risk will be an issue and particularly with the volatility and the 

adversity we have seen in the European market the Forex risk is quite 

important, but that is for wholly greenfield sites. If on the other hand, you 

are acquiring an asset there are four major risks; commercial risk, 

technical risk, financial risk and legal risk associated with acquisition type 

projects. 

12  How would you mitigate, manage and insure against the risks 

specifically related to leading edge renewable technologies? 

See para 1 above . 

13 Do you do enough and are you sufficiently equipped with a robust 

risk management practice and frameworks in your organisation? 

 

In terms of risk management frameworks I'm somewhat neutral 

because I'm not sure that developers and investors in the renewable 

energy space have a robust risk management framework for 

understanding, analysing and mitigating risk. This is because, to be blunt, 

renewable energy is an area that is quite fashionable and you don't get the 

pure energy players coming into renewables; you get for example real 

estate investors who don't really understand the industry but are planning 

to develop projects and because of a lack of experience, they do not have 

robust risk management frameworks. And the way they mitigate risk is by 

buying the right insurance products.  These products can become quite 

expensive in so far as the economics of the project is concerned. So I have 

to disagree that every developer or investor, particularly in the renewable 

energy and low carbon space, has a robust risk management framework. 

So in short, risk is to do with the nature of the projects and the insurance 

aspects.  
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14 What in your view are the top five risks for developing and investing 

in the renewable energy space? 

I would repeat what I said earlier that the top five risks for me 

would include:  Regulatory risk; commercial risk, technical risk, financial 

risk and legal risk 

 

15 What in your view are the “hot topics” facing utilities and other 

stakeholders in the energy space in the UK and in the EU? 

Again, in terms of hot topics with the major risks, we have discussed 

greenfield projects and also acquiring an asset which in a sense is derisked 

because it is in operation. The challenges of the top risks considered at a 

macro level and I agree with Ernst & Young about where the top risks are;  

1) making sure there is sufficient infrastructure and interconnection between 

different hubs in Europe so we come to smart grids and smart metering and 

the development of those. 2) given the diversity in the European sphere, the 

lack of capital and the problems of downgrading project finance banks, the 

lack of capacity for lending and so what a lot of developers and utilities do is, 

rather than developing, spending money they are monetising which means 

they are looking to sell/save or to enhance the operation of the existing 

assets. So for utilities they are looking for operational excellence. 3) the third 

major challenge is the growth and development of low Carbon generation 

and the last challenge for utilities is 4) mitigating the regulatory frameworks. 

 

16 Is ‘connectability’ of future off-shore renewable energy to the 

onshore grid a major risk and why? How could this be mitigated? Would 

you support a “super grid” European wide concept to mitigate this risk? 

Your thoughts on this.  

 

In terms of connectibility, this is quite a big issue. When we look at 

the three pillars of policy sustainability, affordability and security of supply I 

would like to add a fourth dimension ‘connectability’ because we have, out of 

the Round 3 Crown Estate offshore as allocation, 30 GW of capacity 
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becoming available in the next 18 years or so and the connectability of the 

offshore grids to the onshore grids is a huge challenge both technically and 

in terms of funding. So that is a major issue, and it does become a major 

issue not as much on smaller scale biomass or onshore wind but with the 

inclusion of the larger scale and intermittent renewables obtained from 

offshore wind-farms. One of the issues is the Offshore Transmission 

Operator (OFTO). I don't think we have had sufficient development to 

ensure that the large-scale offshore can be connected onshore in time. With 

regard to the European super-grid, I think it is technically feasible and one of 

the major risks is that any development at scale needs a supply chain also 

at scale to support that development. For example I think there are only 

three cable manufacturers in Europe that have sufficient capacity to provide 

the cables required for this kind of super grid project.  The other constraint is 

funding. I talk to people who say the cost will be £200 billion and others I 

speak to say it will cost over £1 trillion and so we just need to understand the 

past and understand the risk before doing anything. For example, the West 

Scotland interconnection to Mersey Liverpool is costing £1 billion and who 

will bear the cost? I understand it will be mostly passed on to the consumer 

and whether the customer sees the benefit of the super grid is another 

issue. There is a lot of communication and education to put into place; it is 

feasible but it is going to be a question of understanding what is going on in 

the European Union and whether we will have an EU in the next 12 to 18 

months because this has to be a European wide super-grid. 

 

17 Is there anything else on risk you would like to discuss which I 

haven’t asked you about? 

 Finally, I would like to add to the four major risks I have discussed 

above two aspects which are policy and political risk. I really do think we 

need to distinguish between these two because I think the policymakers and 

politicians are not always fully aligned with OFGEM and the regulator on the 

issues of cost incentives. I think it is important that we carefully consider 

policy, capital and infrastructure but add to them political risk.  The biggest 

risk at the moment, for me, in terms of developing a European wide super 

grid is not much regulation but the political risk. 
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Resourcing 

18 What is your view in relation to the scale of investment needed in 

the energy sector to reach the 2020 (and the 2050) UK binding targets? 

 

In relation to the scale of the investment needed in the renewable 

energy sector I think the investment requirement just to meet the U.K.'s 

needs I only refer to the Ernst & Young 2011 estimates of £200 million which 

I think is reasonable but unsure whether this is pure evidence-based or a 

figure that they consider is needed for the spend on renewable.  This is up to 

2020 and the rest will be in energy storage measures which is based more 

on demand and is a shorter term challenge.  Part of the £200 billion will be 

to build the new electricity and gas infrastructures. So, there are different 

estimates which I cannot really say are right or wrong, they have offered an 

analysis and is a sort of number that others are talking about, so I can go 

with that. 

 

19 What are the impacts of the European debt and sovereign crises in 

funding renewable, nuclear and other energy projects? 

 

With regard to the impact of the European and Sovereign debt 

crises in funding renewable, nuclear and other energy projects I believe it 

will require significant support from Governments and Central Banks i.e. the 

ECB.  We're not talking about policy, we are not talking about regulation 

we're talking about the European Union actually being in place as a 

cohesive force in 2013/ 2014 because, these are all European directives we 

are considering being implemented in a European forum. So, I think it will 

have a significant impact and we are all in it together, because we are 

European and if that continues to be the case in one or two years’ time, it 

really depends on what happens in the European market. The other thing I 

would say is that the lending market and the project financier’s who are the 

major source of funding for renewable technologies, are hugely risk averse. 

So, what will give them confidence is the green light we discussed earlier 
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that is having legislation and certainty as far as the regulation income is 

concerned; I mean political stability and regulatory stability. 

 

20 What are the different sources of funding for investing in the energy 

projects and which is most effective? 

 

In terms of sources of funding, we're talking about development, 

construction and operation so the funding requirement as a constructional 

force is the big one and financing in terms of the debt equity market.  You 

have equity funding in the form of wealthy individuals, private equity or 

venture capitalists and they are actually taking some of the development 

risks at this stage with technologies that have less of a risk like onshore wind 

and so on. There is bond financing which is usual in the US but bond 

financing comes in effectively when the development and construction risk 

has been removed. So, it is a way of funding in the operation phase and the 

institutional investors, the pension funds and insurance companies are in 

this business for the long haul for their customers and would therefore 

require a lesser rate of return than a private equity investor or a venture 

capitalist. So these are the providers of long-term funds in the renewable 

energy space. 

 

21 Which renewable energy technologies and fuel mix are “financeable 

and insurable”and what is your reasoning behind this view?  

 

With regard to the renewable energy technologies which will be 

financed, onshore wind is definitely the case as it is a tried and tested 

technology. I don't think many people talk about coal mine methane and 

landfill generation because they are recognised as a renewable source and 

provided you have planning and get robust economic grid connection and 

also in terms of ‘grandfathering ‘ where these plants will continue to get 1.0 

ROC and any new sites will get 0.25 ROC . They are very financeable and 

are tried and tested technologies. In offshore wind there are still challenges 

which are similar to what we had 30 or 40 years ago in oil and gas in terms 
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of the supply chain and if those are removed they will be very financeable 

but one of the issues we have is that financiers want contractual robustness 

and making sure there are not elevated costs. Some of the offshore 

schemes like Greater Gabbard and London Array really ended up at £3.5M 

to £4Mper megawatt installed. So, provided you have contractual robustness 

the capital markets will react to that. We can also learn from offshore wind, 

that all these multi-contracts don't really work and we can learn from the 

EPC wrap.  Project financiers will tell you that the old-style EPC wrap where 

the risk effectively resides with one entity is a good one as far as offshore 

wind is concerned. With biomass, I would say up to 50 to 70 MW provided 

you have sufficient offtake and feedstock from a credit worthy supplier; that 

would be financeable. In the case of tidal, the Severn barrage for example 

could be an asset at scale but there are some environmental issues and 

tidal stream and wave are still immature and that at inception project 

financiers need to be persuaded so I think tidal and wave will happen but not 

in the immediate future. 

 

22 Will the current banking crisis have an impact on financing RET and 

what is your analysis of this? 

 

In terms of the current banking crisis and sovereign debt situations 

there are two aspects; technology risk and high EPC costs. For example 

tidal is currently £7 million per Megawatt compared to £3.5 million for 

offshore, £1 million for onshore wind and £400K for a CCGT. So tidal is very, 

very expensive and it is not tried and tested technology. With regard to the 

EPC wrap you could have a major OEM like Siemens, GE or Mitsubishi 

being responsible for design, engineering, procurement of your boiler, your 

turbines pumps and for constructing the facility. It may be that with an EPC 

wrap, the EPC Company may have 40 to 50 subcontractors and they will be 

the point of focus if anything goes wrong. But apart from construction it is the 

reliability test, so providing, as far of your revenue stream is concerned, the 

performance guarantee test after the construction that and say after three 

years of construction the facility can provide 1 GW of capacity. So a major 

OEM will be responsible and subjected to liquidated damages and penalties 

if the performance is not up to standard. 
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23 Is R4 (Regulation, Risk, Resourcing Return) a valid framework for 

the investment community to use in their decision making and how could 

it be enhanced? 

 

Regarding the R4 framework I think we need to carefully consider the 

Regulation, Risks and Resourcing/financing before we embark on renewable 

projects but I would add Returns because any stakeholder and different 

investors will have different Return On investment (ROI) requirements, and 

making sure that these return requirements are satisfied.  Allied to this 

framework there are also the key softer issues of corporate social 

responsibility and sustainability that need to be considered. 

24 Is there anything else on resourcing you would like to discuss which 

I haven’t asked you about? 

 

To add in terms of a final issue I would say that £200B up to 2020 

could be ambitious but on the other hand private equity project finance 

institutional investors and the equity market need more certainty, more 

political will and regulatory certainty in terms of investing in renewable 

technology. If these aspects can be resolved, I think we have a brighter 

future as far as meeting the renewable targets are concerned. I think you 

have a problem meeting the targets but that is the $64 million question.  It is 

a moving feast as far as Europe is concerned at the macro level, and the 

political risk and the regulatory uncertainty will give us problems when you 

consider there are only eight years to 2020. Just to note, we had 2005 target 

and we have 10% target by 2010 of which we have achieved 7% so by the 

rules of extrapolation I think we will be short of the 2020 target and I don't 

see sufficient evidence of signals that we will get there. We're currently at 

6% and we should be around 12% of the 2020 target; that is the reality! 
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25 What is your view about the validity of the proposed R4 framework 

as a tool or aid for planning developing and decision making for 

renewable energy projects? 

 

   The model will be very useful in considering the key parameters.  It is 

all about Risk and Return for sponsors, financiers and the developers.  So, 

Resourcing in terms of financing the assets will be key and of course driving 

much of the decision making on renewables at the current and future stages 

will be the subsidy and Regulatory regime that the Government endorses 

and puts in place. 
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Appendix B 

 

Quantitative Data Outputs  

                      

    Radar Charts  -  Regulation 

- Risk 

- Resources 
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Output charts of responses to the questionnaire by stakeholder groups on Regulation, 
Risk and Resourcing  

Quantitative analysis of perception of REGULATION issues - (R1)  

 

Figure 1: Regulation – Sponsor  perceptions 

 

 

Figure 2: Regulation – Developer  perceptions 
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Figure 3: Regulation – Financier  perceptions 

 

 

Figure 4: Regulation - Consultant perceptions 
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Figure 5: Regulation - Regulator  perceptions 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Regulation – Legal perceptions 
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Figure 7: Regulation – Insurer perceptions 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Regulation - OEM perceptions 
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Figure 9: Regulation - Researcher perceptions 
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Figure 10: Regulation -  Combined  Stakeholder perceptions 

 

 

Quantitative analysis of perception of RISK issues - (R2) by stakeholders 
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Figure 11: Risk – Sponsor perceptions 

 

Figure 12: Risk – Developer perceptions 
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Figure 13: Risk – Finance perceptions 

 

Figure 14: Risk -  Consultant perceptions 
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Figure 14: Risk – Regulator perceptions 

 

 

Figure 16: Risk - Legal perceptions 
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Figure 17: Risk - Insurer perceptions 

 

 

Figure 18: Risk – OEM perceptions 
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Figure 19: Risk – Researcher perceptions 

 

 

Figure  20: Risk -  Combined  Stakeholder perceptions 
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Quantitative analysis of perception of Key Risks  

The following charts show the strength of perception of the various stakeholder groups 

 

Figure 21: Risk -  Combined  Stakeholder perceptions 
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Figure 23: Keys Risk – Financier perception 

 

 

Figure 24: Keys Risk –Consultant perception 
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Figure 25: Keys Risk – Regulator perceptions 

 

 

Figure 26: Keys Risk –Legal perceptions 
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Figure 27: Keys Risk – Insurer perceptions 

 

 

Figure 28: Keys Risk – OEM perceptions 
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Figure 29: Key Risks – Researcher perceptions 

 

Figure 30:  Risks -  Combined stakeholder perceptions of key risks 
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Quantitative analysis of perception of Resource - (R3) 

The following charts show the strength of perception of the various stakeholder groups 

 

Figure 31: Resource - Sponsor perceptions 
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Figure 33: Resource - Finance perceptions 

 

 

Figure 34: Consultant perceptions 
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Figure 35: Resource - Regulator perceptions 

 

Figure 36: Resource – Legal perceptions 
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Figure 37: Resource – Insurer perceptions 

 

Figure 38: Resource – OEM perceptions 
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Figure 39: Resource – Researcher perceptions 

 

 

Figure 40: Resource - Combined Stakeholder perceptions 
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